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Summary

The thesis is dedieated to the investigation of the properties of particular 

two-dimensional quantum field theories, i.e. sigma-models with target space 

of the form ^^55 x and AdS4 x CP^.

The main results of the thesis are as follows:

1. The leading finite size correction to the dispersion relation of a solitori 

solution of the AdS^ x sigma model has been calculated (7 is a 

parameter describing the deformation of the metric). Nontrivial 

dependence on 7 has been found.

2. The sigma model with target space AdS^ x CP^ has been analyzed 

in the light-cone gauge. In particular, in the classical limit a central 

extension of the global symmetry algebra has been found. It depends on 

the worldsheet momentum and is identical to the one of the AdS^ x 

model.

3. The quantization of the Green-Schwarz superstring in the background 

of the “spinning string” solution has been carried out for the AdS4 x CP'^ 

model. The spectrum of excitations around this solution has been 

found, and the one-loop correction to the energy of this configuration 

has been calculated. The “spinning string” solution has two parameters, 

which describe two independent rotations of the string. In the limit, 

when one of the parameters is significantly greater than the other, some 

of the excitations become massless. The full Lagrangian describing the



low-energy dynamics of these massless modes has been found — it is a 

CP^ sigma model interacting with a Dirac fermion.

In the thesis a range of methods of modern mathematical physics has been 

used; the Green-Schwarz model for the superstring, the coset construction of 

the action, the M2 brane action, as well as elements of supergravity and the 

theory of integrable models. Some analytic calculations have been carried 

out using the Wolfram Mathematica program.
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Introduction

Quantum gauge theory is the mathematical foundation of modern elementary 

particle physics, and, as such, it lies at the heart of the modern 

understanding of the fundamental laws of nature. Maxwell’s classical theory 

of electrodynamics and later its quantum version constructed by Feynman, 

Schwinger etc. is described by gauge theory with a simplest abelian gauge 

group U{1). The mathematical structure of this theory has been studied 

well, and the calculations produce amazingly sharp experimental predictions 

thanks to the fact that the so called coupling constant of the theory, which 

characterizes the strength of interactions of electrons and positrons with the 

electromagnetic field, is rather small (as is well-known, the fine structure 

constant at normal energies is approximately equal to 1/137). Apart 

from electrodynamics, the Standard Model of elementary particle physics 

also describes weak and strong interactions, the weak and electromagnetic 

interactions being united into a nonabelian gauge group SU{2) xU{l), while 

the strong interactions are also described by a nonabelian group SU{3) 

(which is frequently called the group of «color») h To put it differently, 

the physical phenomena related to weak and strong interactions are described 

with the help of nonabelian gauge symmetry. Despite such similarity, there is 

a principal difference between the weak and strong interactions. Consistently 

with the names, the coupling constant in weak interactions is small, and it is
'The theory of strong interactions based on the gauge group SU(3) is called quantum chromodynamics.
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INTRODUCTION . 10

large for the strong interactions. This means that perturbation theory in the 

coupling constant is not applicable to the description of strong interactions at 

normal energies. There is also a physical confirmation of the non-applicability 

of perturbation theory in the real situation, namely the mismatch between 

the asymptotical spectrum of particles at zero coupling constant and the 

one in the real world. Indeed, quantum chromodynamics at zero coupling 

would predict the existence of massless gluons and quarks, either massless 

or massive. However, none of these particles are observed in nature. The 

particles that are observed are the bound states of quarks (mesons in the 

case of two quarks and baryons for three quarks), and the hypothetical 

bound states of gluons — the so-called glueballs — have not been discovered 

yet. As should be clear from the previous discussion, such disagreement 

between theory and experiment is usually imputed to the fact that the 

coupling constant is large, or, in other words, that perturbation theory is not 

applicable. It means that the leading approximation adopted in perturbation 

theory — the free field approximation — does not suit this problem. Hence, 

the problem of utmost importance is to find a different leading approximation 

which would be more suitable and which would allow to calculate various 

parameters of the elementary particles as a perturbation theory around this 

leading approximation. This problem, also known as the quark confinement 

problem, and the problem of mass gap in non-Abehan Yang-A4ills theory, 

are challenges of paramount importance in quantum gauge theory for more 

than 40 years now, but they still remain unsolved It is worth mentioning 

that the solution of these problems will most likely be related to a fully 

mathematically consistent construction of the complete theory of quantum

■^The problem of explaining the rnas.s gap in Yang-Mills theory is one of the «inillennium» problems, 

offered by the Clay In.stitute in the USA. A one million dollar reward has been announced for the solution 

of any one of these problems.

10



INTRODUCTION 11

gauge fields (it is also known as the problem of «existence of the Yang-Mills 

theory in four-dimensional spacetime»). In particular, it will be necessary to 

treat the divergent perturbation series in a mathematically consistent way. 

In spite of the fact that so far there is no description of the dynamics of non- 

Abelian Yang-Mills theory «from the first principles», there is a satisfactory 

qualitative picture.

An important new method of the description of non-Abelian gauge 

theories at large coupling constants was put forward in the work of 

J.Maldacena [84]. Maldacena considered Yang-Mills theory in 34-1 

dimensions with maximal possible supersymmetry — the so-called = 4 

super-Yang-Mills theory. In Chapter 1 we will give a more complete 

description of this theory, but for the moment it is sufficient to mention that 

the Lagrangian of the theory is invariant under four Majorana supercharges. 

A theory with this number of supersymmetries is unique (in contrast to 

the theories with less supersymmetries), or, more precisely, there is a two- 

pararnetric family of such theories, parameterized by the coupling constant g 

and the gauge group «rank» N (for example, in the case of the group U{M) 

one has N = M). The unexpected conclusion of Maldacena was that the 

Nf = 4: SYM theory is equivalent in a very precise way to the theory of type 

I IB supertrings propagating in the space AdS^ x (here AdS is anti-de 

Sitter space and S is the sphere with its standard metric). This is a general 

correspondence between two physical theories, which look very different at 

first sight. This equivalence, or duality, was elaborated in the papers [67,108]. 

In particular, it was shown that the four-dimensional Minkowski space arises 

at the projective «infinity» of AdS. The equivalence discovered in [84] was 

called the AdS/CFT correspondence. More than twenty years before the 

work of J.Maldacena G.’t Hooft pointed out certain (at least qualitative) 

simplifications of the perturbation series, which arise in the limit N —)■ oo,

11



INTRODUCTION . 12

r/ -> 0, A = g‘̂ N = const. Since then this limit is called the ’t Hooft 

limit, and the corresponding constant A - ’t Hooft’s constant or parameter. 

Maldacena’s result reduces in the’t Hooft limit to a weaker statement, which 

is nevertheless very interesting: the planar limit of the A/” = 4 super-Yang- 

Mills theory is equivalent to the AdS^ x string sigma model (i.e. the free 

string propagating in this curved space).

We would like to emphasize that although formally the Lagrangian of 

the theory with A/” = 4 supersymmetries is just a small complication of 

usual gauge theory, related to the presence of «matter fields», in reality the 

maximally symmetric theory has one important peculiarity, which makes it 

quite different from the less symmetric analogues. The fact is that this theory 

is invariant under conformal transformations at the quantum level. At the 

classical level any gauge theory is conformally invariant, if the matter helds 

are massless, but at the quantum level in the absolute majority of cases this 

is no longer so, since renormalizations of field, mass and charge are necessary. 

It is precisely in the maximally symmetric theory that the beta-function of 

the coupling constant turns out to be zero. A negative consequence of this 

observation is that the conformal theory cannot aspire to the role of a theory 

of elementary particles, since all phenomena in such a theory look analogous 

at all spacetime scales. In particular, it is not possible to define the scattering 

states.

It is worth mentioning that an important feature of the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is that the coupling constants on the two sides of the 

correspondence are inversely proportional to each other. Indeed, the coupling 

constant of the string sigma-rnodel is the square of the radius of AdS:

oc ^/X. The small coupling limit for the sigma model corresponds to 

large radius, i.e. to large values of’t Hooft’s parameter. It is precisely this 

property which allows to investigate the strong coupling limit of gauge theory

12



INTRODUCTION . 13

using the AdS/CFT correspondence.

Since the advent of the paper [84] significant progress has been achieved 

in the study of the AdS/CFT correspondence. First of all, the Green- 

Schwarz action of the string sigma-model with target space AdS^ x 

was built [90] (we remind tlie reader that in standard textbooks the case 

usually considered is the one of flat target-space The limit of large’t 

Hooft coupling constant corresponds to the classical limit of the sigma model, 

therefore the knowledge of the Green Schwarz action allowed in particular 

to calculate the semiclassical corrections to the various classical solutions 

of the sigma model. One can choose the light-like (null) geodesic as such 

solution [34]. In this case the corresponding limit is called the «plane wave» 

limit from a geometrical viewpoint it corresponds to the expansion of 

the metric around a null geodesic (the so-called Penrose limit).On the other 

hand, in field theory this limit arises if one considers long operators of the 

form tr(y^Z'^), where Y and Z are complex scalar fields, k is fixed and 

J oo, A —>■ oo,J/\/X = const. Another interesting classical solution, 

which is in particular extensively studied in the present thesis, is the so-called 

«spinning string» [68], in other words the string rotating in AdS around 

its center-of-mass. In gauge theory the operators dual to this solution are 

tr(0D‘^'0), where S —)■ oo, that is the operators with a large number of 

derivatives. It is worth noting that the leading semiclassical correction to 

the energy of such configuration was calculated in [55].

However, the main achievement of the investigations was in the discovery 

of integrability properties of the maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills 

theory, as well as of the AdS^ x string sigma-model. The term 

«integrabihty» here is used in the sense of c|uantum integrable systems and 

it means that there is an infinite set of mutually commuting operators, which 

leads to exact answers (for all values of the coupling constants) for certain

13



INTRODUCTION . 14

quantities. Nevertheless, integrability manifests itself in gauge theory and 

in the string sigma-model in different ways. It was shown in [33] that the 

classical e.o.m. of the string sigma-model may be written in Lax form, that 

is as a zero curvature condition for a one-parametric family of connections. 

From the point of view of classical mechanics of the system this leads to 

the existence of an infinite number of functionally independent integrals 

of motion in involution. In the A/” = 4 Yang-Mills theory one usually 

considers composite gauge-invariant operators, i.e. local (depending on a 

single point x of Minkowski space) gauge-invariant functions of elementary 

operators t/; (here is the gauge field, 0 is a scalar field and is

the spinor field). Despite the conformality of the theory, these operators 

can have nonzero anomalous dimensions, which are functions of the’t Hooft 

parameter A. It turns out [92] that the calculation of these dimensions (at 

least in the one-loop approximation) reduces to the diagonalization of the 

Hamiltonian of a particular spin chain. The Hamiltonian of this spin chain 

is integrable it means that there is a large number of operators, acting in 

the Hilbert space of the spin chain, commuting with each other and with the 

Hamiltonian. This property is by no means trivial and it allows, in particular, 

to encode the spectrum of the Hamiltonian into a solution of a particular set 

of algebraic equations (the Bethe equations). Nevertheless, the work ]92] is 

dedicated to the investigation of the one-loop approximation, and the spin 

chain which arises in this case -- Heisenberg’s XXX spin chain ^ describes the 

interaction of neighboring spins. However, if one takes into account the two- 

loop corrections, then the spin chain is modified by the one with interactions 

of the three neighboring spins, then in the three-loop approximation four 

neighboring spins start interacting etc. Thus, it was necessary to generalize 

the Bethe equations valid in the one-loop approximation. The final answer 

to this question was given in the work [31], where the full set of Bethe

14



INTRODUCTION . 15

equations was written down, valid to all orders of perturbation theory with 

the important qualification that the operators under consideration have large 

length. This result was coined in the literature the «all-loop asymptotic 

Bethe ansatz» (ABA). The word «asymptotic» here refers precisely to the 

fact that the operators, whose anomalous dimensions are given by these 

equations, have large length. As was shown for the first time in [7], in the 

case of finite-length operators there generally arise corrections to the ABA 

solutions in a specific order of perturbation theory. The fact that the ABA is 

not exact is related to the fact that in a certain order of perturbation theory 

the interaction radius of the spins in the spin chain starts exceeding the 

length of the spin chain. Such «long-range» interactions were called wrapping 

interactions. It is worth noting that so far a consistent method of taking these 

interactions into account does not exist at the spin chain side. Nevertheless, 

it is possible to take them into account from the point of view of the string 

sigma model — it turns out that they coincide with the worldsheet finite- 

volume corrections (infinitely long operators in gauge theory correspond 

to an infinitely long string, or, which is equivalent, to the decompactified 

worldsheet). In principle, there exists [83] a general (Luescher) method 

of calculating the leading finite-size correction in a generic relativistically 

invariant theory (the string sigma model in the light-cone gauge is not 

Loreritz-invariant, so for this case a generalization of Luescher’s method was 

built [76]). In particular, the calculation of just this leading correction in 

the string sigma model enabled to find the four-loop anomalous dimension of 

the so-called «Konishi operator» (tr((/)?)) — the shortest nontrivial operator 

in A/" = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory [24]. For comparison, calculation of this 

quantity with the help of the usual methods would recpiire computation of 

hundreds of Feynman supergraphs [46]. However, Luescher’s method only 

gives the leading correction, and then the natural question arises, if and how

15
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it is possible to calculate the higher corrections or, in other words, how to 

obtain the spectrum of the theory in finite volume using the infinite volume 

data (the S-matrix, the spectrum, etc.). This is in fact possible in the case of 

an integrable theory. For the study of relativistic two-dimensional integrable 

theories at the end of 80-s — beginning of 90-s a new method was built, called 

the «thermodynamic Bethe ansatz» [110]- [111]. According to this method, 

the study of a relativistic theory in hnite volume is equivalent to the study of 

the same theory in infinite volume but finite temperature. The solution of the 

latter problem does not pose serious difficulties, since in an integrable model 

the spectrum of the Hamiltonian H is known in the infinite volume (since 

the solution boils down to the calculation of the partition function tr(e“''^^)). 

In the non-relativistic theory, that is in the case under consideration, it is 

necessary to calculate the finite temperature partition function of a dual (or 

mirror) theory with Hamiltonian H, which is uniquely determined by the 

Hamiltonian H. The papers |12|- |18| are dedicated to this problem, but it 

has not been completely solved yet.

In the above we described the results related to the study of the 

AdS/CFT correspondence for the case of A/" = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory. 

Since the appearance of the original paper [84] other variants of AdS/CFT 

correspondences have been put forward. In particular, in the paper |82] the 

so-called TsT deformation of AdSry x was considered. More precisely, in 

this case the metric of the sphere is subject to deformation determined 

by the parameters 71,72,73- This theory is conjectured to be dual to the 

nonsupersymmetric Yang-Mills theory with matter fields in d = 3 -F 1 (if 

the deformation parameters are the same, then the theory possesses Nf — 1 

supersymmetry). For these theories several integrability features were found 

as well. For instance, the Lax pair has been built for the equations of motion 

of the string sigma model [49]. Chapter 2 of the current thesis is dedicated

16



INTRODUCTION . 17

to the study of the TsT-deformed theory.

There also exist theories which (according to the Maldacena conjecture) 

have AdS-duals, but which differ from AdS^ x in a more substantial 

way, than just by a simple deformation. Target spaces of all such sigma 

models may be written in the form AdSo+i x -M (plus fermions), where M 

is some compact space. In some cases these supersymmetric spaces admit a 

large group of isometries and, as a result, they may be regarded as quotient 

spaces of these supergroups. In the case where the corresponding symmetry 

algebra admits a Z4 grading the Lax pair of a classical sigma model is built 

in a standard fashion |33]. All such theories (sigma models with Zrgrading 

and central charge c = 26) were classified in [113]. One of such interesting 

examples is the sigma model for strings propagating in AdSi x CP^ [1]. 

The dual theory in that case is the Chern-Simons theory with A/” = 6 

supersymmetries in three-dimensional spacetime — this theory, as well as 

Nf = A super-Yang-Mills, is conformal. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are dedicated to 

the study of this example of the AdS/CFT correspondence.

As we discussed above, the Nf — A super-Yang-Mills theory cannot aspire 

to the role of a genuine theory of elementary particles. However, one can 

hope that more physical theories can be obtained from it with the help of 

deformations, or perturbations. So far there has not been much progress 

along this way, and of course it would be very much desirable. At first sight it 

might seem that deformed theories, as well as other variants of the AdS/CFT 

correspondence in other space-time dimensions, are even less physical. From 

our point of view, the principal interest to study different variants of the 

AdS/CFT correspondence is to find out its range of validity in the framework 

of quantum field theory. In particular, the only justification for the AdS/CFT 

correspondence known at present is the one described in the original work 

[84], based on the study of the low-energy action for a large number of parallel

17



INTRODUCTION . 18

four-dimensional branes in string theory (this argumentation is reviewed in 

Chapter 1). Since at the end of the day AdS/CFT theory reduces to a 

duality between two quantum field theories (the two-dimensional worldsheet 

theory and three or four-dimensional field theory, although gauge theories in 

other dimensions are also possible), the natural question arises whether it is 

possible to «see» the advent of this duality directly in quantum field theory, 

without any appellation to string theory whatsoever. In spite of the fact that 

at the qualitative level such an analogy seems rather plausible, moreover it 

was first put forward back in the 70-s [73], there still does not exist any 

quantitative description of this phenomenon. We hope that the study of 

different variants of the AdS/CFT correspondence can help advance in this 

direction.

The thesis consists of five chapters.

Chapter 1 is dedicated to the basics of the AdS/CFT correspondence. In 

this chapter we describe the origins of the idea that conformal quantum field 

theories are dual to theories of strings, propagating in AdS. In this Chapter 

we mainly follow the papers of J.Maldacena [84], [85[.

In Chapter 2 we go beyond the most widespread example of AdS/CFT 

correspondence and we consider the so-called 7-deformed spaces AdS^ x 

In Section 2.1 we give a definition of the 7 deformation and we point out, 

how the deformed sphere may be obtained from the usual one by means of a 

sequence of TsT-trasformations. Section 2.2 is dedicated to finding a soliton 

solution for the e.o.m. of the deformed model (this solution is called the 

«giant magnon»). In Section 2.3 we obtain the main result of the Chapter 

— the dispersion relation of the giant rnagnon at large but finite J.

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are dedicated to the investigation of the string 

sigma-model in the space AdS'4 x which is related by the AdS/CFT 

correspondence to the planar limit of the conformal super-Chern-Simons

18



INTRODUCTION . 19

theory in three-dimensional spacetime.

In the beginning of Chapter 3 we give a definition of the sigma model 

under consideration, as well as the gauge theory dual to it. In Section 

1.5.1 we consider CP^ as a space of orthogonal complex structures in six- 

dirnensiorial Euclidean space. In particular, we show that such approach 

provides a convenient parameterization of the coset SO{6)/U{3). In Section 

3.2 we build the light-cone gauge for the current string sigma-model. Besides, 

it is shown that in the light-cone gauge there is a residual symmetry algebra 

su{2\2) 0 ri(l). Section 3.3 is dedicated to the study of transformation 

properties of the bosonic and fermionic fields of the model under the residual 

symmetry algebra. In Section 3.4 we introduce a convenient kappa-gauge. At 

last, in Section 3.5 the central extension of the symmetry algebra is calculated 

in the classical limit. In particular, it is shown that it coincides with an 

analogous central extension for the case AdS^ x S'®.

The problem, which is solved in Chapters 4 and 5, is based on the classical 

solution of the string sigma model e.o.m., which describes string rotation in 

AdS.

In Chapter 4 we expand the full Green-Schwarz action around the 

«spinning string» solution and we obtain the fluctuation spectrum, i.e. the 

dispersion relations for the fermions and bosons on the worldsheet. We notice 

that in the limit when the string rotations gets infinitely fast the string 

stretches to infinity (the so-called long string limit), several particles become 

massless: these are 6 bosons from CP^ and 2 fermions. In Section 4.2 we 

describe the canonical construction of the Green-Schwarz action using a Z4- 

graded coset. Section 4.3 is dedicated to the solution of the sigma model, 

which describes string rotation. In Section 4.4 we obtain a Lagrangian for 

the quadratic fluctuations around this solution and we obtain the dispersion 

relations for the bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. In Section 4.5 we
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present the main the result of that Chapter ^ the one-loop correction to the 

energy of the rotating string.

Part 5 is dedicated to the dynamics of massless modes, introduced in 

Chapter 4. In Section 5.3 we describe the strategy for the construction of 

an expansion around the two-spin solution. Special attention is devoted to 

the reasons why the action built with the help of the coset is not suitable 

for analyzing the massless limit. In Section 5.4 we turn to the consideration 

of the massless limit and we explain its importance using the well-studied 

example of AdS^ x S^. In Section 5.5 the full Green-Schwarz action with 

32 fermions is built. This construction consists of several stages, described 

in Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2. In Section 5.5.1 it is explained, how the type 

IIA string action may be obtained from the (three-dimensional) action of the 

M2 brane, and in Section 5.5.2 we provide for completeness a full description 

of the Hopf bundle, used in the dimensional reduction of Section 5.5.1. In 

Section 5.6 it is shown how the long-string limit is related to the worldsheet 

decompactification limit, and we also describe the technical details of the 

expansion around the «spiiming string» solution. In particular, in this 

Section we describe the choice of the kappa-symmetry gauge. At last, in 

Section 5.7 we build a low-energy limit of the string worldsheet and discuss 

the subtleties connected with the kappa-syrnrnetry and the independence of 

the final result on the chosen kappa-symrnetry gauge.

The Appendix consists of five parts (A, B, C, D, E). In Section A one 

can find the explicit form of the matrices encountered in the main text, as 

well as the notations used throughout the thesis. Sections B-E correspond 

to Chapters 2-5.
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The results reported in the dissertation were obtained by the author (and 

his collaborators) in the following papers:

1. D.V.Bykov, S.A.Frolov, Giant rnagnons in TsT-transfarmed AdS^ x 

5^, JHEP0807:071 (2008), arXiv:0805.1070. The leading finite-size 

correction to the dispersion relation of the giant magnon in the 7- 

deformed sigma model was obtained. It explicitly depends on 7, but in 

the limit 7 ^ 0 it reduces to the one obtained previously in [19]. This 

result is reported in Chapter 2.

2. D.V.Bykov, Off-shell symmetry algebra of the AdS4 x CF^ superstring, 

Thcor.Math.Phys. 163:1 (2010), pp. 114-131, arXiv:0904.0208. In 

the limit when the string is infinitely long one can relax the level

matching condition. In this case the global symmetry algebra of the 

superstring sigrna-rnodel in the light-cone gauge (called the off-shell 

algebra) acquires a central extension, which depends on the worldsheet 

momentum. We calculated this central extension for the AdS4 x 

superstring and showed that it is the same as the one in the AdS^ x 

case, the latter calculated in [15]. This result is reported in Chapter 3.

3. L.F.Alday, G.E.Arutyunov, D.V.Bykov, Serniclassical Quantization 

of Spinning Strings in AdS4 x CP^, JHEP0811:089 (2008), 

arXiv:0807.4400. The one-loop correction to the energy of the so-called 

spinning string (which has nonzero momenta in the AdS and C CP^ 

directions) was obtained. This result is reported in Chapter 4.

4. D.V.Bykov, The worldsheet low-energy limit of the AdS4 x CP^ 

superstring, Nuclear Physics, Section B 838 (2010), pp. 47-74, 

arXiv:1003.2199. We considered the AdS'4 x CP'^ IIA superstring sigma- 

model in the background of the spinning string classical solution, as
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in the previous paper. In the limit when one of the spins is infinite 

there are massless excitations, which govern the infrared worldsheet 

properties of the model. We obtained a sigma-model of CP^ with 

fermions, which describes the dynamics of these massless modes. This 

result is reported in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 1

Basics of the AdS/CFT 
correspondence
This Chapter is essentially a brief review — an introduction to the AdS/CFT 

correspondence. We will only consider the most well-studied example — the 

duality between Af = A Yang-Mills theory with SU{N) gauge group in the 

large N limit and the AdS^ x string sigma model. In the beginning of 

the Chapter we provide a short description of the maximally supersymmetric 

Yang-Mills theory (with four Majorana supercharges, the so-called TV” = 4 

case) in four-dimensional spacetime. Later we turn to the discussion of one of 

the main properties of this theory, namely conformal invariance. We describe 

in detail the anti-de Sitter space, which plays a role of paramount importance 

in the AdS/CFT correspondence and whose physical meaning is related to the 

fact that it provides a vivid expression of the conformal invariance of Yang- 

Mills theory. In the second part of the Chapter we describe Maldacena’s 

ideas, which led him to the formulation of the AdS/CFT duality conjecture.
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1.1 J\f = 4 Yang-Mills theory

24

In the Af — 4 siiperrnultiplet there is one field of spin 1, four fields of spin 

1/2 and 6 fields of spin 0. The R-symmetry group is SU{4), which acts on 

the fields in the following fashion: the spin 1 fields are invariant, fields of 

spin 1/2 are in the 4 0 4 representation, and the 6 scalar fields are in the 

vector representation (that is, the defining representation of S'0(6)).

It follows from the Appendix 1.1.1 that the scalar fields 0* of the vector 

representation 6 can be represented with the help of skew-symmetric matrices 

0*-^ satisfying an additional reality condition (0b)* =

1.1.1 J\f — 1 superspace

Recall that the J\f = 1 rnultiplet of the gauge snperfield consists of one field 

of spin 1, that is the gauge field itself, and one spinor field. The chiral 

rnultiplet contains one complex scalar and one spinor field. In order to 

obtain A/” = 4 supersymmetric theory we should take one gauge rnultiplet 

(which is described in superspace by the spinor superfield W) and three chiral 

multiplets 4>j, i — 1,2, 3. This is confirmed, first of all, by the fact that the 

elementary field counting gives a correct answer. The Lagrangian density 

has the form:

C -itr( J d‘^eww) + ^tv{ j +

+C.C.

(1.1)

The first term here is the action of the gauge superfield V, which is related 

to the «field strength» W by known, but rather special formulas, which we 

do not provide here — one can find them, for instance, in the book [106]. 

The second term contains interaction terms of the scalar superfields with 

the gauge superfield (T = The last term is the superpotential F —
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A is precisely this form of superpotential which provides the 

J\f — 4 invariance of the theory. The gauge transformations have the form:

(1.2)

(1.3)

where Q, — exp (cu) and to is a chiral scalar field taking values in the Lie 

algebra of the gauge group.

1.1.2 Lagrangian in terms of component fields

The Lagrangian of Yang-Mills theory with JV = 4 supersymmetry in terms 

of the component fields has the following form [106|;

£
1 12x/2Retr(^^^^f6i;j) - gtr([0*^ 0^,]) - ^tr(F^.Fn

In each term tr means the trace over the «color» indices , that is the gauge 

group indices. Besides, — ^^^"0 are the left- and right-hand parts of 

the Majorana spinor -ip. Note, that in the formula 1.4 the following reality 

condition is understoodL ip* = P'lp, where = e® e. The matrix e entering 

1.4 is defined as e = /2 (8) e.

1.1.3 Superconformal invariance

Conformal transformations of flat space

Recall that by definition conformal transformations are the ones which 

preserve angles bertween vectors^. If g^v{x) is the metric, then the angle

/ 0 i\
Ulere we use the notation e = ia2 =

V-' 0/
^In the following Ijy conformal transformations we mean those diffeomorphisms, which preserve the

angles (between tangent vectors).
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between two vectors v^(x) and Wi,{x) is defined according to the formula

{v,w)
Cosine of the angle between v and w (1.4)

y'\{v,v){m,w)\'

where the scalar product is defined using the metric: (n, w) = .

Thus, it is clear that the conformal transformations are those, under which 

the metric tensor is multiplied by a scalar function: gi_i^{x) -A Ct{x)gn^{x). 

In other words, suppose that the transformation in a particular set of 

coordinates has the form a:® -a x''^{x). The metric transforms as follows:

dx^ dx^
ds^ = g^iv{x) dx^^dx'" = g^u{x) dx'°‘ dx’f^

dx°‘dx^ — g'api'x') dx°‘dxP, (1.5)

where g'^p{x') = The condition that the given transformation

is conformal is:

= El{x)gap{x). (1.6)

It is clear that conformal transformations form a group. Let us pass to the 

case which is most interesting for us, namely the flat space witli a Minkowski 

metric g^^ — In this case the equation 1.6 takes the form:

dpx — Q gap- (1.7)

Multiplying by g^^ and contracting the indices, we find El = 

jg^yg^^daX^dpx'E i.e. 1.7 can be rewritten as

1
ViiwdaX>‘d0x'' - r]a0 = 0 (1.8)

We will limit ourselves by considering only those conformal transformations 

that are connected in a continuous way to the identical transformation (in 

other words, those which lie in the connected component of the identity 

of the conformal group). Such transformations may be uniquely restored 

if one knows their infinitesimal form (this is analogous to the procedure of
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exponentiation of a Lie algebra element, which leads to a group element). 

Therefore let us look for such transformations in the infinitesimal form;

x^\x') = iP' + eH‘'{x') + o(e). (1.9)

T^\x) are components of the vector field r = P‘'{x)-^, which gives a

full conformal transformation after exponentiation. This means that upon 

finding the field r we will need to solve the equation ^ = t^{x) and then 

set in the solution e = 1.

Substituting the expansion 1.9 into the equation 1.8 and setting to zero 

the coefficient of e, we obtain:

daU + dhTa - ^VahdcTc = 0.
(1.10)

The solution of this equation that we are interested in has the following form:

Tfi = + cufx,, + - 2(ax)xn), (1.11)

where and the other parameters e^, q, are independent. It is

obvious that there are 15 independent parameters, 10 of them corresponding 

to isometric transformations {Cl — 1), forming the Poincare group: are

the shifts, and are the Lorentz rotations. Thus, we have found 5 new 

transformations, which in full (not infinitesimal) form look as follows:

Dilation: x^‘ —> \x'^

Special conformal transformations: x^^
x^ + a^xM-t-2

1 + 2 (ax) + x'^a?

There is a simple description of the special conformal transformation. Denote 

by j the inversion j{x) — ^ and by the shift Sa{x) = y,y^ =

x^ + a^. Then the special conformal transformation may be written as a 

superposition j o o j. This means that the full conformal group may be 

obtained from the Poincare group by adding the transformations of dilation 

and inversion.
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Conformal algebra

Let us find out, what the Lie algebra of infiiiitesiinal conformal 

transformations is. To do this it is sufficient to calculate the commutators of 

vector fields, generating the transformations 1.11. These vector fields have 

the form

a

D „ d

Kn
1 2 d 
2^ ^

^x^^
d

L X, Adx^
d

- X,. dxT

Their commutators are as follows:

[D, = 0, [P^, P„] = 0. [K^, K] = 0, [D, = 0

Px\ ~ ~~

[Pfii

Vi'aCpn T

[D, P,] = -P„ [D, K,] = K,

(1.12)

(1.13)

(1.14)

(1.15)

(1.16)

(1.17)

(1.18)

(1.19)

(1.20) 

(1.21)

Supersymmetry

The superconformal algebra is an extension of the super-Poincare algebra 

(i.e. the usual supersymmetry algebra), which includes conformal 

transformations.

A remarkable property that we will need in the following is that the 

conformal group SO{2, 4) of the Minkowski space coincides with the 

isometry group of five-dimensional anti-de Sitter space AdS^. Moreover, the 

superconformal group PSU{2,2\4) coincides with the isometry supergroup
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of the superspace AdS^ x S^, which is, among other things, a solution of the 

equations of motion of the (ten-dimensional) type IIA supergravity.

1.2 Anti-de Sitter space AdS

The AdS space is a direct generalization of the Lobachevsky space to the case 

where the metric has Lorentz (and not Euclidean) signature. In particular, 

it has constant negative eurvature. It is handy to recall what is the standard 

Lobachvesky plane and its multi-dimensional generalizations.

1.2.1 The Lobachevsky plane

Let us consider the surface

— x‘^ + if' -f- -1 (1.22)

It is a two-sheeted hyperboloid which is «stretched» along the x axis. Let 

us consider just one of its sheets, for instance x > 0. If the space with 

coordinates x, y, 2: is equipped with a Lorentzian metric

ds^ = —dx^ -f d'lf -f dz^ ^ (1.23)

then the corresponding metric space is called the Lobachevsky plane H. From 

1.22 and 1.23 it is elear that on HI there is an isometrie action of the group 

50"^(1, 2), in other words the ortoehronous Lorentz group in 2 f l dimensions 

(the group S'0(l,2) has two conneeted components, one of them being 

the conneeted component of the identity S'0"^(l,2). Note that these two 

connected eomponents switch between each other under the transformation 

— 1 = PT, where P and T are the spaee and time parities eorrespondingly). 

One can show that the group S'0''"(1, 2) acts transitively on H. In this case 

according to the general theory the stabilizers of all points are isomorphie,
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so we can choose for convenience a particular point O = (1,0,0) e R'^ 

Arbitrary rotations and reflections in the plane (y, z) leave the point O fixed, 

however reflections are not part of SO^{l^2). Thus, the group SO{2) is a 

stabilizer of an arbitrary point on the hyperboloid. In this fashion we get a 

representation of the Lobachevsky plane as a quotient space (we will often 

loosely call it a «coset», since the more correct term «quotient space» seems 

too long) El ~ SO''~{l,2)/SO{2). We have focused here on such a detailed 

description of this coset because similar cosets for anti-de Sitter spaces of 

higher dimensions play a paramount role in this thesis.

The equation 1.22 may be rewritten in a different way. To do it we first 

introduce the «light-cone» coordinates

x± = y±x,

and then we make yet another change of variables
1 2;

u = —, V = —, s = X-, 
x+ 2:+

then the equation 1.22 can be written as
sv‘^

H—+ 1 = 0,u
and after multiplication by as

su T = D.

(1.24)

(1.25)

(1.26)

:i.27)

Let us note that the original condition a: > 0 (we considered just one sheet 

of a two-sheeted hyperboloid) is equivalent to

X-i- > 0 => u > 0. (1.28)

One can rewrite 1.27 in one more way, finding the diagonal form for the 

quadratic form in 1.27 (w = w -b |, s = |):

(1.29)2 , ~2 -2 V U = S .

'The inverse looks as follows: a;+ = -,z = -,a;_ = s.T- ’ U ’
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Let us write the metric 1.23 ds‘̂ = dx+dx^ + in the coordinates 1.25, 

using 1.27:
de^ = (1,30)

Thus, we have obtained the standard Poincare metric on the upper half-plane 

{u > 0). It is well-known that another model for the Lobachevsky plane is 

provided by Poincare’s unit disc. After the introduction of the complex 

coordinate z' = v + iu it can be obtained by a conformal transformation of 

the upper half-plane

z' = -2i
z — % 
Z Sr i

(1.31)

An elementary calculation allows to rewrite the metric 1.30 using the 

coordinate ^ on the unit disc:

dzdzds oc
(1 — zzY

(1.32)

1.2.2 AdSo

As we saw in the previous Section, on the Lobachevsky plane there is a 

positive-definite (Riemannian) metric of constant negative curvature. After 

a direct generalization we will get the space AdS2 of constant negative 

curvature, but this time also with Lorentzian signature. To do this let us 

consider the hyperboloid

x^ + — z^ = 1, (1.33)

embedded into Minkowski space with the metric

ds"^ = dx"^ + dy^ — dz‘̂. (1.34)

We introduce the parameterization

X = ch(x) cos((/)), y = ch(x) z = sh(x) (1.35)
^To make it clear, \z\ < 1, i.e. 2 i.s in the unit disc, whereas Im(2') > 0, i.e. 2' is in the tipper

half-plane. The inverse transformation has the form 2 = —ifripff
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The coordinates x, 4> are called global coordinates of the anti-de Sitter space, 

since they cover the whole hyperboloid. To cover with these coordinates the 

whole hyperboloid one should choose the following range: x ^ (~rx), oo), (j) G 

[0, 27r). The metric in these coordinates looks like

fis^ = c\?{x)d(f)^ — dx^

According to Penrose, we can write the metric in the following way;

,2_______ / JJ.2 f dx

(1.36)

ds"^ = cm(x) dcj)'^ V':h(x),
(1.37)

The expression in brackets can be transformed to fiat-space form by the 

introduction of the coordinate w = arctan(e^) (which satisfies the equation
dwdx = dife)’ changing in the limits G (0, f):

ds‘^ = sin^(uj) co^{;w){d(tP‘ — dnP') (1.38)

To put it differently, the metric ds^ is conformally equivalent to the flat 
^ 2

metric ds = d(fA — dw‘^. As we will see in the following, it is natural 

to consider the variable (f) as time (it is not clear in this two-dimensional 

example, but in three and more dimensions it is precisely this variable which 

is timelike). It follows from the requirement of causality that there should 

be no closed timelike geodesics, therefore one usually considers the infinite 

covering of the hyperboloid 1.33, which can be obtained from the covering 

R 5^ of the circle, parameterized by the angle 0. In other words, in 

the following we will assume that the variable <p = t takes values in the 

whole real axis and we will no longer identify (p mod 27r. Then the area 

under consideration is a strip in the {w, 0) plane — it is the so-called Penrose 

diagram for the space AdS2- The lines rc = 0 and w = ^ form the «conformal 

boundary» of AdS2, whose multi-dimensional generalization plays a role of 

utmost importance in the AdS/CFT correspondence. Let us mention that
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in terms of the original parameters the conformal boundary corresponds to 

X —> ±oo, i.e. the infinitely distant points of the hyperboloid.

1.2.3 AdSs

We dedicate a separate subsection to the space AdS'^, because it has a 

remarkable property — it is the group manifold of S'L(2,1R). This fact 

may be interpreted in different ways, for instance we may relate it to 

the isomorphism S'0(2,2) ~ 50(1,2)^ this is a direct analogue of the 

isomorphism S'0(4) ~ SO{?>Y in the case of Lorentz signature. Indeed, the 

manifolds AdSo for all D are quotient spaces 50(2, D — 1)/50(1, D — 1), 

so at O = 3 we have AdS^ ~ 50(2,2)/50(l, 2).

AdS:i is the universal cover of the hyperboloid defined by the equation

2,2 2 2 1 x^ + y - z-^- Z2 = I

and embedded into four-dirnensional space with Lorentz metric

(1,39)

= dx'^ + dy"^ — dzl — dz^ (1.40)

Similarly to the way it was done in the previous Section one can introduce 

«global» coordinates, i.e. the ones which cover the whole hyperboloid (and 

in fact its universal cover as well):

X = ch(r) cos(t), y = ch(r) sin(t), zi = sh(r) cos(v2), Z2 = sh(r) sin((/p).

Then the metric takes the form

ds^ = — cld{r)dA + dA + sh^(7')d(^^ (1.41)

The ranges of the variables are; r G [0, oo), t G (—oo, oo), tf G [0, 27r). The 

difference from the AdS2 case is that in AdS^ the variable r has a meaning 

of a genuine radial variable, i.e. it takes values only in R+.
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One can make more manifest the causal structure of the space AdSs, 

similarly to the way it was done for AdS2 in the previous Section. In order to 

do it notice that the metric 1.41 can be written in the form = ch^ {r)ds , 

where

ds = —dr + dr
ch(r) + {r)d(f‘' (1.42)

Let us make the change of variables w = 2arctan(e’') — 2- Then the metric 

takes the form

ds = —dt^ + du? + s\T?{w)dip^ (1-43)

The last two terms coincide with the metric on the sphere but the variable 

w has a range [0, 2) (rather than [0, tt], as a polar angle of the sphere does). 

As a result the coordinates (m, (/?) cover only one hemisphere or in other 

words the disk Thus, 1.43 is the metric on a full cylinder M x 

which represents the Penrose diagram of the space AdS^. We note that the 

boundary of the cylinder R x 5'Hs the conformal boundary of the space 

AdS^. In the original coordinates it corresponds to the limit r -A 00, i.e. to 

the infinitely distant points of the hyperboloid.

1.2.4 AdSr^

The AdSo space can be viewed as a hyperboloid, embedded into the space 

R^T-i por example, in the AdS^y case we need to consider the surface

xS - Xf + + Xi + X^ + Wf = -R^ (1.44)

embedded into the space equipped with the metric = —dXg — 

dXf + dXl + dX^ + dXl + dX^. The parameter R, called the radius 

of AdS^ characterizes its curvature. Setting Xq = cosh(p) cos(T), Xi — 

cosh(p) sin(T') and introducing spherical coordinates for X2,X-s,X4,X^ 

(we will take sinh(p) as the radius of the sphere), we obtain the global
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parameterization of AdS^. The metric then looks as follows:

{ds‘̂ )AdSs - G^,^dY‘^dY'' = 7?^ (- cosh\p)dT^ + dp^ + sinh2(p)(if73).

(1.45)

1.3 Supergravity description of parallel branes 

in string theory

In this Section we review the main facts which led J.Maldacena in 1997 to 

the AdS/CFT correspondence. We will mainly follow the review |2|. It is 

worthwhile to point out that this argumentation is cpialitative, or physical — 

up to the present day a more rigorous justiheation of the results described 

below does not exist (except for direct comparisons of various quantities in 

tlie string sigma-model and in field theory, which do not explain however the 

reasons^ why these quantities turn out to be equal).

The idea of the AdS/CFT correspondence comes from the consideration 

of a system of N parallel D3-branes in type IIB superstring theory. A «D3- 

brane» is a 3+1-dimensional plane in a ten-dimensional Minkowski space. 

All the N branes are situated close to each other and even coincide in the 

limit. Such a system has two descriptions from the point of view of string 

theory. Let us discuss them in more detail.

The first description arises in the usual perturbative quantization of the 

two-dimensional worldsheet — this means that the string coupling constant 

Qs is close to zero. If it is exactly zero, we can obtain in this way only the 

spectrum of particles. In the absence of branes the massless particles are 

those which enter the gravity multiplet (the graviton, gravitino, dilaton and 

the NS-NS 2-form). In the presence of branes there are additional massless 

modes, which correspond to open strings ending on branes — in this way one
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obtains the A/* = 4 supermultiplet, i.e. the necessary niiniber {N'^) of gauge 

fields, as well as the spinors and scalars related to them by supersymmetry. 

We should emphasize that these fields are massless only in the limit where 

the branes coincide. Separation of branes is equivalent to the scalar fields 

acquiring nonzero v.e.v.’s, which leads to the Higgs effect.

The second description comes from considering the D-brane as a classical 

supergravity solution of a «black hole» type. Such solutions were found for 

the first time in the work of G.Horowitz and A.Strominger [74]. The solution, 

which corresponds to a D3-brane, has the form:

ds^ = + dxi + dxl + dx\) + f^-^{dr‘^ + r'^dfll) (T46)

F5 = (1 + *)dt A dx\ A dx2 A dx^ A d{f~^) (T47)
Rwhere / = 1 H—= ATTg^a^'^N (1.48)

Here a' is the inverse string tension and it has dimensionality l/(mass)^. 

Besides, dQl is a line element on the sphere and F5 is a self-dual RR 

5-form, which enters the HB supergravity e.o.rn. (self-duality means that 

*^5 = T5, and this property is clear from the construction, since F5 oc (1 + *), 

and the star has the property = 1). It is useful to notice that R is 

a transversal size of the brane in the sense that at distances r > R the 

presence of the brane is almost imperceptible.

Let us now pass to the low-energy limit, when we can neglect the massive 

excitations of the string. All masses in string theory are proportional to 

l/'/a', therefore the massive states decouple in the limit a' -A 0. The idea 

is to pass to the low-energy limit in both descriptions of the D3-branes.

We start from the former description. Interactions of massless excitations 

of HB string theory in the presence of D3 branes are described using a low- 

energy action. This action consists of the ten-dimensional HB supergravity 

action, the four-dimensional action of the A/” = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory, as
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well as the interaction terms of the supergravity fields with the super-Yang- 

Mills fields.

An important observation is that in the low-energy limit o;' —> 0 the 

gravitational field becomes free and, thus, it completely decouples from the 

J\f — 4 super-Yang-Mills theory. To see this notice that the Einstein-Hilbert 

action has the following form:

1
Sg,„ - 2^2 a/det^f 7Z, (1.49)

where TZ is the Ricci scalar, and the coupling constant k is from the point of 

view of string theory equal to k = ggCt'^- Perturbation theory is constructed 

around the flat solution:

gfiu = (1.50)

and as a result the action has the form

‘S'grav ~ j d!^^x [dhf + K{dh)‘^h -f- ..., (1.51)

in other words all interaction terms of the gravitational field are proportional 

to powers of ac. Precisely from this it follows that the interactions turn to zero 

when a' -A 0. Thus, when we take the low-energy limit in this description 

we are left with free gravity and an interacting J\f = 4 super-Yang-Mills 

theory (since, in contrast to gravity, the coupling constant is dimensionless 

and proportional to g^ rather than to ggo''^).

Let us now consider the same low-energy limit, but from the point of 

view of the supergravity solution (1.46). It means the following: we need 

to consider fields propagating in a space with the metric (1.46) and to find 

out, which of them have small energy. For gravitons at finite r it suffices 

to simply let a' ^ 0 in this solution — in this way we get free gravitons 

in flat space. However, in the vicinity of the brane (that is when r < 

there is a surface layer, which is in fact most interesting for us. The fact
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is that all the particles in the proximity of the brane, including the massive 

ones, have effectively low energy because of the redshift of their energies: 

E = -A 0. To take into account this phenomenon in the metric
r—>0

(1.46) we need to consider the limit r -A 0, or, more precisely, r < R. This 

boils down to neglecting the unity in the function /:

,2
dC + d:i^ + dxl + dxl) + + R^dTl^RZ 1^0

(1.52)

this is nothing but the metric of AdS^ x S^. Thus, the second analysis 

of the same situation has led us again to two systems, which do not interact 

with each other: the gravitons in ten-dimensional space and a full spectrum 

of string excitations of the space AdS^ x S^. The results which we obtained 

along two different paths of deduction, have one common feature it is the 

free ten-dimensional gravity. Since on the other hand these results have to 

be completely identical, we are led to the conjecture that the string theory 

in AdS^ X is in some sense equivalent to A/" = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory. 

This is the Maldacena conjecture, or the AdS/CFT correspondence.

1.4 The 7-deformation of the AdS^ x theory

We start with the following general sigma model action describing 

propagation of a fermionic closed string in a background with several U(l) 

isometries

5 =-hi [ i/JL 
2 7 27r [XA^<l>'di,4P Cj - B% (1.53)

+2a.^>* + £L] ■

Here A is the effective string tension, = 1 and 7“^ = y/—h

where is a world-sheet metric with Minkowski signature. In the conformal 

gauge 7“^ = diag( —1,1) although in the following we will not attempt to fix
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any gauge. We assume that the action is invariant under U(l) isometry 

transformations geometrically realized as shifts of the angle variables (pi, 

i = That means that the string background contains a d-

dimensional torus T^. We show explicitly the dependence of the action on 

(pi, and their coupling to the background fields Gij, and U'^i, which 

generalizes the usual coupling of bosons to the target space metric and B- 

field. These background fields are independent of (p^ but can depend on other 

bosonic and fermionic string coordinates which are neutral under the U(l) 

isometry transformations. By we denote the part of the Lagrangian 

which depends on these other fields of the theory. The Green-Schwarz action 

for superstrings on AdS^^ x can be cast to the form (1.53).

The action has d global symmetries corresponding to constant shifts of 

(p's. The corresponding Noether currents are

Jf (0) = -^/A ' G% - . (1-54)

and they are conserved, daJf = 0, as a consequence of the equations of 

motion.

In the following two sections our exposition follows the paper [5].

1.4.1 T-duality.

To explain what T-duality is we perform this transformation on a circle 

parametrized by (pi. To find the T-duality rules it is useful to represent the 

action (1.53) in the following equivalent form

S = — \/A J dr
da

da(pl +
TjO^a,l
Gril

1/0
Lril

1
2G?11

1 1
-p G?, + tC

Lril
C'rest
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where

40

Cl = C.i + 0% . Vl, = Vl, + S?,, (1.56)

and denotes the part of the Lagrangian which does not depends on . 

Indeed, varying with respect to , one gets the following equation of motion 

for

Pa

Substituting (1.57) into (1.55) and using the identity 

reproduce the action (1.53). Let us also mention that up to an unessential 

multiplier p°‘ coincides with the U(l) current corresponding to the shifts of 

01:

(1.57)

7"^, we

On the other hand, varying (1.55) with respect to 0i gives

da p“ = 0 .

The general solution to this equation can be written in the form

(1.58)

p“ = e (1.59)

where 0i is the scalar T-dual to 0i. Substituting (1.59) into the action (1.55), 

we obtain the following T-dual action

f dr^
2 ./ 27r G^j - T^^dai^'dp^ Bij 

+28 J + 4est

(1.60)
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with the new fields etc. given in terms of the original ones.

Gi 1 , Lrij (jT ; • QO
A_GI

5 Gli /^OLril

'^J — ^ij G?
5 Bli —

11
r'O ’Lril

K?1 ~ f^alTT _ CC^L _ a,i
^a,l — ^0 ’ ^“'1 ~ ’^11 ^11
Uo,.i = f/“, -

G?.C/“ I - Bf.C?,!
G?,

C,,i = K?,.

(161)

Gi'Vi!. - g?V°,i
GO ’

+ e-£ . = £° — O'■‘-'rest ■‘-'rest ' /-yO ' /^OLril Lr^l

, (1.62)

G' = (t>\ i> 2.

In principle these formulas can be used to find the T-diiality transformed 

NS-NS and RR fields of the background in which the strings propagate.

It is important to note, however, that for the spaces under consideration 

the T-duality we have been talking about is not a genuine symmetry of 

the full string theory (as it is in the familiar case of x S^), but it 

is rather a convenient method for generating supergravity solutions. This 

is a consequence of the fact that the tori on which we perform the T- 

transformations are in fact contractible inside the space they are embedded 

into and therefore the string winding modes are not well defined in this 

case. A useful example to have in mind is the plane in polar coordinates 

= dp^ + p^dcjA, where the circle parametrized by (j) is not a genuine circle, 

i.e. it is contractible.
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1.4.2 The TsT transformation

42

Now we perform a TsT transformation of the angle variables. To this end 

we pick up a two-torus, for instance, the one, generated by 0i and 02- The 

TsT transformation consists in dualizing the variable 0i with the further shift 

02 02 + 701 and dualizing 0i back. Application of the TsT transformation

can be symbolically expressed as the change of variables

(<Ai,02) ™ {Th) ■ (1.63)

The procedure to construct the TsT-transformed action has been explained 

above. The corresponding action can be written in the same fashion as the 

original one

5
v/A da 

dr— 271 Gij - Bij (1.64)

+2dJ'

with the new fields Gij, etc given in terms of the original ones. Clearly, the 

new action also has the same number of symmetries related to the constant 

shifts of the variables 0h The conserved Noether currents have the form

Jn4>) = Gi, - By + . (1.65)

The relation between the dual variables 0 and the original ones 0 is given by

da4>^ = da4>^ - - 7+^2

<9a0^ = da4>^ + l^at5l^'^dp(f)'‘Gii - 7^00*+ ^Val 

a,# = da(f)\ i>3 (1.66)

Using these transformation rules, one can check that the following relation 

holds

j“(0) = j“(0). 

42
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It shows that independently of the form of the action (1.53) and the presence 

of fermions the TsT transformation preserves the U(l) isometry currents 

corresponding to the angles 0j.

The relation (1.67) allows one to find a relation between the cr-derivatives 

of the original and the transformed angles

0'l - 0'l 

^2 “ 02

-iJL 7 7 (1.68)

= 7-/[,

0, 2 > 3.

Here means the r-component of the conserved current. This is the same 

relation as was found in the bosonic case [49].

Since we are considering closed strings on the y-deformed background the 

angles (pi have the following periodicity conditions

0i(27r) - 0j(O) = 27rnj, niCZ. (1.69)

Then integrating eqs.(1.68) we obtain the twisted boundary conditions for 

the original angles (pi and (p2, and the usual periodicity conditions (1.69) for 

the other d — 2 angles

(/)i(27r) - 01(0) = 27r(ni + 7J2) , 

02(27r) - 02(0) = 27r(n2 - 7-^1),

(1.70)

where

Jr =
da

JJ
Jo 27r

is the corresponding Noether charge. We see that the twisted boundary 

conditions are universal and do not depend on the details of the background 

and the presence of fermions. They depend only on the angles involved in 

the TsT transformation, and the total U(l) charges.
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To understand better the meaning of the relations (1.67) and (1.68) we 

notice that the time components of the U(l) currents coincide with the 

momenta canonically conjugated to the angles 0,;: Jf = Pi = 5S/5(f)i. 
Therefore, (1.67) and (1.68) can be written in the form

Pi = Pi TijPj ) h j 1, 2, . . . , (i , 1.71)

where we take summation over j, and 7^ is skew-symmetric, = —7jo 

with just one nonvanishing component equal to the deformation parameter: 

7i2 = 7-

It is obvious from the relations (1.71) that up to the twisted 

boundary conditions a TsT transformation is just a simple linear canonical 

transformation of the U(l) isometry variables. It is the twist that makes 

the original and TsT-transformed theories inequivalent. It is also clear that 

the most general multi-parameter TsT-transformed backgronnd obtained by 

applying TsT transformations successively, many times, each time picking up 

a new torus and a new deformation parameter, is completely characterized by 

the relations (1.71) with an arbitrary skew-symmetric matrix 7ij. Therefore, 

a background containing a d-dimensional torus admits a d(d— l)/2-parameter 

TsT deformation. In particular, the most general TsT-transformed AdSs x 

background with TsT transformations applied only to the five-sphere (to 

preserve the isometry group of AdSs) has three independent parameters, and, 

therefore, is the one found in [49]. The twisted bonndary conditions for the 

original angles (pi in the case of the most general deformation take the form

0j(27r) - 0i(O) = 27r (n* - Vi) , ut = -7,-^ Jk ■ (1.72)

Notice, that the twists Vi always satisfy the restriction zz,; J,; = 0.

The general three-parameter 7-deformed background is obtained by 

applying the TsT transformation three times. We express the corresponding
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procedure as

45

(01102, 03) ^ (01,02,03) ^ (01,02,03) ^ (01,02,03)- (1-73)

Since under every step the corresponding Noether currents remain the same 

we can summarize relation between the angles in the following table

01 - 01 = -73-/2’ 01 - 0'i = 0 01 - 01 = T2J3

02 - 02 = 73-/f 02 - 02 = -71-/3 02 - 02 = 0 (1-74)

03 - 03 = 0 03 - 03 = 71-/2 03 - 03 = -72-/r

From here we straightforwardly find the relation between the derivatives of 

the angles 0,; and the derivatives of 0,;, the latter being attributed to string 

on the 7-deformed background:

- <t>'i = ■ (1-75)

We see from the formula that 'yik = —Cjklj- Integrating eq.(1.75) and taking 

into account that 0i(27r) — 0,:(O) = 27rni, n* E Z, we obtain the twisted 

boundary conditions for the original angles

0i(27r) - 0i(O) = 27r(n,: - y^) , Ui = eijkljJk • (1.76)

1.4.3 The dual gauge theory

In the beginning of this Chapter we described the maximally supersymmetric 

gauge theory in four-dimensional space-time, which is dual, by the AdS/CFT 

correspondence, to the string theory on AdS^ x . One can ask the 

reasonable question, which dual gauge theory will arise when we consider the 

7-deformed background AdS^ x 5^. In the previous Sections we discussed 

the most general three-parametric 7-deformation, and in this generic case 

the dual theory cannot be presented in compact form. Nevertheless, when 

all three 7-parameters coincide, the theory possesses J\f — 1 supersymmetry
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(breaking the Af = 4 supersymmetry of the maximally supersymmetric 

theory). In this case the Lagrangian may be written in terms of the 

superfields, in particular, the only part of it which does not follow on general 

grounds and which we are free to specify is the superpotential. It looks as 

follows:

IV = h(j, g, N) tr(cd’^^<hi$2‘^‘3 - (1.77)

In this way the dual gauge theory is completely defined. We should 

emphasize, however, that for a generic function h{'y,g, N) this theory is not 

conformal, and in fact it is conformal only for a very particular choice of 

h{'y,g^N) [81]. This function is unknown a priori, but it can bo defined, for 

instance, term by term in perturbation theory, if one requires the absence of 

the conformal anomaly (i.e. vanishing of the beta-function).

1.5 The AdS^ x CP^ theory

Relatively recently a new example of the AdS/CFT correspondence [84], 

[68], [108] was put forward the so-called ABJM model [1]. On the string 

theory side one deals with an AdS,! x S'^ jZk near-horizon limit of a solution 

in 11-diniensional supergravity describing a stack of coincident M2-branes at 

a Z^.-orbifold singularity. The acts on the 5^ in a peculiar way: namely, 

if one considers the Hopf fiber bundle tt : —> CP^ with fiber 5^ the Zk

reduces the circumference of the circle by k times, so in the limit k oo 

one gets rid of the circle completely, and we are left with the projective 

space CiP. The gauge theory dual to this AdS,! x CP^ background is the 

N — 6 supersymmetric Chern-Simons theory in three space-time dimensions 

(supersymmetry implies that the theory contains matter fields and is not 

topological for this reason).
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Quite similar to the AdSs x model, various signs of iiitegrability 

have been diseovered in this ease, too. Namely, on the gauge theory side, 

integrability of the two-loop Hamiltonian (the one-loop Hamiltonian vanishes 

due to a discrete symmetry) was found in [92] by direct check. Soon after 

this the algebraic curve for corresponding classical solutions and the all-loop 

asymptotic Bethe-ansatz were proposed [64], [65]. Under the assumption of 

su{2\2) 0ri(l) symmetry algebra, the exact factorizable S-matrix was found 

in [3|. In the same paper the authors diagonalized the S-matrix and derived 

the Bethe ansatz equations, which agreed with those of [64].

On the string theory side, from the fact that the target space under 

consideration is maximally (super)symmetric, it follows that the string sigma 

model can be formulated as a coset model [llj. Using the coset formulation, 

one finds a Lax representation [11], from which classical integrability follows.

1.5.1 Quotient space

The AdS4 x CP^ background (which we denote by A4 in what follows) is 

a ten-dimensional manifold, which admits the action of a topological group 

G = OSP(6]2,2). The latter is a supergroup, which has 0(6) x USP(2,2) 

as its maximal bosonic subgroup. The supergroup acts transitively on 

the manifold, the stabilizer of an arbitrary point xq in Ai being H = 

U(3) X 0(3,1). Thus, Ai is homeomorphic to G/H, the latter equipped 

with quotient topology.

Action of group G on the manifold Ai means that for a point xq in At 

and g in G corresponds another point xq = g{xQ), and this correspondence 

is compatible with the group structure. Below we find this transformation 

law in suitable coordinates on At.

CP^ may be viewed as the space of orthogonal complex structures in R®.
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Indeed, U{3) C 0(6) is the subgroup preserving a given complex structure, 

which we denote Kq and, following [11], choose in the form Kq = i(J2 

(/a is the 3x3 identity matrix). Then the Lie subalgebra w(3) C o(6) is 

described by 6 x 6 matrices, commuting with K^. In other words, as vector 

spaces, o(6) = w(3) 0 IT-

The quotient vector space IT, which describes the tangent space T^M 

(tangent spaces are isomorphic for all .t, since A4 is a manifold), is described 

by skew-symmetric matrices (elements of o(6), that is) which anticommute 

with the complex structure. Indeed, we notice that for any uj G 0(6) the 

adjoint action u)KqU)~^ is again a complex structure. For u) sufficiently close 

to unity a; = 1 + e + ..., thus, {Kq + [e, /T])^ + O(e^) = —Iq. Linear order in 

e gives {/Tcj [^TT]} = b. Define a map / : o(6) -A o(6) by /(a) = [a, iLg]. 

Since Ker(/) = u(3), W is isomorphic to Im(/). One can also check that if 

g{h) = {Kq, 6} = 0, then b G Im(/) = W. ^ Let us note in passing that all 

of the above can be summarized by the following exact sequence of vector 

space honiomorphisms {i being inclusion):

0 -> «(3) V o(6) V o{6) 4 R", (1.78)

being the vector space of symmetric matrices.

It is easy to construct a basis in this linear space explicitly. Denoting 

by Ji, J2, T3 the three generators of 0(3) in the vector 3 representation (see 

Appendix for an explicit form), we get:

V± = Span{ Jj 0 (Ji; Ji ® 0-3} (1,79)

To make contact with the notations of jllj we will write out the T generators

®In fact, this choice of representatives in the quotient space becomes canonical once we adopt the 

Killing scalar product (since / is skew-symmetric with respect to this scalar product tr(a,/(c)) = 

—tr(/(a), c)). Indeed, for a € u(3) and b G Im(/) we have tr(a&) = tr(a[c,/Ce]) = tr(acA''6 — aK^c) = 0, 

since [a, A'e] = 0). This justifies the use of the symbol Vj, for W.
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used in tdieir paper in terms of the basis introduced above:

^1,3,5 — -^1,2,3 <S) (73, T2A3 = -^1,2,3 <8* (71.

49

(1.80)

The main property which these generators exhibit and which will be 

important for us is the following:

{Ti,T,} = {Ti,Ti} = {%,%} = Q. (1.81)

For the following it is convenient to introduce the complex combinations

(1.82)

71 and 71 will denote the conjugate combinations.

= T2 = I{n-^T„).

1.5.2 The sigma model action

The coset construction of the Green-Schwarz superstring action is rather 

simple [11]. The key to this simplicity lies in the fact that the 05'P(6|4) 

superalgcbra possesses a Z4 group of automorphisms (this is a cyclic group, 

generated by an element which we call Then, suppose we take a

representative g{x, 6) of the coset {6 here represent the fermions, and x the 

worldsheet coordinates), and build the left-invariant current

J = -g 'dg{x,e). (1.83)

Then one can determine the 4 components of this current, which lie in the 

eigenspaces of the Cl transformation. Let us denote them by k = 

0,1,2,3, and their characteristic property is Then the

action invariant under the Cl automorphism (or, equivalently, under the Z4 

group of automorphisms) is built uniquely in the following way:

s = 2 da dr (7“'’ Str( JP> jf) + x Str( J<'> jf) (1.84)
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When X = ±1 this action possesses an important gauge symmetry, called 

kappa-symmetry, which is a fermionic gauge symmetry in the sense that the 

gauge parameters are anticommuting.

We emphasize that throughout the present thesis, depending on the 

particular needs and aims, we use different parameterizations for the 

coset element g, and in each case the corresponding choice is elaborated 

separately.
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AdS/CFT correspondence 
for 7-defornied theories

2.1 The 7-deformed theories

An interesting example of the AdS/CFT duality [84] between gauge and 

string theory models with reduced supersymmetry is provided by an exactly 

marginal deformation of A/* = 4 super Yang-Mills theory [81] and string 

theory on a deformed AdSs x S''^ background suggested in [82[. The deformed 

models depend on a continuous complex parameter /t, and are often called 

^-deformed. If /3 = 7 is real the deformed string background can be derived 

from AdSs x by using a TsT transformation which is a combination of a 

T-duality on one angle variable, a shift of another isometry variable, followed 

by the second T-duality on the first angle [49,82]. Moreover, since has 

three commuting Killing vectors, a chain of TsT transformations can be used 

to construct a regular three-parameter deformation of AdSs x dual to a 

non-supersymmetric deformation of A/" = 4 SYM [49]. The Lagrangian of 

the 7j-deformed gauge theory can be obtained from the undeformed one by 

replacing the usual product by the associative ^-product [30,49,82]. The
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resulting model is conformal in the planar limit to any order of perturbation 

theory [8].

Another important property of a TsT transformation is that it preserves 

the classical integrability of string theory on AdSs x |49|. In particular 

the Lax pair for strings on AdSs x S''’ [33| and a TsT transformation can 

be used to find a Lax pair for strings on a deformed background [5,49]. 

Moreover, the Green-Schwarz action for strings on AdSs x is mapped 

under a TsT transformation to a string action on the y-deformed background 

providing a nontrivial example of non-supersymmetric Green-Schwarz action 

for strings on RR backgrounds |5|. In fact in the Hamiltonian (first- 

order) formalism the Green-Schwarz action for strings on the y-deforrned 

background is canonically equivalent to the action for strings on AdSg x S^ 

satisfying quasi-periodic or twisted boundary conditions [5,49|. The twists 

however are quite unusual because they depend on charges carried by a 

string and are given by linear combinations of products of tlie deformation 

parameters and 5u(4) charges.

This also implies that in the light-cone gauges of [9, 50] the string 

dynamics on both the y-deformed background and AdSs x S^ is described 

by the same Hamiltonian density. The y-dependence enters only through 

the twisted boundary conditions and the level-matching condition which is 

modified because a closed string in the deformed background in general 

corresponds to an open string in AdSs x S^. Gorrespondingly, in the 

decompactification limit where one of the 5u(4) charges, say J, is sent to 

infinity while the string tension and the deformation parameters are kept 

fixed the dependence of the light-cone Hamiltonian on the deformation 

parameters disappears because in this limit all physical fields must vanish 

at the space infinityb As a result, if one considers the light-cone gauge-
7-dependence remains in the pp-wave [34] and spinning string [56] limits because in these limits
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fixed string sigma model off-shell, that is if one does not impose the level

matching condition then the deformed string model is indistinguishable from 

the undeformed one, and they share the same magnon dispersion relation [27], 

the su(2|2) 0 su(2|2)-invariant world-sheet S-matrix [20, 25, 101] and the 

dressing factor [17, 28, 29, 32, 47, 711. Therefore, the 7-dependence in the 

decompactihcation limit is only due to the level-matching condition.

Thus, to see the dependence of the off-shell spectrum of the model on the 

deformation parameters one should analyze it for finite values of the su(4) 

charges. The leading dependence can then be captured by the asymptotic 

Bethe ansatz which would differ from the usual one [31[ only by the twists 

reflecting the non-periodic boundary conditions for finite J. This conclusion 

is also confirmed by the one-loop considerations in the 7-deformed gauge 

theory [30,35,97] where it is shown that the one-loop integrability of A/" = 4 

SYM ]92] is preserved by the deformation, and the corresponding one-loop 

Bethe ansatz involves the same twists that appear in string theory ]30]. In 

the asymptotic approximation the dispersion relation is not modified and the 

twists lead to a very mild modification of the string spectrum which basically 

reduces to 7-dependent shifts of string mode numbers, see [51,52,82] for some 

examples.

The asymptotic Bethe ansatz is not exact and for finite J one expects to 

find a non-trivial 7-dependence already in the large string tension limit where 

classical string considerations^ can be used. In particular, it is interesting 

to determine how the dispersion relation for a giant magnon [72] depends 

on the deformation parameters. In the infinite J limit a giant magnon is
the effective lengtfi J/\/A and the twists ~ -/iJk are kept fixed, and therefore tfie string sigma model 

is defined on a circle with fields obeying qua.si-periodic boundary conditions. The pp-wave limits of the 

deformed backgrounds were discussed in [86,89,95], and the finite-gap integral equations [78] describing 

spinning strings in the 7-deformed su(2) sector were derived in [51 j.
^Throughout the thesis cla.ssical refers to zero worldsheet coupling, i.e. the limit A —^ 00.
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dual to a gauge theory spin chain rnagnon, and in the confornial gauge it 

can be identified with an open string solution of the sigma model reduced 

to R, X S'^. The end-points of the open string move along the equator of 

5^ parametrized by an angle (f), and the momentum p carried by the dual 

spin chain inagnon is equal to the difference in the angle 0 between the two 

end-points of the string [72]. On the other hand in a light-cone gauge a giant 

rnagnon is identified with a world-sheet soliton and the momentum p is equal 

to the world-sheet momentum of the soliton [19]. For finite J the equality 

between p and Pws holds only in the light-cone gauge t — t , Pcf> = I [19].

In this Chapter we determine the leading 7-deperidence of the dispersion 

relation for a finite J giant rnagnon. We use the conformal gauge and the 

string sigma model reduced to 77 x 5^ which in the deformed case is the 

smallest consistent reduction due to the twisted boundary conditions. Even 

for the tliree-parameter deformation the reduced model depends only on one 

of the parameters which we denote 7. Since there are two isometry angles 0i 

and 02 a solution of the reduced model can have two non-vanishing charges 

J\ and J2. A giant rnagnon is then an open strirrg solution of the rrrodel 

which carries only one charge J = Ji. The rrromentuirr p of the rnagnon is 

correspondingly identified with the difference in the angle 0i between the two 

end-points of the open string because in the liglrt-cone gauge 7 = r , = 1

it is equal to the world-sheet momentum of a soliton. The second angle 

02 satisfies a twisted boundary condition which can be found by using the 

general formulas from [49]

A02 = 27r(n2 - '^fJ) , n2 G Z ,

where 712 is an integer winding rrumber of the string in the second isometry 

direction of the deformed sphere S^. Collecting all the requirements together, 

we conclude that a 7-deformed giant rnagnon can be identified with an open
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string in R x satisfying the following conditions

A01 = p, A02 = 27r(n2 - 'yJ) , Ji = J , J2 = 0 .

We analyze the equations of motion and find that a solution exists only 

for one integer 722 which obeys the condition |n2 — jJ\ < |, and therefore 

there is only one deformation of a giant niagnon solution in R x S^. Then, 

the leading correction to the dispersion relation in the large J limit has the 

following form
27r(n2 - ^J) 

2^/2 cos
V f 4 9 P ,7

E — J = 2gsin- 1---- ^ sin - cos^e ^"4/2 -f ...
^ 2 V 2 $ 3 p 

4

where g = ^ is the string tension, and J' — J/g. The formula reduces in 

the limit 7 —>■ 0 (or ‘f> —)■ 0) to the one obtained in [19]. In the large J limit 

the 7-dependence disappears in agreement with the discussion above, and if 

7 is kept fixed then the winding number n2 goes to infinity too.

The deformed theory has less supersymmetry, and one expects that the 

energy of a 7-deformed rnagnon would be higher than the energy of the 

undeformed one with the same momentum and charge. It is indeed the case 

because cos $ < 1.

It would be interesting to understand how to reproduce the dispersion 

relation by using Liischer’s approach [83]. This would generalize the 

computation performed in [76] to the deformed case. The dispersion relation 

has a peculiar 7-dependence for finite J, and it is not quite clear how such 

a dependence follows from the S-rnatrix approach. This would require to 

generalize Liischer’s formulas to the case of the nontrivial twisted boundary 

conditions.

Our consideration can be generalized to solutions carrying several spins, 

see [69,79,91] for recent discussions of the undeformed model. It would be 

also interesting to compute the one-loop quantum correction generalizing the 

considerations in ]63,70].
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In section 2 we discuss possible giant magnon solutions in the deformed 

background and explain how they can be mapped to open strings in AdSs x 

S°. In section 3 we sketch the derivation of the leading correction to the 

dispersion relation in the large J limit and discuss its structure. The details 

of the derivation can be found in Appendix.

2.2 The 7-deformed giant magnon

The bosonic part of the Green-Schwarz action for strings on the y-deformed 
AdSs X background [5] reduced to R x can be written in the following 
form

5 = -| y dadr 7"^ {-djOpt + d^Pidppi + Gplda^pidp^Pi + Gp\plpl{%dap)i) {^jdp<Pj))

Here ^ ^ ks the string tension, and 7"^ = y/—hhA^ where is a

world-sheet metric with Minkowski signature. The function G is defined as 

follows

= 1+ ^IpIpI + TipIpI + iIpIpI , P? = 1, (2-2)

and (pi are the three isometry angles of the deformed S^. The deformation 

parameters 7 are kept fixed in the string sigma model perturbation theory, 

and are related to the parameters 7^ which appear in the dual gauge theory as 

7j = 27rg'ji = '/Xji. The standard AdSs x background is recovered after 

setting the deformation parameters 7 fo zero. For equal 7 = 7 this becomes 

the supersymmetric background of [82], and the deformation parameter 7 

enters the A/" = 1 SYM superpotential as follows W = -

The TsT transformations that map the AdS^ x string theory to the 

7i-deformed string theory allow one to relate the angle variables (pi of to

56
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the angle variables of the 7-deformed geometry. The relations take their 

simplest form being expressed in terms of the momenta Pi,7rj conjugate to 

respectively^ [49]

Pi 
,2 i/

T ) 

,2 1 = 1,2,3

(2.3)

(2.4)

where in (2.4) we sum only in j, k. The relation (2.3) implies that the 5/(1) 

charges J,; = j dapi are invariant under a TsT transformation.

Assuming that none of the “radii” pi vanish on a string solution, we get

Pi- ‘^T^^ijkAjPk •

Integrating eq.(2.5) and taking into account that

= Ti{r) - Pi{-r) = 27rnj ,ni eZ

(2.5)

(2.6)

for a closed string in the 7-deformed background, we obtain the twisted 

boundary conditions for the angle variables of the original space

A0J = 0j(r) - (pi{-r) = 27r(n,: - Vi), z/j = eijkljJk , A ^ J da pi. (2.7)

It is clear that if the twists Ui are not integer then a closed string in 

the deformed geometry is mapped to an open string in AdSs x S^. A giant 

magnon solution in this respect does not differ essentially from a closed string 

in AdSsxS^. It corresponds to an open string in the deformed geometry, and 

its image in AdS5 x is an open string too. The only difference is that not 

all of the winding numbers n* are integer for a giant magnon solution. In fact 

one linear combination of the winding numbers should be identified with the 

momentum p carried by the giant magnon.
^Here we use definitions of momenta pi, which differ by a factor of 27r from those of [49], therefore we 

have an extra 27r in (2.4).
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To determine the linear combination we notice that in the infinite J = 

J\ + J2 + ./a limit the end-points of a giant magnon should move with the 

speed of light along a null geodesic of the background [72]. In the undeformed 

case any geodesics is just a big circle of 5^, and the solution is described by a 

soliton of the string sigma model reduced io Rx S‘̂. The momentum carried 

by the soliton is identified with the difference in the angle (p between the 

two end-points of the string where p parametrizes the equator of [72]. 

In the light cone gauge t = r, = 1 the momentum p is equal to the

world-sheet momentum of the giant magnon solution and because of that 

the identification can be also used for finite J |19|.

In the 7-defornied background there are infinitely many incquivalent 

geodesics which correspond to solutions of the Neumann-Rosochatius 

integrable system [52] (which also describes multi-spin string solutions 

|16,21|), and one should choose only those which give the rninirnum energy 

satisfying the BPS condition E = J. These geodesics were described in |52| 

where it was shown that for generic values of 7* there are three BPS states 

which have only one of the three charges Ji nonvanishing. Choosing for 

definiteness the nonvanishing charge to be Ji = J, the BPS state corresponds 

to the geodesics parametrized by the angle and having pi = 1, P2 = P3 = 

0. An infinite J giant magnon with the end-points moving along the geodesics 

is then a solution of the string sigma model reduced to R x where S^. is 

obtained from the deformed by setting p3 = 0. The momentum p carried 

by the soliton is identified with the difference Api = <pi{r) — (pi{—r). In 

fact it is easy to see that the TsT transformation maps the infinite J giant 

magnon solution of the undeforrned model to the 7-deformed giant magnon, 

and therefore the infinite J dispersion relation is not modified, and has no 

7 dependence. For finite J however the dispersion relation gets a nontrivial 

7-dependence which we determine in the next section. This follows from
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the fact that for the magnon solution J2 = J;3 = 0, and therefore the twist 

1^1=0, and the corresponding angles 0i and 02 of the undeformed 5^ satisfy 

the following twisted boundary conditions

A01 = 01 (r) - 01 (-r) = p, A02 = 02(r) - 02(-r) = 27r(n2 - 7J), (2.8)

where 7 = 73, J = Ji. As a result the dispersion relation for the finite J 

7-deformed giant magnon depends on p, J and 5 = 27r(n2 — 7./). To find 

the dispersion relation one can either use the conformal gauge [72] or the 

light-cone gauge [19].

Let us also mention that in the case where the deformation parameters 

satisfy the relations 71 = cki where c is any real number and ki are arbitrary 

integers, there is another family of BPS states with the following charges [52]

t/j — k ki ~ 7i (2.9)

where (in ciuantum theory) k is any integer. In particular, in the 

supersymmetric case 71 = 7 the BPS states are the states (J/3, J/3, J/3) 

with three equal charges. Since Ji ~ 71 for these BPS states the twists Vi 

vanish and both the 7-deformed giant magnon and its TsT image satisfy the 

same twisted boundary conditions which take the simplest form in terms of 

the following new angle variables and their conjugate momenta

P1+P2+ P301 — ^101 + ^202 + ^303 ) 

02 = ki(()i - {ki + ks)(p2 + ks(l)3 , 

03 — ^101 + ^202 ~ (^1 + ^2)03 j

TTi

712 =

713

k] -)- A:2 + k^
k2Pi - kip2 

ki{ki k2k'i) 
ksPi - kip3

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)
ki{ki + ^2 + ^'3)

Then, the giant magnon solution with the charges satisfying (2.9) satisfies 

the following boundary conditions

A01 = p, A02 = 0 , A03 = 0 .
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Since the boundary conditions do not depend on 7^ in the classical theory the 

dispersion relation for the giant magnon does not depend on the deformation 

parameters either. A disadvantage of this giant magnon solution is that the 

corresponding Bethe ansatz is not known.

2.3 Finite J dispersion relation

To determine the dispersion relation we impose the conformal gauge 7"^ = 

diag(—1,1), set t = r, and use the following parametrization of

xf = 1, xi+ ix2 , X3 + ix4 = , pl = l- pl = x- (2.14)

Then the sigma model aetion for strings on R x takes the following form

S = -^

and solutions of the equations of motion should also satisfy the Virasoro 

constraints

4a(1 -x)

xx'
+ (1 ~ a) ( 01 + ) + A (02 + </’2^ ) — 15 (2.15)l/2

(2.16)+ (1 - a)010'i + A0202 = 0 .
4a(1 - a)

Since t = r the range of a is related to the space-time energy E of a solution 

as follows

2r = - = £.g (2.17)

The two charges J\ = J and J2 corresponding to shifts of 0i and 02 are

J = gf da{l-x)<Pi, J2 = g[ d(7x02- (2.18)
J—T J~T

As was discussed in the previous section, the 7-deformed giant magnon 

solution has only one nonvanishing charge J, and the angles 0i and 02 satisfy
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the following twisted boundary conditions

A01 = (/)i(r) - 0i(-r) = p, A02 = 02(^) - 02(-r) = ^, (2.19)

where <5 = 27r(n2 — 7./), 7 = 73 and n2 is the winding number in the (/?2 

direction of the deformed 5^ . It is worth mentioning that the dependence 

on 7 and 712 comes only through their linear combination 6 which in fact 

plays the role of the deformation parameter.

The problem of finding a finite J giant magnon solution is thus basically 

equivalent to the problem of finding a two-spin giant magnon solution 

discussed in appendix C of [19], and can be solved by using a similar ansatz

01 (a, r) P= LOT + —{a — vt) -h (f)ia — vt) ,
2?’

(2.20)

02(t t) = VT + —{d — vt) + a{a — vt) ,
2r

(2.21)

x(t r) = x{d-VT), (2.22)

where x(cr), (f){a) and a{(7) satisfy the periodic boundary conditions.

Substituting the ansatz into the equations of motion, integrating the 

equations for (f) and a once, and using the Virasoro constraint (2.15) , we get 

the following three equations

0' = /o + /i
1 - X

a do +
X

= (X-X„cg)(X-X™n)(X„,ax -X),

(2.23)

(2.24)

where the constants in the equations are functions of uj,i',v,p,6, and 

Y , Y . , Y are ordered asY <0<y. <y • Moreover, giant 

magnon solutions exist only if x^ax — ^ these solutions Xn,in ^ X ^

Xmax) Appendix for detail.

If the deformation parameter 6 goes to 0 then Xncg 1 > Q-i approach 0

too, and we recover the equations of motion for a finite J undeformed giant 

magnon |19|.
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For any value of 5 we can always choose the initial conditions so that x{^) 

is an even function and ^(a) and a{a) are odd functions of a, and since they 

are also periodic functions, we can always look for a solution satisfying the 

following boundary conditions

x{-r) = X{r) = X™n > X(0) = Xn,ax > x(-cr) = X(t^) , (2.25)

0(—r) = 0(0) = Q;(—r) = q;(0) = 0, 0(—a) = —0(cr) , a{—a) = —a{a).

Due to the conditions we can restrict our attention to the half of the string 

from —r to 0, and since y is an increasing function on this interval we can 

also replace integrals over a by integrals over y from to Xn,ax- Then a 

solution is completely determined by the following five equations which are 

analyzed in detail in Appendix

Xrnax
Periodicity of 0 : r /o + j\ dx

(1 -x)lx1
= 0

^rnaj

Periodicity of a : r uq + ai dx
xlx'l 0,

^min

Charge J = — : J = -2rv /] +
g 1 — lE dx

1 - X
1x1 ’

Charge J2 = 0 : 0 = —2rva\ +
1 —

/ A

^min

r^O

Length of string: da = r — dx
1x1’

where all constants should be expressed in terms of the charge J, the soliton 

momentum p and the deformation parameter 5.

The dispersion relation can be found in the large J limit as an expansion
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^in e ^'Hp/2) ^ and np to the first correction it has the following form (0 < 7; < tt)

(2.26)
Pi 4 9 r; __j

E — J = 2g sin 2 ( ^---- 2 2 ^ ^ ’

where

$
23/2cos3 2

27r(n2 - 7./)
23/2cOs3H • (2.27)

The dispersion relation in the 7-deformed model reduces in the limit > 0 

(or <h 0) to the one obtained in [19].

Some remarks are in order.

1. We see that in the limit J ^ 00 the dispersion relation is independent 

of the deformation parameter. This is contrary to papers [37, 44] 

where it was claimed that the momentum is shifted by the deformation 

parameter 2tt^. As was discussed in the previous section, 2'K'^ is 

identified with 7/7;, and therefore the shift by 7 cannot be seen in 

classical theory in any case. It would be a one-loop effect, and the 

discussion in the Introduction indicates that the momentum p is not 

shifted at one loop at all but one should take into account that 

in quantum theory magnons carry other charges of order one, and 

therefore p = A0i is not equal to jVs = A(/?i. According to (2.7), if we 

have several (or just one) magnons with the total charges J2, J3 fheri 

the momenta are related as p = p^^s + J2 — 27r72 J3. If the state 

is physical then the total world-sheet momentum pw,s should vanish 

leading to the condition p = 27r73 J2 —27r72 J3 (up to an integer multiple 

of 27r). This condition is equivalent to the cyclicity constraint in the 

twisted Bethe ansatz [30].

2. Since cos T < 1 the energy of a 7-deformed magnon is higher than the 

energy of the undeformed one with the same momentum and charge.
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3. The derivation of the dispersion relation performed in Appendix shows 

that a giant magnon solution exists if $ satisfies the restriction

— TT < $ < TT , (2.28)

and therefore if we require a solution to exist for all values of p from 

—TT to TT the parameter S must also satisfy the same restriction

1
— TT < 6 < TT <=> \n2 — 7JI < (2.29)

This means that n2 is the integer closest to 7 J. We see that for any 7 J 

there is only one integer ri2 which satisfies the condition, and therefore 

there is only one deformation of a giant magnon solution in Rx S^. If 

the fractional part of 7J is less than 1/2 then 112 is equal to the integer 

part of 7J, and if the fractional part of 7J is greater than 1/2 then n2 

is equal to the integer part of 7J + 1.

4. For small enough values of p however the first-order perturbation theory
J

in e allows one to have two or three integers satisfying the

restriction (2.28): 1x2 satisfying (2.29), and 722 ± 1. We expect that the 

latter possibilities will be ruled out at higher orders of the perturbation 

theory. Anyway, according to (2.26) their energies would be higher than 

the energy of the main solution.
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Chapter 3

Symmetry algebra of the

AdS4 X CP^ superstring

3.1 Introduction

The issue of integrability in the AdS4 x CP’^ model, which was introduced in 

Chapter 1, has not been fully resolved so far. First of all, in a string theory 

calculation of one-loop correction to the spinning string (that is, a string with 

two charges J and S) energy a mismatch was found with the Bethe ansatz 

prediction [4], Subsequently this result was confirmed by a calculation of the 

energy correction to a different string configuration - the so-called circular 

string, which is a rational classical solution of the sigma-model [88]. One of 

the explanations relies on the possible modification of h{X) (effective string 

tension, or coupling constant) due to loop corrections. Since h{X) enters the 

dispersion relation of the giant magnon, which in turn can be derived from the 

centrally-extended supersymmetry algebra as a BPS (multiplet-shortening) 

condition, the calculation of loop corrections to the central extension would 

prove useful and could help finally settle the issue.

Another puzzle in the integrability program is that of the so-called
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’heavy modes’ in the BMN expansion on the string theory side. Indeed, 

the quadratic (leading) order of the BMN expansion was found in [96] and 

confirmed in [11], and it follows from these papers that, apart from a multiplet 

of light particles of mass ^ there is also a multiplet of heavy particles of mass 

1. The heavy excitations are not among the elementary excitations of the 

spin chain, namely, they contain two elementary momentum-carrying Bethe 

roots, which suggests that they are some sort of ’bound pair’ of elementary 

magnons.

A possible resolution of this problem has been recently put forward in 

[112[. The idea is that loop corrections remove the heavy particles from the 

spectrum. Namely, the pole of the corresponding heavy-particle propagator 

disappears, once, say, a one-loop correction is taken into account. This is 

related to the fact that the mass of the heavy particles lies precisely at the 

two-particle production threshold of light-particles and, of course, on the 

interactions of the theory, which are non-relativistic, since we move away 

from the strict BMN limit.

The central extension of the supersymmetry algebra psu{2\2) 0 

psu(2, 2|4)(2|2) ©w(l) in the AdS^ x case was introduced in [25] b If the 

symmetry algebra of the AdSi x CP^ superstring were altered as compared 

to the AdSs x case, this could perhaps give some clues to the solution 

of the massive modes problem. However, as we explain below, the central 

extension is the same.

Other aspects of integrability of the AdS4 x CP'^ have been studied [102], 

namely near-BMN corrections to the energies of states in certain sectors were 

calculated therein.

The Chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2, we proceed to impose
6n the worldsheet approach used throughout the thesis this syiiinietry algebra is the subalgebra of 

the full symmetry algebra, which is realized linearly in the light-cone gauge.
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the light-cone gauge. Next, in section 3.3 we discuss the transformation 

properties of all the physical fields of the sigma-model under the residual 

light-cone global symmetry group. In section 3.4 we describe the kappa- 

symmetry gauge, which respects the global bosonic symmetries of the light- 

cone gauge. In section 3.5, we derive the central extension through the 

calculation of Poisson brackets. In carrying out the calculation we closely 

follow [15], for instance, we use the so-called "hybrid" expansion introduced 

therein. In the Appendix the reader will find the explicit form of the necessary 

matrices, all global charges written out in terms of the fields, the Poisson 

brackets of these fields, as well as a general discussion of geodesics in CP^.

3.2 Light-cone gauge

An extensive review of the light-cone gauge quantization of the AdSs x 

superstring (which can be generalized to other maximally symmetric spaces), 

among many other things, can be found in the review [lOj. We introduce the 

light-cone coordinates:

1/ (3.1)

The corresponding canonical momenta p+ and are conjugate to x_ 

and 3:4. respectively. Recall that the light-cone gauge comprises two 

conditions: x+ = r, p+ — const. We would like our string Lagrangian (and, 

consequently, Hamiltonian) not to depend on time r even after the light- 

cone gauge is imposed. This requirement leads us to the following choice of 

parameterization for the coset element:

g = goOxOB, (3-2)

where go = exp (f^Po + flk), = expx, gs = exp (fTs) .gcp.9AdS- We 

have chosen the coset representative gAdS for AdS space in a way similar to
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the one in [50];
1

9AdS
1 +

1 + 9 X] i ,

68

(3.3)
i=l

3
where — zf. The matrix gives, in turn, a paranietrization of CP^

Z = 1
and is an obvious reduetion of the coset element from [11]:

9C¥ = I

where

1
w\

{W + W) + \/^ + 1'^!^ 1 (^^4/ + ^ (3 4)
'a/I + w\

W = wiTi + W272, bP = miTi + W2T2. 

X is the fermionic matrix of the following form:

7211 • • • ''^16

(3.5)

X
0 9

, e =
V 0

7241 • • • ''^46

, Tj = -e^c.

The reality condition of the algebra also ensures that the two lower lines of 

9 are complex conjugates of the upper lines (we refer the interested reader 

to [11] for more information regarding this and other properties of the coset):

= -n2j, n4j = 72i^-. (3.6)

It is now easy to see that with this choice the current A = y~^dg, out of 

which the Lagrangian is built, does not explicitly depend on world-sheet time 

T. To make this property even more obvious, we rewrite the first exponent 

go in terms of the light-cone coordinates:

(
z t
-a:+E+ + -X-T. (3.7)

where we have introduced = TTo — zTq = diag{±ro;

As is usual for gauge fixing procedures, after fixing the gauge we lose a 

certain amount of symmetry. The next problem we are going to tackle is
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to define the symmetry subgroup of G which is left after imposition of the 

light-cone gauge. The subgroup of such transformations will be denoted by 

Gic- Its Lie algebra consists of matrices which commute with the light-cone 

direction E+. The block-diagonal bosonic subalgebra is furnished by 

matrices which commute with both Tq and Tq (i.e. the precise combination 

E+ is only important for the fermionic part of the algebra, that is, for the 

supercharges). One can explicitly check that = su(2) 0 su(2) 0 u(l). 

One of these su(2)s comes from the requirement of commutation with Tq, 

whereas su(2) 0u(l) is the subalgebra of matrices, which commute with Tq. 

One can vaguely refer to the former as the su(2) coming from AdS4 whereas 

the latter is the algebra originating from CP'^ Schematically the position of 

the embeddings of the corresponding matrices looks as follows:

/
to =

lAdS 0

V

SW(2)|4^4

0 U{1)\

0

CP
2x2

0

0

\

0 sw(2)|*^'P

(3.8)

1x4 /

For a precise description of these matrices see Appendix.

Suppose we now want to calculate the full algebra gic, which is left after 

the light-cone condition has been imposed. This means, that we will include 

supersymmetry transformations, and will no longer limit ourselves to the 

bosonic part Then, as one can explicitly check, the full algebra turns

out to be gic — su(2|2) 0 u(l). It is precisely this algebra that acquires a 

central extension after quantization. We leave a more elaborate discussion of 

this point until section 6.
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3.3 Transformation properties of the fields

3.3.1 Bosons

In this section we will find out the transformation properties of the fields, 

both bosonic and fermionic, under (or in infinitesimal form). It

is important to notice that C H. Let us act on the coset element (3.2)

from the left by a bosonic group element from which we denote by

exp a, assuming that a is in the Lie algebra gic'.

g -A e^g = (3-9)

where we have taken into account that [a, Lq] = [cl,Tq] = 0. The exponent 

at the very right is irrelevant, since it belongs to the stabilizer, and, as 

such, does not change the corresponding conjugacy class. The above formula 

shows, then, that the bosons and fermions are in the adjoint representation of 

^Bose To be absolutely clear, we will describe the transformation properties of 

the fields even more explicitly. We work in the basis of 7-matrices described in 

the appendix, from which it follows that for /c = 1, 2, 3 we have 'jk = i(72<S>(yk, 

so that the AdS part of the coset is written in the following form:

1
gAds

1 + ^

/

V

h
3

i=l

^ \
E
i=l

h
(3.10)

/

As described above, under the action of the SU{2) group from AdS this
3

element transforms in the adjoint. Thus, introducing notation ^ = E ^i^ii
i=l

we get (A is the diagonal embedding defined in Appendix):

1 / I2 uZuC'

h
5'AdS —>• A(a;)5rAds^(‘^') -

1 + -CdZcd'*'
(3.11)

Since Z is a traceless Hermitian matrix, Z —> with cu G SEJ(2) defines a

vector representation. In order to single out other irreducible representations,
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we introduce three complex combinations of the Ti generators:

Ti = Ti + iT2\ r2 = T3 + fTli; r3 = T5 + iT^^. (3.12)

4
Then we can rewrite ^ fiiTi = P^ti+ ^2'^2 + C.c., where ^ set of

i=\
new (complex) coordinates. It is now easy to check that under su(2) 0 u(l) 

from these coordinates form a complex doublet and, consequently, /3j 

transform as 2^ + 2~\ where the exponent refers to u(l) charge. Indeed, let 

us denote the su(2)s from AdS4 and CP^ as and su(2)/, respectively.

Let
0 \ / c<j„ 0

0 u I \ 0 a;2

be a generic transformation matrix. Using the fact that for compact groups 

the exponential map is surjective, we introduce an explicit parameterization

U) (3.13)

for these matrices: Uu = exp (—Q;7ia2) and UJ2 = exp(^ h^Sj). Now, the
i=\

non-zero part of the top line of the matrix W (see Appendix) can be written 

in the form
Q = {UJI,UJ2) 0 i(l, -i). (3.14)

Acting on it by from the right, we obtain the transformation law:

(a;i,a;2)(^1,^2) ^exp(±7^hjcrj)j , (3.15)

which is the canonical SU{2) action (defined on row-vectors, rather than on 

column-vectors).

One can actually propose an even stronger statement, namely that under 

the adjoint action of H = U(3) the Tj are in the 3 irrep, that is, they transform 

as a complex triplet. This means that T) are in the 3 4-3 representation. One 

of the consequences of this fact is the following interesting property: those 

skew-symmetric 6x6 matrices (that is, the ones in so(6)) which commute
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with Tq simultaneously commute with T5. Thus, transformations which leave 

Tq invariant also leave T5 invariant.

3.3.2 Fermions

Next we turn to the transformation properties of the fermions y. They 

form a representation of su(2) 0 su(2) 0 u(l), and we need to decompose it 

into irreducibles. We will proceed in analogous way to what was done for the 

bosonic case. The fermionic matrix 9 undergoes the following transformation

6 ^ u}\ 9 u) -1 (3.16)

As is described in Appendix, the matrix basis of the Lie algebra of su(2)|4^4 

looks as A<S>B, where B is either the identity matrix I2 or the skew-symmetric 

matrix ia2- Moreover, the u{l) generator is simply ia2- Thus, it makes sense 

to single out the components of the fermionic matrix, which correspond to 

eigenvalues of the a2 matrix. In this way we obtain:

9 ^ + 9^^\ (3.17)

where have non-zero columns 1 and 2, have zero columns 1 and 

2. To simplify some expressions below we will for the moment cut off the 

zero columns from all of these matrices, namely, we will regard as 2 x 4 

matrix and as 4 x 4 matrix. It should be clear from the context, if these 

matrices should be embedded into bigger ones. Then these matrices can be 

defined as follows:

5)(+i) ^ ^A+i) (g) ^(-1) ^ ^(-1) (g)

^(0) ^ ^+0 iC-i), 0^1(0) _ X (1,0.
(3.18)

(3.19)

One can consult the Appendix for an explicit form of the matrix 9 in terms 

of all of these components.
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Being multiplied by ^ from the right, obviously remain unaltered, 

whereas transform as follows:

^(±1) (3.20)

On the other hand, being multiplied by ^ from the right, k is unaltered, 

but transform as follows:
1'

, (3.21)^(±0) ^ ^(±0) I exp(±?;^^^(7j)
i=i

which is the same transformation law as (3.15). We have written out the 

components of the matrices and explicitly in the Appendix (see 

(C.4)). In terms of these components the transformation properties of the 

fermions are as follows:

\a ,A,+1

(X"^*^)a ^ (^l) I (^2)

(3.22)

In other words, if regarded as a matrix, x = {Xal transforms as x 

coiX(^2y^- Of course, we also need to know how combinations like rin — ini2 

(which comprise and x~*^) transform. It turns out that they are in

the conjugate representation with respect to the CP^ part of the algebra, 

and in the same representation of the AdS part of the algebra. It will be 

useful to give x” the transformation properties identical to those of x"^ and 

to convert to the representation conjugate to the one of This is 

convenient, because x^’s are not charged with respect to the 17(1), whereas 

have opposite 7/(1) charges. Since k’s carry opposite 7/(1) charges, it is 

also natural to give them opposite transformation properties with respect to 

the 57/(2), which conies from AdS (they are uncharged with respect to the 

57/(2) which comes from CP^).
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It is always possible to change the transformation properties of the 

fields in this fashion, since the fundamental and conjugate-fundamental 

representations of SU(2) are equivalent, which means that there is a matrix 

C G SU{2), securing a relation

U) CujC-Uotuj G SU{2). (3.23)

In fact, C = i(T2. Again, one can hnd the explicit form of the relevant 

combinations in (C.5); they transform as in (3.22), apart from the fact that 

the exponent needs to be replaced with to account for the opposite 

transformation property with respect to the U{T).

The indices have been chosen to suggest, what the representations 

of the fermions are. One can summarize the transformation properties 

described above as follows: are in the fundamental of sn{2)n, the ±

carrying opposite charges with respect to the u(l), whereas are in the 

bifundamental of su(2)/j 0 su(2)l and neutral under u(l). From (3.6) it 

follows that the two lower lines of the matrix 6 transform in an analogous 

way. In total we have 12 complex fermion fields, which have been grouped 

into irreps as x^j^-

3.4 /s:-symmetry gauge

As is well-known, string sigma-models in the Green-Schwarz formulation 

possess, besides diffeomorphism and Weyl invariance, another sort of gauge 

invariance — the s;-symrnetry, which is fermionic in the sense that the gauge 

(^local) parameters are fermionic (denoted by e in what follows). Existence 

of such transformations was first observed by Green and Schwarz for the 

flat background, however, it was also discovered for string models in other 

backgrounds, including the AdSs x case. It is of course a remarkable
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property that the same sort of invariance also holds in the AdS4 x CP^ case 

under consideration [11],

Once the existence of ^-symmetry is established, one needs to choose a 

gauge (a representative in every gauge orbit). This can be done in various 

ways, however, one aims at preserving as much global symmetry as possible 

during this process, since global symmetry allows for a better classification of 

field multiplets and ultimately leads to a simpler formulation of the theory. 

In our case this requirement means that the whole should be preserved. 

Let us now elaborate on how this can be done. As found in [11], the leading 

order in e of the 6 field variation is

56

0 0 ^2 -262 -R]

0 0 ea €4 —264 -263

0 0 ★ ic ★ ★

0 0 'k ★ ★ ★

(3.24)

stars denoting complex conjugated variables, totally parallel to (3.6). One 

might observe that (3.24) is the upper right block of a generic fermionic 

matrix which has the property f\{'d) = S+] = 0 (not to mention

reality conditions discussed numerous times above).

Let W be the full fermionic vector space. Factorizing over the gauge- 

equivalent combinations, we thus get LF/Ker/i ~ lui/i. Let us check 

that Iin/i is invariant under the action of If a belongs to

(which means that [a, E+J = 0) and c = [d, E+] G Im/i, then e‘^‘^“(c) = 

[gada(^), ^ Im /i. Restricting the fermion to Im /i corresponds to setting

ni5 = 277.14, ^^16 — ^25 — '^^24, ^'26 — ^23, (3.25)

which is the explicit form of the gauge we will be using in what follows. Then, 

as one can easily see from (C.4), (C.5), so we effectively get

rid of one of the multiplets. As a result, we are left with 8 complex fermions,
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which is the correct number for supersymmetry. We want to emphasize that 

this choice of kappa-symmetry gauge is equivalent to requiring that for any 

X there is a matrix ^ such that x = Obviously, this matrix is not

unique.

3.5 Central extension

In section 4 we discussed the representation of the fermionic fields under the 

action of the bosonic part of the symmetry algebra. The odd part of the 

symmetry algebra may be realized in a way very similar to the fermionic 

fields — that is, as odd elements of a 4|6 x 4|6 matrix. This means, that 

the representation of supercharges is a subrepresentation of the one the 

fermions transform under. Indeed, as compared to the fermions, there is an 

extra condition on the supercharges, namely, the requirement that they must 

commute with E+. This leaves only four complex independent supercharges, 

as expected for an su{2\2) algebra.

In the context of the su{2) 0 su{2) algebra we use Latin indices for the 

AdS part and Greek indices for the CP^ part. The generators of su(2|2) can 

be conveniently described by two traceless bosonic operator-valued matrices

and L^, and an operator-valued (complex) fermionic matrix . It should 

thus be clear that L and R describe AdS and CP'^ rotations, respectively. 

With respect to the Poisson bracket, the entries of these matrices form the 

following Lie superalgebra:

f, r:^] = <5X - yX
[hi Lf] = Sihl - 6lhi

(3.26)
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{S“. Qf} = ea6e"'’P2.

Obviously, P2 = A- Besides, one might check that the bosonic part (the first 

two lines) is precisely su(2) 0su(2) if one makes the following identifications: 

-^1 = lon Ri — cr^, R2 = cr^.

Using Noether’s theorem, one can find the matrix of supercharges, that 

is, a divergence-free vector field with values in the Lie algebra osp(6|2,2):

9
(1)

P 9-1 (3.27)

Here, as usual, the upper indices in brackets denote the corresponding 

component of the current Aa under the Z4 grading. The components of 

Ja under the decomposition over the Lie algebra basis are conserved currents

corresponding to various charges, both bosonic and fermionic.
We proceed by imposing the light-cone gauge. To do that, we will use 

the first-order formalism, as described in |50j. This is not necessary, but 
simplifies the calculations. Thus, we rewrite the Lagrangian in the following 
form:

Sti((Po)") - St.(pf (/1„ + M Str{/imA™).
\/A 27°

(3.28)

In the first term we could have written Vq , but all other terms decouple 

anyway, so they may only contribute to the normalization of the path integral, 

which is irrelevant so far. In fact, the physical meaning of Vq is that it 

provides for a decomposition of the momentum over the local (super)vielbein 

(at least when the Wess-Zumino term is neglected). Indeed, denoting by 

the set of all possible fields, = —E'^X^Ta, so, if one neglects the 

Wess-Zumino term, Str(PoA) = Thus, in this way we

effectively avoid the complicated contributions to the explicit expressions 

of momenta, which come from the vielbein. The possibility of dropping 

the Wess-Zumino term in our case is justified by the fact that it does not
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contribute to any variables entering the algebra in the leading order. Indeed, 

for the calculation of the algebra we need the term in the supercharges, linear 

in the fermions, and the term in the bosonic charges, quadratic in the bosons, 

whereas the Wess-Zumino term is (at least) quadratic in the fermions.

From (3.28) one immediately reads off the Virasoro conditions:

V, = Str(pf >li) = 0,

V2 = Str((pPy + (A?)2) = 0

(3.29)

(3.30)

It is important to note that, once the kappa-gauge has been imposed, 

the action of supersymmetry transformations on physical fields is given by 

g -A e^ge^, where ? is a compensating kappa transformation (and it is 

uniquely determined by e). This is in contrast to the action g -A e'^g, 

which (as described above) one has before imposing the kappa-symmetry 

gauge. This is not special to the case under consideration, but rather is a 

general property of superstring theories — for instance, it is also present in 

the flat case [60]. This is very similar, for instance, to the Wess-Zumino 

gauge in supersymmetric theories: it manifestly breaks supersymmetry, but 

there is a symmetry of the gauge-fixed action, which is a combination of the 

supersymmetry transformation and a gauge transformation [107].

In order to calculate the central elements Pi,P2 entering the algebra 

(3.26) we need to know the explicit expressions of the various charges entering 

the algebra in terms of the canonical fields on the worldsheet. The next three 

subsections are dedicated to writing out these expressions. The notations 

that will be used are explained in the Appendix 3.1.
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3.5.1 Fermionic charges

The fermionic charges look the following way, when written in a manifestly 

covariant form:

^ y" dae^^ {2pyxl + 2C\Z*)^{ea0Xc+'^Cdx!a)- 

- 2ie''\P*)^eapXc “ - 2z(k')“ - 2z(k')^^)+

+ 2e“^Py;,aAC^ ^ + 2eaiiP^^KA^^ — 2iy{x^^ +

(3.31)

+ 2ieah{PzYcd^^xl + id^^wp{K^^ + 2z(k/)”^) + Uahw"^ + 2z(P)^’+^) +
+ 2€a6P“/?.''’~^ + + 2z ^ {Xa - Pa6e“^(x')^))

One can see that these charges are complex conjugate. They would be 

hermitian conjugate with respect to the Hilbert space scalar product in 

quantum theory.

3.5.2 Bosonic charges

Once written in covariant notation, the part of the bosonic charges quadratic 

in bosons looks as follows:

= - / da - Z/(a)/)

«« = i

H

J da \^bPw, - PwbWa + ]pab T ~ ™iP«) 

I da (iiv (P^ + Z'^ + Z^)+pl + y'^ + y'^+

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

+ '^{PwTwi +
i=l

The P(l) charge is

P = - y da (iciPu;i + W2Pw2 - wiPuj, - W2PW2)
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The worldsheet morneiitiini is

Pwi = P = J dax'_ = - J da {P,Z') + ^ + pyp

- '^XaXa (3.36)

The following comments regarding the expressions for the charges are in 

order:

• One may notice that the expressions written above are quadratic in 

the fields. This is a consequence of the fact that we are sticking to the 

first nontrivial order of perturbation theory in the worldsheet coupling 

1/g {g is supposed to be large). Indeed, g is the quantity that entered 

the original Lagrangian only is a factor in front of it. Therefore, after 

imposing the light-cone gauge we have rescaled the “transverse” fields 

(the ones orthogonal to the light-cone directions) as x -A -^x to get 

rid of the g factor in front of the Lagrangian. Having done this we 

get canonical normalization of the fields, i.e. the quadratic part of the 

Lagrangian does not depend on g anymore. However, this also means 

that inverse powers of g enter the interaction vertices, for example the 

x'^ interaction is accompanied with a factor of 1/g. Such interaction 

vertices have been omitted in the formulas written above.

There is an important qualification to what we have just said. Namely,

one of the Virasoro conditions has schematically the following form
8

before the light-cone gauge has been imposed: -|-p+a:'_ + ^ =
i=\

0. The light-cone gauge corresponds to setting .t_)_ = r, p+ = 1,

therefore after rescaling Xi -A -^Xi the Virasoro condition takes the 
8

form x'_ + - ^Pix[ = 0. This means that the variable which
^ i=i

^()r, equivalently, the worldsheet momentum p = j da x'_
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also enters our formulas (3.31), is of order ^ in perturbation theory. 

However, in order to perform the calculation we treat as a rigid
. x_

object, i.e. we do not expand the exponents in powers of 1/g.

This is the essence of the so-called “hybrid” expansion of ref. [15] 

and it corresponds to treating the worldsheet momentum p as fixed 

(independent of g) in the classical limit g ^ oo.

3,5.3 Poisson brackets

The Poisson structure can be read off, for example, from the expression for 

p (3.36). We obtain;

{Zj, {P,)/}p = - sisi

Pwff}P ~ Pii,^^p = 2(5q,^,

{X.aHX0}p ^

(3.37)

all other brackets being zero.

In terms of the components of Z = Ziai and = Pj.cr.j one can express 

the Poisson bracket of the zi with pz^ in the canonical form:

Pzj}P 1- (3.38)

Please note the convention of the Poisson bracket for complex fields. It 

is not canonical, strictly speaking, but it has been chosen in such a way 

that, once we write out the complex fields in terms of the real components 

as w = a + ib and Pw = Pa A ipb, then a, b,pa,Pb have canonical brackets 

{a, Pa} = {b,Pb} = 1, {o.,b} = {pa,Pb} = 0. This makes it easy, for 

instance, to check the masses of the corresponding fields, once we plug these 

decompositions into the Hamiltonian.

To perform the calculation of the Poisson bracket we extensively use the 

formulas obtained above. A straightforward calculation gives the following
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result for the central extensions entering formulas (3.26):

1

82

Pi = dae-^^- x'_ = - 1) = - 1), (3.39)
2

P2 = 1 / daC^- x'_ = (3 40)

where we have introduced ^

It is interesting to mention, that this sort of algebra may well be called 

worldsheet supersymmetry algebra, since it includes worldsheet charges p and 

H, as well as the supersymmetry generators and other target-space charges. 

In fact, the only difference from the usual supersymmetry algebra is the fact 

that p and H are central. However, in the ordinary supersymmetry algebra, 

once one omits the Lorentz generators, the corresponding energy-momentum 

becomes central, too. Of course, there is no Lorentz algebra in the light-cone 

worldsheet theory, since it is not Lorentz-invariant. Even if it were, Lorentz 

symmetry is quite simple in two dimensions. Nevertherless, in this case there 

is a much more interesting counterpart, namely the SL{2) group of outer 

automorphisms of the algebra [26]. It acts as the three-dimensional rotation 

group (or Lorentz group) [72]. These automorphisms are outer, since they 

do not preserve the reality properties of the fermionic charges.

3.6 Conclusion

In the first part of this Chapter we proposed a kappa-syrnmetry gauge, 

compatible with the bosonic su[2) 0 s‘u(2) 0 u(l) symmetries. The second 

part was devoted to the classical calculation of the central extension to the 

supersymmetry algebra in the framework of the so-called hybrid expansion. 

Calculation of the corresponding Poisson brackets between the supercharges 

led to the same result, as had been previously obtained for the AdSs x 

case. As a slight deviation from the main line of the text, in the appendix
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we present a general scheme for the analysis of geodesics in CP^ (which is of 

course also suitable for any other symmetric space).
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Chapter 4

Spectrum of a string 

rotating in AdS4 x CP3

4.1 Introduction and summary

An important tool to investigate the question about quantum integrability 

is provided by semiclassical quantization of rigid string solutions [55,56]. 

Starting from a simple classical string configuration, one finds the spectrum 

of fluctuations around it. Summing up the fiuctuation energies gives the one- 

loop correction to the classical energy of the spinning string which can be 

then compared to the value predicted by the Bethe ansatz. A particularly 

convenient AdSs x S^ solution allowing for an explicit evaluation of the one- 

loop energy correction is given by a rigid folded string carrying Lorentz spin 

S along AdSs. In the long string approximation the corresponding correction 

to the energy scales logarithmically with S and is found [55] to be

3 log 2
6E

TT
log 5

On the gauge theory side, this string solution corresponds to twist two 

operators with large Lorentz spin 5, for which the difference between the
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scaling dimension A and spin S behaves as

A- S = /(A) log S',

where the function /(A) is the universal scaling function, also known as the 

cusp anomaly [68]. The quantity 6E provides the first correction to the 

strong coupling value of the cusp anomaly. The one-loop correction to the 

long (S, ,/)-string, which in addition to the Lorentz spin S also carries angular 

momentum J along a big circle of five-sphere, has been obtained in [54] and 

it provides the leading strong coupling correction to the so-called generalized 

scaling function /(A, J/logS) |48|.

The purpose of the present Chapter is to perform a similar semiclassical 

quantization of a rigid string spinning in the AdS4 x CP'^ space-time and 

obtain the corresponding one-loop energy shift. Namely, we consider a rigid 

folded string with Lorentz spin S and angular momentum J along a circle 

C CP^. The gauge theory operators dual to this string solution are 

made of two bi-fundamental sealars with S light-cone derivatives distributed 

among them, and they transform in the irrep [J, 0, J] of su(4). By finding 

the fluctuation spectrum around the classical solution in the long string 

approximation, we obtain the corresponding one-loop energy shift as a 

function of S and J. In particular, in the limit of "slow" rotation, J -C log 5, 

we find that the corresponding one-loop correction is given by

5E =---- -----log S.
ZTT

Apparently, this result appears to be in contradiction with the one 

conjectured in [65|. According to |65|, the energy correction should be half of 

that for the corresponding string solution on AdSs x S^, i. e. it should be equal 

to log5. The conjecture of [65] was based on the assumption that an

unknown function h{X) entering the all-loop Bethe ansatz has a vanishing
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siibleading (constant) term at strong coupling. Provided we adopt the same 

definition of the cusp anomaly, we see that it is not the case. Clearly, further 

investigations are needed to clarify this important issue.

We would like to stress that our computation is a germine field-theoretic 

one and it does not rely on the knowledge of the algebraic curve. It is done 

exclusively in the framework of the coset sigma model. As observed in [11], 

strings which carry only AdS spin provide an example of a singular string 

background, because the corresponding K-symmetry transformations instead 

of generic rank 8 have higher rank equal to 12. Thus, to properly treat 

the fluctuation spectrum around this singular solution, we keep throughout 

the calculations a non-vanishing angular momentum J which can be then 

regarded as the regularization parameter. We find that the resulting 

expression for the one-loop energy shift admits a smooth limit J —> 0, which 

allows us to obtain the above stated result for tlie cusp anomalous dimension 

of high spin operators. Finally, we notice that in the limit J -C log S the 

fluctuation spectrum contains 6 massless bosons and 2 massless fermions. 

Thus, in opposite to what happens in the AdSs x S'^ case [6] where only 5 

bosonic massless excitations are present, a would be "quantum bosonic CP^ 

model" is not splitting off in this limit.

The Chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss 

the coset sigma model which captures the physics of type IIA strings on 

AdS4 X CP^. In section 3 we present the (A, J)-solution in terms of a 

coset element. Section 4 is devoted to the analysis of the fluctuation 

spectrum around the (5, J)-sohition. Finally, in section 5 we compute the 

corresponding one-loop energy shift. Appendix A contains the details on 

the description of the coset space AdS4 x CP'^ In appendix B we provide 

a detailed treatment of /^-symmetry transformations around the (S, J)- 

solution.
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4.2 String action
87

The general strategy for the construction of the Green-Schwarz action 

was outlined in Section 1.5.2. To proceed, one has to choose an explicit 

parametrization of the coset element g. We will pick up

9 = 9o9^9bi (4.1)

where g = eA depends on the odd matrix x comprising the 24 fermionic 

degrees of freedom of the model. The element g^ can be chosen in different 

ways depending on which commuting isometries we would like to be realized 

linearly. For instance, one can take^

9o
0

0
g-f(T34+7:56)

(4.2)

where t and ip are the global AdS time and one of the angles of CP^, 

respectively^. Since the global symmetry group OSP(2,2|4) acts on g from 

the left the isometries corresponding to constants shifts of t and (j) will be 

realized linearly and they do not act on the fermionic variables, he., fermions 

are unchanged under the corresponding U(l) transformations. We note that 

such a parametrization will be suitable for imposition of the uniform light- 

cone gauge [9].

Finally, the element g^ comprises all the coordinates parametrizing AdS4 

and CP^ except those which parametrize the element g^. Explicitly,

9^ (4.3)

^ For the definition of gamma-matrices, the 50(6) Lie algebra generators 'Rj, the matrices C4, /C4, K, T 

and Ti appearing throughout the Chapter see appendix A, and [11].
^lu particular, the algebra so(3,2) has rank two, so that one can choose the diagonal matrices jFo 

and |[ri,r2] as the generators of commuting isometries.
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The matrix have the following characteristic properties

^AdS^'^^AdS^'l -^45'AdS •S^AdS‘^4 ) ^SS^AdS )

Analogously, obeys the following requirements

9cp9cp ^ 1 ^q9cp 9£p^g ■

As the consequence, the element g^ satisfies the following identity

TgeT-i = , (4.4)

where T defines an inner automorphism Q of the complexified algebra 

osp(6|4). It is worth to point out that the matrix g^ is orthosymplectic 

but it does not obey eq.(4.4) satisfied by the element g^^.

As was explained in [5], a convenient and compact representation of the 

sigma model Lagrangian can be constructed in terms of the following matrix 

G

^ a...KAa^ 0 \
I =9j<9i- (4.5)

By construction, this matrix is skew-symmetric: = —G. Introducing the

split

G =
\

#AdS ii'AdS

0 9cp^U9\

9^ 9o d{9o9j = F + B (4.6)

where F and B are odd and even superalgebra elements, respectively, the 

Lagrangian in the action (1.84) can be cast in the form [5,11]

= -str 
4

-f^^{daGG-^dpGG-^ + ABadpGQ-^ + 2BaBp + 2B^GB^G-^)

+ 2iKe^^^FaGFfG-^ (4.7)

The Lagrangian (4.7) provides a convenient starting point for studying the 

fluctuation spectrum around classical solutions of the string sigma model.
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4.3 The (5, J)-string

We choose as the background solution string spinning in the directions 0 and 

of AdS,! and CP^ spaces, respectively. This naturally suggests to pick up 

as Qq the following matrix
' ei<ro-i</.[ri,r2] q

9o =
Q g-2 (^4+^56)

(4.8)

Then, the AdS part of the element can be chosen as follows

\psimprs-^pcos'tljT2 (4.9)3 us = e-

Hence, in addition to the global time t, the space AdS4 is parametrized 

by the non-negative variable p and by two angles, 0 and 'ip. As to 

since we distinguish the angle 0, it is convenient to choose the remaining 

five coordinates on CP^ in the same way as was done in [11], namely, we 

parametrize g^p by one real coordinate X4 and by two complex variables 

y] and ^2, see [11] for details. In order to keep the present discussion 

clear, we refer the reader to appendix A for the full details concerning the 

parametrization of g^p.

The background solution corresponding to the (5, J)-string can be now 

obtained by putting to zero the AdS angle ip together with the CP'^ 

coordinates X4 and yi,y2^ arid picking up the rotating string ansatz for the 

remaining variables

t = XT, 0 = UiT , (f — U2T , p = p{a). (4.10)

Of course, the spinning string ansatz is embedded in the subspace AdSa x 

of AdS4 X CP^, and, for this reason, the corresponding solution must 

coincide with the one obtained in [55]. We see that for the rotating ansatz 

the components of g^ reduce to

= (4.11)9AdS
= g“5^^2
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and, as the consequence the coset element underlying the (5, J)-string 

solution is of the form

9
>!rr To-f wir rir2p-5pr2

0

0
-|W2T(T34+T56)gf Ts

(4.12)
e 2

In the next section we will use this representation to find the Lagrangian for 

fluctuation modes.

Finally, we note that the parameters of the solution (>r, cci, c<;2) are related 

to the Noether charges of the model which are the space-time energy E, the 

AdS spin 5”, and the CP^ spin J as follows

E — \/Ax J* cosh^/9, S = x/Xtui j sinh^p, J = \fXu)2 . (4.13)

They are, of course, the same as for the (A, J)-string spinning in AdS.s x Sh 

Here the parameter A is related to the AdS radius^ as \/A =

In this Chapter we are mostly interested in the so-called long string limit 

corresponding to cai,a;2 —>■ oo with the ratio u = ^ = fixed. In this

limit,
wi VuAA

AC w cji and x = In ^ fixed .
7tJ j

(4.14)

The energy of the long string is then

E = S + J\/l + -}-... (4.15)

and it can be further approximated by assuming the "fast" or "slow" limits 

which correspond to taking x <C 1 or x ^ 1, respectively [54].

Let us make some comments regarding the formula (4.15), which will 

hopefully clarify the essence of what we will be doing next. The formula 

(4.15) is a classical result, i.e. the one valid for A ^ co when the ratios

^Note that A is related to the gauge theory parameters k and N as \ = 2TpN/k.
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are kept fixed (this is the typical semiclassical situation). In other words, all 

terms in this formula are of order \/A. One can calculate quantum (from 

the point of view of the sigma model, i.e. ■^) corrections to this result. In 

the next section we focus on the calculation of the first quantum correction, 

which is of order one and which is the one-loop correction. This can be 

done in the following way. One may expand the action around the given 

classical solution up two quadratic order in the fluctuations and calculate 

the determinant of the quadratic form which has emerged. Treating in this 

way a generic classical solution is very complicated, since one would need 

to calculate the determinant of a second-order differential operator which 

depends nontrivially on the worldsheet coordinates (through the dependence 

on the background solution on these coordinates). However, in the long- 

string limit which we have just described, this dependence disappears and 

one can easily calculate the determinant. In this case the coefficients of 

tlie quadratic form are constant and, therefore, the problem is simply a 

problem of diagonalizing a Hamiltonian of a system of harmonic oscillators. 

Calculating the one-loop correction to the energy is the same as calculating 

the ground state energy of this system of oscillators, i.e. X^j„( —1)^*^, 

where qi = ±, depending on whether a given oscillator is bosonic or fermionic. 

Here the index i refers to the oscillator type (or the field in the Lagrangian 

that it corresponds to), and n is the string Fourier mode. There are infinitely 

many Fourier modes, so in a generic situation one would get an infinite 

answer, however in our case the answer turns out to be finite due to a 

cancellation between the bosons and the fermions of the quadratic and 

logarithmic divergences.
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4.4 Lagrangian for quadratic fluctuations

92

4.4.1 Spectrum of bosonic fluctuations

The Lagrangian for the quadratic fluctuations follows straightforwardly from 
the bosonic part of the action (4.7). In the conformal gauge we And

= — cosid p dJ-d^T + sinh^ p da^d°‘^ + 2 sirih 2p p{xdri — ujidr^) + dapd°‘p +

+ {h~ — Lul) cosh 2p f? + siiild p + Hl'il?) + dapd'^ip

We see that the part of the action for the AdS4 fields i, p, (j), ip and the 
angular CP^ variable (f, shown in the first two lines, exactly agree with those 
in equation (5.10) of [55|. In addition we have five CP'^ fields, x and two 
complex fields v.,.. Furthermore, the linearized Virasoro constraints read

— x^) sink 2pp — xcoslF pdA + x-idrp + siiih'^ pdr^ + p' d„p ~ 0 , (4.16)

p' drp — xcosh^ pdai + ljJ2da(p + U}\ silllF pdcrp ~ 0 . (4.17)

Obviously, the linearized Virasoro constraints are identical to equations 

(5.11) and (5.12) of [55|. We should also add that, although in principle 

there are also fermionic contributions to the Virasoro constraints, they can 

be dropped at this order, since they are suppressed by Therefore they 

give nontrivial contributions only at the two-loop level and beyond.

The physical fields from CP decouple completely from the rest. As it 

can be seen from the Lagrangian and also as shown in [11], these are five 

massive fields. In units of U2-, one of these fields have mass m = 1 and the 

other four rn = 1/2.

As for the other fields, in [54] it was shown how to compute the spectrum, 

in the long string limit, around the solution we are interested it. It turns out 

that from the AdS4 fields and (p we get three physical fields. Let us elaborate 

on why this happens. First, one can use the Virasoro conditions (4.16)- 

(4.17) to eliminate one of the fields, for instance p, i.e. we can express the
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derivatives da,TP from these constraints and plug them into the Lagrangian. 

Once this has been done, one can calculate the spectrum of the nine remaining 

excitations, and the statement is that one more of these excitations will 

always be massless. This is the field which we consider as "unphysical”, 

meaning that its contribution is actually cancelled by a contribution of a 

massless ghost particle, present in the conformal gauge. There is another 

way to look at this situation, namely to impose a light-cone gauge along a 

light-cone direction, which lies completely in AdS (this is different from the 

light-cone gauge we used in the previous chapter, since there the ‘time’ was 

take from AdS and the space coordinate was taken from CP'^). In this case 

the extra massless particle is simply absent in the spectrum, which confirms 

the correctness of our interpretation. One is '0, with mass ni^ = — cel,

while the other two modes have frequencies

^^±ri — ± 2^/yp n^cel, n = 0, ±1, ±2,... (4.18)

In the long string approximation x ~ CU]. Notice that in the limit CU] ^ ce2, 

we get one field with mass (in units of cei) = 4, one field with mass rrP — 2 

and six massless fields, as opposed to the situation in AdSs x S^, where we 

get two fields of rrP = 2 and five massless fields. It is these five massless 

fields which give rise to the 0(6) sigma model in this special limit [6]. As we 

will see in the next section, in the present case we will also find two massless 

fermions in this limit. Hence the situation is pretty different to what happens 

in AdSs x S''^.

4.4.2 Spectrum of fermionic fluctuations

Here we will work out the spectrum of fermionic fluctuations around the 

(S', J)-string. The relevant part of the Lagrangian (4.7) contributing the
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quadratic action for fermions is

= str
127”B„(B;j + GB^G-‘)+ 7“%a^GG-'+ e”'* F„ G F^*G-‘

(4.19)

According to the formula (4.6), up to terms quadratic in fermions, we have

1
F = Dx, H = g^dg^P-{Dxx-xDx) , (4.20)m ' 2'

where we have introduced the covariant differential Dx — dx + [do^ddo^x]- 

In the conformal gauge'^ we, therefore, find the following quadratic action 

1
= ^str - ida ^^rdo + G{do ^drdoYG ^)(A>rAX “ X^rX) +

^ 2
+ daGG ^{D(jXx ~ xDaX)

+ -K str DrxGiD^xY'G-' - D„xG(DrXr'G (4.21)

do^drdc (4.22)

where we made use of the fact that g^ and G do not depend on a and r, 

respectively. Explicitly,

^xFq — ^(^irir2 0

0 —5^2 (^34 + ^56)

and dfjGG~'^ — diag(—2pT2, 0).

It is clear that, in general, fermion masses will depend non-trivially on 

the non-constant function p{a) and its derivative which enter in the abo\^e 

Lagrangian through the matrix G. However, in the long string limit we are 

most interested in here, one can approximate p'{<7) « const. Thus, in this 

limit one can attempt to redefine fermions as

X ^ WxW-' (4.23)

where the role of W would be to remove the p-dependence from G. The 

matrix W G OSP(2,2|6) must satisfy a few natural recpiirements. First,

HVe take 7’’^ = -1 = and = 0.
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under redefinition (4.23) the covariant differential Dx undergoes the following 

transformation

Dx ^ W{dx + lW-^g:'dg„W,x] + \W-^dW,x])W- (4.24)

Thus, if we do not want to introduce an extra dependence on p, the matrix 

W~^d.W should depend on the derivatives of p' only and, when being 

restricted to its AdS block, it should commute in the long string limit with the 

corresponding block of g^^drQo- The last requirement also guarantees that 

the kinetic term in eq.(4.28) will not receive an extra p-dependence under 

such redefinition of fermions. Second, W must commute with which

is equivalent to the requirement of commuting with r2 (naturally embedded 

into 10 X 10-matrices). This will ensure that the term in the Lagrangian 

containing d„GG~^ will not receive new p-dependent terms. Finally, W 

must be capable to remove p from G, i.e the element W~^G{W'')~^ should 

be independent of p. The conditions on W stated above can be satisfied in 

the long string limit only and they fix W essentially uniquely. To construct 

W, we note that in the long string limit x rci, so that the AdS part 

of g~^drgQ becomes proportional to iTg — rir2. Thus, we have to find an 

so(3, 2) Lie algebra element, such that it commutes with two matrices

iFn — F]F2 and

One can easily see that the corresponding element is given by

*r2 — FoFi.

Here r2 is the Lie algebra coset representative, while [Fq, F]] belongs to the 

stability subalgebra so(3,1). The last observation implies that taking W in 

the form
' g-f(,:r2-rori) q

0
IV = (4.25)
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we satisfy all the requirements stated, getting, in particular.

w-'G{w-^y = K,

where the matrix K is defined by eq.(D.5). Since e“7^®(T34+T56)e^^^ = —Tg, 

we see that after redefining the fermions by W, the covariant derivative (4.24) 

acquires the following form

Da = <9a + [Qai • • •],

where the composite vector field Qa has the components

Q, = diag((3y®. -iwjTii) , = W-'d^W,

where

1

(4.26)

QAdS
T

— ^ + ^i) — rir2^ + (4-27)

cosh2pf7To + r]r2) + sinh2/9(7;ri + ror21

In the long string limit >c ~ cui the function p drops out of Qr as it should 

be. Also, by construction, in the long string limit the commutator [Qa^Qp] 

vanishes, i.e. the connection Da becomes flat.

We further note that since x G osp(6|4) its supertranspose is = 

—CxC~^ and, therefore, after the redefinition of fermions has been done, 

the action (4.21) can be cast in the form

= Istr 

^ 2 - (Qr - TQ^T ^){DrXX - xDtX) +

+ d,GG-\D,xX - xD.x) +
7+ - /s: str
2 DrX'CD^x'^-^ - D^x^DrXr -1 (4.28)

Note that the kinetic term for fermions is projected on the space as 

Qr — TQrT~^ E In particular, in the long string limit

Qr - TQrT“^ ixTo + C02TQ .
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One can check that for a generic x the kinetic term of the Lagrangian (4.28) is 

degenerate and it has rank 16. This is a manifestation of /^-symmetry which 

allows one to remove 8 unphysical fermions out of 24 making thereby the 

kinetic term non-degenerate [11|. As is shown in appendix B, an admissible 

and convenient /c-symrnetry gauge choice is

^ ^56 — 0 , (4.29)

which removes the fermions from the fifth and the sixth column of X-

Introducing a 4 by 4 matrix made of non-vanishing entries of 9, 

we can write the quadratic K-gauge fixed Lagrangian in the long string 

approximation as follows
2 2

_ _xtr(i9^r2i9)4-^trb'C4(E-f-2r-0rir2)i5] +^tr(lI-ro)i9'C'4^
^ L J ^

L

4- inp tv{'d^TQr^'9K4} + iK>ctT{'9*T2To'^^K4) + 

+ «V tr [^^(i - zrorir2)r5'dA:4

/2
(4.30)

One can check that this action is herrnitian provided the fermions satisfy the 

reality condition {C = i'd^T2. Introducing the Dirac conjugate '9 = =

A9'Tor2 - -#'C4, we recognize that the reality condition is nothing else but 

the Majorana condition.

To compute the one-loop energy shift, one has first to determine the 

spectrum of fermion frequencies from the quadratic action (4.30). This 

is essentially the same as to solve the corresponding equations of motion. 

Every solution will be characterized by the energy A:o and the momentum ki. 

Then, every zero eigenvalue of the quadratic form defining (4.30) will give a 

(dispersion) relation between ko and ki, while the corresponding eigenstate 

will be a solution of the equations of motion. Thus, we may look for the
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spectrum of the model by requiring that the determinant of the corresponding 

quadratic form is zero. There are as many particles in the theory as there 

are linearly independent solutions.

This is precisely the strategy we would like to follow in this Chapter,

therefore let us discuss in more detail some subtleties which we encounter on

our way. Combining the fermions ?? in one 16-dimensional vector, the action

implied by (4.30) can be schematically written as
^

5 =
dvr a'

dadr {'OiKl^dr'dj + AJCJd^'dj + . (4.31)

In our treatment we will impose the reality condition on d only at the end of 

calculation, i.e. we prefer to start with the action above, where in each term 

we have two -iTs rather than d and d*. Varying the action, we get 

R?
5S =

drra'
dadr + SdiAT^d. ,

where we have used anti-commutativity of fermions and integration by parts. 

Here

Kr = Kr + K,

K, = K, + Ki, 

M = AT-A/C.

Thus, ecjuations for motion look as

{krdr + k,da + M)0 = 0.

In momentum space the equation above yields

{iKr kQ iK(j k\ -f M)6 — 0 .

(4.32)

(4.33)

As it follows from the discussion above, the spectrum of the model is 

determined by the condition

^ = det ko -f- ikff ki T AT

98
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where Kr and are symmetric matrices, and M is antisymmetric. We view 

(4.34) as an algebraic equation for /cq, and its roots (as functions of ki) give 

us the dispersion relations for all particles in the theory.

Computing the determinant, we find

2^uj\^ [(2A;o - 002)'^ - 4{k\ + ^ [{2ko + 6^2)^ - 4(A:J + x,2m2

X [/cq — ^0(2^1 + + kl{k‘f — ul + . (4.35)

Setting /ci = n G Z, due to the fact that this momentum corresponds to the 

compact a direction of the string world-sheet, yields the following result for 

the fermionic frequencies (counting given in terms of elementary fermions, 

rather than Majorana sets of fermions):

• 2 fermions with frequency ^ -f \/n4 +

2 fermions with frequency — ^ + \/jp +

2 fermions with frequency dn? -\- \

• 2 fermions with frequency yrP + — |y^x'^ -h

plus the other eight fermions whose frequencies are equal to the above 

with negative sign. The reality condition then implies that these negative 

frequency fermions are nothing else but the conjugate momenta for the 

positive frequency ones. The constant shifts by ±0^2/2 in the first four 

frequencies can be removed by an extra time-dependent redefinition of 

fermions, similar to that done in [11]. The resulting dispersion relation is 

the same as for relativistic fermions with the mass m? = x^. In any case, 

even without doing this field redefinition, the shifts by ±cj2/2 are cancelled 

out in the one-loop energy correction. In the special limit x ^ uj\ UJ2 the 

spectrum above will contain two massless fermions.
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4.5 One-loop energy shift

Having found the frequency modes of bosons and fermions, we can readily 
compute the one-loop correction to the energy of the long (S, J)-string. This 
computation is very similar to that of [54], The one-loop correction to the 
energy is given by the following sum

+ 2ujI-uI+ + ul + 4\jrR + ^

n=l

“ (2H+„ + -I- 4^rR +

where
1

, (4.36)

(4.37)

arc the non-trivial fermionic frequencies found in the previous section. It 

is gratifying to see that the divergencies of bosons cancel against those of 

fermions, so that the sum (4.36) is convergent.

We are most interested in the value of the sum in the scaling limit, 
uji,uj2 -4- oo with w = ^ fixed. Following [54j, in this limit, the sum can be 
replaced by an integral

6E = uji j dp (o^ip) + 0^{p) + \/p^ + 2 — u'^+ \/p^ + + 4^/^ -f

[2ill{p) + 20^Ap) + 4Vp2 + 1^1 ^(4 38)

where

(4.39)

The simplest way to compute the integral is to impose a cut-off and send it 

to infinity at the end of the computation. The integrals involving and 

can be simplified by using the identities

Ct^{p) + Cl^{p) = Y dv? + (p + \/p2 4 _ ^

f^+(p) + f^^(p) = + (2p + \/4p^ + 4 - 4^)2 .
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Notice that these two expressions are related as

101

nx{p) + n^{p) = 2ni{p/2) + 2n^{p/2).

The integrals can then be easily performed by making the change of variables 

p q = p + Finally, we obtain

— 2u^ log — 2 log (8 — 4?r^) + log (16(2 — u"^)) +

+2 (-1 +u^+ + {u^ - 2) log (1 + V^l - u2)) 1 . (4.40)

This formula describing the one-loop correction to the classical energy of 

the long (S', J)-string is our main result. It has to be compared with a 

corresponding result for the (S, J)-string spinning in AdSs x given by 

eq.(2.29) in [54]. Curiously enough, we find that

^^AdS4 1 ^^AdSnxS-^ 
2'

- 1) log2 . (4.41)

This result is with an apparent contradiction to the conjecture made in [64]. 

According to their claim, the r.h.s. of eq.(4.41) should vanish. In the u ^ 0 

limit we obtain

6E ■-UJ2Xl0g2
5 log 2 S

(4.42)

The coefficient in front of log j should be interpreted as the one loop 

correction to the cusp anomalous dimension.
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Chapter 5

Dynamics of worldsheet 

massless modes of the

AdS4 X CP^ string

5.1 Introduction

It has been known for a long time |66| that the anomalous dimensions of 

operators of the form with 5 —> oo (that is, with large spin S)

are of the form A = /(A) log(S'), where /(A) is some function of the’t Hooft 

coupling constant A, which in principle can be determined order by order in 

perturbation theory. In the context of the A/" = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills 

theory the spin S enters the conformal 5'0(2,4) part of the superconfornial 

algebra. Hence, after the advent of the AdS/CFT correspondence it was 

realized by [68] that the characteristic log S' behaviour can be reproduced 

on the sigma model side of the correspondence by a particular classical 

solution of the worldsheet string theory in the AdS background (which we 

will call the GKP solution in what follows). Indeed, provided one takes the
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correspondence for granted, their solution can even explain this behaviour.

If one quantizes the Green-Schwarz action of the siiperstring in the 

background of such a spinning string solution, one can find the spectrum 

of masses of the worldsheet particles (this problem was first solved in the 

AdS^ X setup in [54,55]). Some of them are massive, whereas others 

are massless. As emphasized by Alday and Maldacena [6] for the case of 

AdS^ X 5^, therc’re certain quantities in the sigma model which receive the 

greatest contribution from the massless particles and their interactions. This 

is what we call "the worldsheet low-energy limit". Thus, it is an interesting 

question, what these massless particles are and what their interactions are 

in the AdS4 x case. The first part of the question was answered 

in [4,80,87], and here we will answer the second half. It turns out that there’re 

6 massless bosons and one Dirac fermion, their dynamics being described by 

the following Lagrangian:

1.^ (5.1)

where index j runs from 1 to 4, — iAa, T>a = da + ‘2,iAa and Aa

is a U{1) gauge field without a kinetic term — it can be integrated out to 

provide the conventional Fubini-Study form of the action. Besides, in (5.1) 

the P fields are restricted to lie on the C

4

= l (5.2)

The Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we describe the 

spinning string classical solution of the sigma-model. In Section 5.4 we 

focus on the Alday-Maldacena limit in the familiar case of AdS^ x S^. The 

discussion of Section 5.4 emphasizes the reason, why the coset construction 

does not suffice for the consideration of an analogous limit in the present 

case. In Section 5.5 we elaborate on the construction of the full GS action
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with 32 fermions for the present case, following [57,58]. In Section 5.6 

we explain various properties of the expansion around the spinning string 

solution. Finally, in Section 5.7 we find the low-energy limit of the expanded 

action, and find the sought for Lagrangian of the sigma model with 

fermions (5.1). In the Appendix the interested reader will find details of the 

calculations.

5.2 The spinning string

The GKP solution [68] describes a string moving in the AdS-:i subspacc of the 

entire space. It is due to this reason that it is meaningful in the AdSi x CP^ 

case as much as in the AdS^ x case. The solution is most easily described 

in the "global" coordinates, that is the coordinates which cover the whole 

of AdS space. It is well-known that the AdS space can be described as a 

hyperboloid embedded in the space, namely (for the AdS^ case) the

surface
- Xl - Xf + X'i + Xl + Xl = (5.3)

embedded into with metric = —dX^^—dXf + dX^ + dX^ + dXl. The 

parameter R is the "radius" of the AdS space and describes its curvature. 

If one writes Xq = cosh(p) cos(T), Xi = cosh(p) sin(T) and introduces 

spherical coordinates for X2, AI3, AI4, the radius of the sphere being sinh(p), 

one obtains the global parametrization of the yIdS'4 space. The metric then 

obtains the following form:

{ds^)AdS4 = = R^ (— cosh^(/?)dT^ -b df? + sinh^(p)dQ2) •

(5.4)
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To consider the AdS:^ space one simply needs to change d.Q2 0^0^- In these 

coordinates the spinning string ansatz may be written in the following form:

T = ACT, 0 = LOT, p = p{a) (5.5)

If one denotes by Gah = G^i^daX^d^X'' the pull-back of the target-space 

metric, the Virasoro conditions are;

Gab ~ -^labl^'^Gcd — 0. (5.6)

As is customary, only two of them are independent. Let us impose the 

conformal gauge, then the Virasoro conditions are Goo + Gn = 0, Goi = 0. 

The latter is trivially satisfied by the ansatz, whereas the former produces 

an equation

p'{(t)'^ — cosh^(/9) + sinh^(/9) = 0. (5.7)

One can check that the equations of motion for T and 0 are satisfied 

identically, whereas the one for p{a) coincides with the a derivative of (5.7). 

The general solution p{a;K,,Lo) of (5.7) can be written in terms of elliptic 

functions. One should recall that the solution for the closed string is also 

subject to the periodicity condition

p{a + 27r; At, u) = p{a; At, oj),

(which can be satisfied if one assumes that the string is folded) and this 

condition relates At to a; [55,68|. In the limit At -A oo, however, it turns out 

that LO — K + ..., so the solution simplifies drastically:

T = Atr, 0 = Atr, p = ±At(7 + pQ (5.8)

The limit At —> oo is called the long string limit, since, as one can see from 

the solution above, the extent of the string in AdS space becomes infinitely 

large.
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Solutions of the equations of motion can be classified according to the 

values of their Cartan charges, for example in this case one hash

2n 27r

E = g cosh^(p) Tda = Kg / cosh^(p) da,

2-k 2v

S = g J sinh^(/?) (j)da — Kg J sinh^(p) da. 
0 0

(5.9)

(5.10)

For every nontrivial solution the function T{T,a) is non-constant, since 

otherwise the Virasoro condition Gqq + Gu =0 would require all target- 

space coordinates to be constant, thus virtually every solution possesses the 

E charge. Due to this, one usually refers to a solution with a nonzero S 

charge as a one-spin solution.

Clearly, the solution (5.8) has one parameter k, but it is convenient to 

use S{k) as a genuine parameter, since it has a more clear meaning. Then 

the target-space energy E becomes a function of S, so let us calculate this 

function. First of all, E — S = 2'KKg. Besides,

It follows that

or in other words

5
K-^OO 2

K » llog{-),
^ a

E - S K 29log(^),

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

SO indeed the log(5) behaviour is reproduced. Besides, we immediately get 

a prediction that in the strong coupling limit /(A) « 2g. What we are 

interested in are the quantum corrections to this function — these are the 

1/g corrections in the sigma model setup.

D is the string tension, and it is related to the ’t Hooft coupling constant A via g ~ VX.
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5.2.1 The two-spin solution
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The two-spin solution is a generalization of the spinning string solution 

described above, which possesses two nonzero Noether charges instead of 

one. One of these charges is the same S charge, which originates from the 

motion in AdS space, whereas the second one, called J, describes motion in 

the CP^ part of the space. This motion is in fact very simple and is just 

rotation around a big circle (which we will parametrize by y?) inside of 

CP'h Thus, the ansatz looks as follows;

T = KT, 4) = uj\T, = UJ2T, p = p{(t) 

Then the nontrivial Virasoro condition gives, instead of (5.7):

(5.14)

p'((j)^ — cosh^(p) 4- sinh'^(p) cuf + tU2 = 0. (5.15)

Once again, the solution simplifies tremendously in the limit k —)■ oo, when 

Wi « K., so |p^(cr)| = tP — UJ2-

The charge J has the following value:
2tt

J = g J (fi da = 27Tguj2- (5.16)
0

It will be convenient for further use to introduce a parameter

2cu2 j
U =----=-W—(5.17)K g log(5)

In this more general case the relation between energy and spin \s E — S = 

/(p, w) log(5), where f{g,u) is called the generalized scaling function [48].

5.3 Expansion around the two-spin solution

One can impose the eonformal gauge and expand the coset action constructed 

in 1.5.2 around the two-spin solution (5.14) and determine the spectrum of
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the fluctuation flelds. This was done in [4,87], where the following result was 

obtained: when uj2 = 0, all the bosonic fields from CP^ are massless, two 

of the AdS fields have masses nP = 2k? and m? = 4/s:^, and the remaining 

two AdS fields are massless, but their contribution is supposed to cancel 

against the ghost contribution (in other words, they do not contribute to the 

cohomology of the BRST operator). As for the fermions, for a generic value 

of 0^2 the determinant of the fermionic quadratic form in the action was found 

to be:

S) = 2^ujI^ [(2A:o - 0J2f - 4(/o'? + [(2A:o + ^2)^ - 4(A:f + >?)] x

X [A:J - kl{2k\ + - uj'i + . (5.18)

It follows from this expression that there are the following fermionic 

excitations in the model (counting given in terms of complex Weyl fermions, 

and we’re using the parameter u introduced in (5.17)):

2 fermions with frequency | u k + VrP +

2 fermions with frequency —jUK. + \/r}?~TtP

2 fermions with frequency + y (1 + \/i + iPr?)

• 2 fermions with frequency y + y(l — \/l + v?r?)

The spectrum in the background of the spinning string solution is 

obtained when u ^ 0 (or a;2 -A 0), and we see that the spectrum becomes 

relativistic in this limit: there are 6 massive and 2 massless complex fermions, 

i.e. 12 massive and 4 massless real ones. However, one can then see from 

(5.18) that the quantization in the background of the spinning string solution, 

that is in the limit u —>■ 0, is no longer well-defined, since the determinant 

is zero. This corresponds to the fact that, as noted for the first time in [11], 

the kappa symmetry transformations degenerate at the quadratic level, if
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the background configuration describes motion purely in the AdS space. We 

would like to stress that this is a peculiarity of the coset construction for the 

AdS^ X CP^ superstring. One can rephrase the statement above by saying 

that the quadratic part of the action will contain terms of the form 

[d± being the light-cone derivatives), which will vanish when u = Q. One 

could be tempted to rescale the fermions ip -A however it turns out that 

in this case 1/u factors would appear in front of the interaction terms. Thus, 

in this way we would merely shift the problem to a different place, and this 

only confirms that the difficulty is intrinsic to the coset formulation.

In fact, as we have explained, the most interesting for us are the massless 

worldsheet modes, i.e. the ones which become massless in the limit u -A 0. 

We have checked that it is precisely these massless fermions 'ip, which suffer 

from the problem described above, namely the quadratic action of these 

fermions becomes degenerate in the limit rx —)■ 0. Hence, it seems to us 

that everything points out to the fact that the coset formulation is not well 

suited to this background. Therefore we will have to resort to the full Green- 

Schwarz action with 32 fermions, which was built in [57, 58] (see [42] for 

another application of that construction), in order to solve our problem.

The problem we have encountered is, in fact, connected with a singular 

gauge choice, and similar issues arise also in conventional gauge theories, as 

described in Appendix B.

5.4 The worldsheet low-energy limit of the 

AdS^ X superstring

Here we describe the limit introduced in [6]^. In the previous section, after 

quantization of the superstring worldsheet action in the background of the

am grateful to Kostya Zarembo for clarifying to me some details of this limit.
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spinning string solution we obtained a spectrum of masses of the worldsheet 

particles present in the theory. This spectrum becomes particularly simple in 

the limit u -A 0, namely it becomes relativistic, and some of the particles are 

massless. It is this limit which was emphasized in the paper [6], their main 

idea being as follows. One considers the partition function (or, equivalently, 

free energy) of the worldsheet theory in the background of the two-spin 

solution, regarding u as a variable parameter, which in fact is the chemical 

potential for one of the global charges of the model. The limit of small u, 

that is when UJ2 ^ is effectively the low-energy limit, and one expects 

the massless particles to give dominant contributions to the free energy, and 

therefore in this sense the massless particles "decouple". In the AdS^ x 

case the only massless particles are the 5 bosons coming from the part of 

the background, so their dynamics is described by the SO{6) sigma model, 

which decouples from the rest of the theory in this limit. From the exact 

solution of the SO(6) model it is known that, in fact, its spectrum consists 

of 6 massive particles rather than 5 massless ones, however the mass gap 

cannot be seen in perturbation theory (m ~ which is still applicable

as long as UJ2^ m.

To be more precise, the leading contributions to the free energy in the 

limit u ^ 0 look as follows:

E (X \ (lqq  ̂ + •••) ) ^og{S)
n=l ^ )

(5.19)

One can see that the power of the logarithm grows with the order of which 

is a common feature of perturbation theory. The main quantitative claim 

of [6] was that in the AdS^ x case the numbers can be determined from 

the pure SO{6) sigma model, and it was confirmed in [98] up to two loops.

In the AdS^ x case the only massless particles are bosons from 5®, 

and their interactions are determined by the SO (6) symmetry, so the model
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is uniquely defined by these properties. In the AdS^ x CP'^ ease there 

are additional massless fermions, as we discussed above, and the amount 

of symmetry is not enough to determine their interactions uniquely. Because 

of that a genuine calculation is necessary, and it is carried out below.

5.5 The full IIA superstring action in the 

AdS^ X CP^ background

As explained in the previous sections, for the analysis of the action, expanded 

around the spinning string solution, one needs to use the complete type IIA 

Green-Schwarz superstring action (that is, with 32 real fermions), rather 

than the reduced coset formulation (in the AdS^ x case the coset action 

is the complete Green-Schwarz action — it contains 32 fermions — and it 

was first built in [90|). The eonstruction of such action is no easy task and 

for generic supergravity backgrounds it has not been carried out. However, 

as we will explain, the AdS^ x CP^ case under consideration is special, 

since it can be obtained by a dimensional reduction of the AdS^ x 5^ 

solution of the eleven-dimensional supergravity equations of motion. One 

might wonder, why this would simplify anything. However, from the work 

[36] it is known that there exists a three-dimensional world-volume action 

of a membrane, coupled to an arbitrary eleven-dimensional supergravity 

background (usually this membrane is called the M2 brane). This action 

is quite similar to the superstring action in many ways, for example in the 

sense that it, too, possesses a local fermionic symmetry. It was argued 

in [45], that if one cornpactifies a target-space coordinate and a world- 

sheet coordinate of this action simultaneously, then one obtains the Green- 

Schwarz type HA superstring action. Thus, the remaining question is 

whether it is easy or not to build the M2 brane worldvolurne action. The
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answer to this question depends on the chosen supergravity background, 

but in our case the task simplifies, since the AdS^ x S'^ background can 

be described by a coset 05'P(8|4) / 50(7) x 50(1,3). Indeed, its bosonic 

part is 5P(4) / 50(1, 3) x 50(8) / 50(7) ~ AdS4 x 5^. This strategy was 

pursued in the papers [57,58], where as a result the sought for type IIA 

Green-Schwarz action was built. Here we elaborate on this construction in 

a, hopefully, transparent way.

5.5.1 The M2 brane action

and the coset 0SP{S\4) / 50(7) x 50(1,3)

In this section we describe the construction of the M2 brane three- 

dimensional worldvolume action for the case of the AdS^ x 5^ supergravity 

background. In what follows we will denote the membrane worldvolume 

coordinates as a, r and y. We remind the reader that tlie fields in the eleven- 

dimensional supergravity are the graviton the gravitino and the three- 

form potential (the field strength being the four-form = dl-C). In 

our construction we heavily exploit the 05P(8|4) / 50(7) x 50(1,3) coset 

structure of the space. The 05P(8|4) supergroup is very similar to the 

05P(6|4) supergroup, and its matrix realization is described in the Appendix 

5.2. To construct the explicit matrix realization of the coset one also needs 

to choose the embeddings of "the denominator" 50(7) x 50(1,3) into this 

supergroup. For instance, 50(7) can be embedded into 50(8) in different 

nonequivalent ways (here we mean, that the embeddings are in general not 

related by a similarity transformation). We will elaborate more on this in 

the Appendix 5.3, however for the moment let us give a clear

Example. One can embed 50(7) C 50(8) diagonally (that is, as a 

7x7 matrix inside of a 8 x 8 matrix), let us denote this embedding
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h] : S0{7) -A 50(8). There’s another, "spinorial", embedding. Indeed, 

let 7^, 1^1= 1...7 denote the real skew-symmetric seven-dimensional gamma- 

matrices ({7'h7'^} = —25'^'"), which have dimensionality 8. Then the 

commutators = |[7'h Y] generate the so(7) algebra inside of so(8). 

We denote the corresponding group embedding as ^2. Now, hi and ^2 

cannot be related by a similarity transformation. Indeed, let 2: be a fixed 

element of the so(7) algebra, such that h2{z) is nondegenerate, for instance 

we can take 2; = ^(7^^). If there were a similarity transformation relating

the two embeddings, it would imply that ^1(2;) = u)h2{z)uj~^ for some 

u) E 50(8). However, since hi is the diagonal embedding, det(hi(2;)) = 0, 

whereas det{h2{z)) ^ 0, which leads to a contradiction. [>

We stress that the correct embedding for our purposes is the "spinorial" 

one, that is the so(7) algebra is generated by Y''■

The M2 brane action can be built from the bosonic and fermionic 

vielbeins, denoted by E'®} and E°‘ respectively, which in turn can

be obtained in a simple way from the 05P(8|4) / SO{7) x 50(1,3) coset. 

Here the indices {a = 0...3, a = 1...7} refer to the AdSi and 5^ spaces 

respectively, and the index a — 1...32 numbers the fermionic directions. The 

number 32 comes from the fact that we’re dealing with a single Majorana 

spinor in eleven dimensions, which has 32 real components. If considered 

from the point of view of the representation of the ten-dimensional Lorentz 

group, it splits into two Majorana-Weyl spinors one left-handed and one 

right-handed. Let g be a representative of the coset. Then one can build 

the left-invariant current J = —g~^ dg and find the vielbein and connection 

components of this current:

,/ = -g-' dg = B-'Ta + E^Q,, + (5.20)

where Ptah are elements of the stabilizer (denominator of the coset).
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Qa furnish the fermionic basis of the osj;(8|4) algebra, and Ta are the 

complementary bosonic directions, namely the directions tangent to the 

manifold. The current is flat by construction, that is its curvature vanishes:

dJ — J A J = 0. (5.21)

The action, as in the superstring case, consists of two terms, which can 

be loosely called ’the metric part’ and the ’Wess-Zumino part’. The action 

takes the following form;

5 =
27r
j da dr dy E‘‘E'‘ + d,X”‘ di,X'‘ d^X” W„.„p), (5.22)

the first term being the metric part and the second term — the Wess-Zumino 

part^. The second term is the pull-back to the worldvolume of a three-form 

R = Rjnnp A dX^ A dXP. Recall that this three-form can be found from 

its field-strength four-form W, and the latter can be expressed in terms of 

the vielbeiris in the following way^:

1
jr = AE^ AE^^ AE^ + \E^ A [T^, Ep A E^ A E^. (5.23)

The first term here is the volume element of the AdS space, whereas the 

second term is intrinsically fermionic and manifestly Spin{l^ 10) invariant. 

Note that the fermionic indices {a,^) are raised and lowered using the 

eleven-dimensional charge conjugation matrix Cu. Using the Maurer-Cartan 

equation (5.21) one can check that the form X is closed for a suitable value 

of the constant A. A closed form is locally exact, so one can find its potential 

by a standard procedure. We will follow this route in the next sections to 

build the part of the Green-Schwarz action that we need.

■^By the coordinates we mean both bosonic and fermionic ones.
^ A is a constant. Barred indices refer to the AdS space, that is they run from 0 to 3.
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5.5.2 The Hopf fibration 5*^ ^ CP^ and the dimensional 

reduction

So far we have been dealing with the AdS4 x S'^ solution of the eleven- 

dimensional snpergravity. However, our ultimate goal is to arrive at the 

AdSi X CP^ solution of the IIA supergravity in ten dimensions. This is 

aehieved through a compactification, based on the Hopf fibration, so we reeall 

what the latter looks like. There are different variants of the Hopf fibration, 

most of them originating from the tautologieal fiber bundle -> CP" (the 

one which arises naturally from the definition of the projective space). The 

most common version of the Hopf fibration arises when one restricts the total
n+l

space to the unit sphere ^ \zi\‘^ = 1, then we get tt : —>■ CP".
i=l

The tautological bundle is a line bundle (its fiber is C), so after imposing the 

absolute value restriction the tt fibration has the circle as a fiber. The 

most well-known case of the Hopf fiber bundle is explained in the following 

Example. It is the case n = 1, i.e. tt : —> CP^ 5^. If we write the

sphere S'^ as

kiP + |22p = l, (5.24)

then the map tt can be written out explicitly as 7r{zi,Z2) = ^ = Z, and 

Z should be regarded as a stereographic coordinate on the sphere P^. To 

see what is going on more clearly, let us solve (5.24) in the following way:

zi yi
\/|yib+b2

y2 The metric on the sphere is the metric.
\/|yib+b2b

induced in fiat space dP = \dzi\‘^ + \dz2\‘^ by the embedding (5.24). Thus it 

is clear that it will be invariant under arbitrary rescalings yi Xyi, A G M. 

In other words, when regarded as a metric on the 4-space parametrized by 

yi,y2: it is degenerate. This means, of course, that we can fix a "gauge", 

however we do not want to do it for the moment. We can rewrite the metric
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in the following way:

|2
(ds^)53 dyidyi \dyiyi\

+ ^
dytyi - Utdy,Y

, where — \yi\^. (5.25)
p- p^ V

The first two terms constitute precisely the CP^ metric in homogeneous 

coordinates. Let us now choose the following inhomogeneous coordinates:

yi = 1/2 = (5.26)

(5.27)

then the metric takes the canonical form:

/ r dZdZ ,, ..o , . dZ Z — Z dZ
(dsMs^ = 7+ (dip — AY. where A = i----------- =—.
^ {i + zzy ^ ^ ^ ’ i + zz

Note that from (5.26) it follows that, in accordance with our discussion, 

Z = 2^ = ^. [>Vi Zi

Although the space which interests us in this Chapter is CP^ rather than 

CP\ it can be considered in a similar way to the example, and as a result one 

obtains a metric on 5^ in the form, which exhibits the Hopf bundle in a clear 

way. This discussion shows, that the dimensional reduction of the metric can 

be achieved by dropping the {d — A^ term in the metric, or getting rid of 

the corresponding einbein. Note also that, when fermions are turned on, A 

is interpreted as the R-R one-form of the IIA background. As for the 

four-form P, it can be written in the following way:

T-=dy? + (5.28)

where and do not depend on the fiber coordinate (p. Then the 

dimensional reduction (after setting ip = y, y being the third worldvolume 

coordinate [45]) boils down to leaving the piece of the P form: 

dim.red. (P) = One can see that, since dP = 0, it follows that

dK^^^ = — 0. In fact, it follows from our discussion that is

the field-strength of the (locally defined) NS-NS two-form potential
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which constitutes the Wess-Ziimino term of the string action;

We note in passing that = gD) _ ^(i) /\ jgO) jg the R-R 4-form field- 

strength of the IIA background (we will not need it later). In this way we 

have determined all the ingredients of the ten-dimensional IIA siipergravity 

solution from the eleven-dimensional supergravity solution.

Since the construction we will carry out heavily relies on the OSP{8\4.) 

coset, we need to parametrize the coset in such a way which would exhibit 

the Hopf fiber bundle, similarly to 5.27. Compared to the purely bosonic 

case, the main difference is that various reductions can be made, which 

preserve different amounts of supersymmetry. The correct one, i.e. the 

one we’re looking for, should provide for a OSP{6\4) symmetry group 

of the reduced background. The reductions differ by the embedding of 

OS'P(6|4) C OS'P(8|4), so in the Appendix 5.3 we explain, following [57,58], 

that the correct one is the standard diagonal embedding.

5.6 Quantum corrections to the spinning 

string state

5.6.1 The decompactification

The Green-Schwarz action in its standard form does not allow for a simple 

quantization of the theory. This is due to the fact that the action does not 

contain a term quadratic in the fermions with no bosons, but rather terms, 

in which fermions are coupled to bosons. The quantization is possible in 

the background of a classical solution, if the classical solution makes the 

quadratic term of the fermions nondegenerate. As we discussed above, this 

requirement is fulfilled for the two-spin solution even in the OS'P(6|4) coset 

formulation, however in the limit when the J charge vanishes this is no longer
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the case. It is precisely to overcome this difficulty that we needed to invoke 

the full Green-Schwarz action with 32 fermions. Once we have built the full 

action, we may quantize in the background of the spinning string (one spin) 

solution (5.8) in the limit k, -A oo. It will be convenient however to make a 

change of the worldsheet coordinates:

a' = T = KT. (5.29)

The important observation is that after such redefinition the only parameter 

which is changed is the length of the worldsheet circle, or the string length: 

L = 2ttk. In other words, k, enters only the integration limits in the action, 

but not anywhere else. Since (5.8) is a solution for k, -a oo, in this limit we 

achieve the decompactification of the worldsheet.

5.6.2 The coset element for the spinning string 

background.

We take the following AdS-s coset element:

dAdSs ^ e ^ (5.30)

When we insert the spinning string solution (5.8), it simplifies a.s follows:

9sp'
, ^ gi pr“-r»r2) nr pO)
in e 2 (5.31)

The important property of this parametrization is that [zT'^ — TT^jzT^ — 

r®r^] = 0, and it is precisely thanks to this fact that the current g~^dg 

only includes the derivative p' = ±k, but not p (and hence not a) itself. 

The latter fact is the reason why it is possible to determine the spectrum 

of quadratic fiuctuations at all, and it is what makes the theory in this 

background tractable.
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5.6.3 The expansion

The full coset element in the spinning string background looks as follows:

9 — 9spin QAdS 9CP 90 9v (5.32)

where qacIS describes fluctuations of the AdS fields, g^p is the CP'^ coset 

element, is the fiber coordinate, qq and g,,, are the fermionic coset elements. 

In particular, ge only includes the 24 fermions which were present in the 

OS'P(6|4) coset (see (5.36) for 0), whereas gy = contains the 8

additional fermions (see (A.3) for v). It will be convenient to take the coset 

elements gAdS and gcp in the following form;

if±..f^pro-rir2) g^^±^6r2-rori) i+§(2iri+z2r3)
OAdS = e 2

^ _l_ w+W9cp \/ip + x/i+l'oT-i
ii>i

{wW + Ww),

(5.33)

(5.34)

where W = WiTi, W = WiTi, and one can find definitions of 7^, Ti in Section 

1.5.1. Note that the two exponents in (5.33) commute with each other, as 

well as with g^pin of (5.31), which is the reason why we have chosen the 

pararnetrization in this way (as a result, the current J = —g~^dg will depend 

on z± only through their derivatives).

We need to plug the coset element into the expression for the action of the 

IID theory (5.22), fix the kappa symmetry gauge and to determine, which of 

the fermions are massive and which are massless. One might recall however 

that, as determined before, the spectrum consists of 12 massive and just four 

massless fermions. Thus, let us use the symmetry properties of the theory 

as a shortcut to the result. Indeed, if one multiplies the coset element (5.32) 

by an element co G SU(3) from the left, then we get the following:

ojg gspin 9AdS {^9cp^ ^){ujgeoj ^) gy u, (5.35)

where to at the very right can be dropped, as it belongs to the stabilizer
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of the coset (the SU{3) generators are the Lj’s of (E.15-E.17), and, since 

they’re linear combinations of 7^^, it follows that SU{3) C SO{7)). Clearly 

u gcp simply transforms the bosonic fields of the model, whereas u! go 

transforms the fermionic 6 fields. We see that the transformation does not 

affect the n-ferrnions. The masses of the theory are determined by the 

quadratic part of the Lagrangian, in which the bosonic and fermionic fields 

clearly decouple. In fact, we might forget about the bosonic fields for the 

moment, since we already know their spectrum. Let us remind the reader 

that the matrix of 9 fermions can be written as follows:

el e\ el e\ el o o
el el el el el el d de (5.36)

where the stars stand for complex conjugated fermions.

The action ujgeuj^^ means, that the 9^ and 9"^ fermions (6 complex in 

each line) furnish 3 + 3 representations of SU{3) each. The important point 

is that none of the 9 fermions are invariant under the SU{3), whereas all of 

the V fermions are. For the quadratic part of the action this means that the 

e and V fermions decouple. Now, a 3 or 3 representation of SU{3) involves 

6 real fermions, so if the SU{3) symmetry can be preserved by a choice of 

the kappa symmetry gauge, this means that every 6 0-fermions entering a 

single miiltiplet have the same mass. A suitable kappa symmetry gauge is 

the one, which sets the second and third lines of the 9 and v matrices to 

zero (from the Appendix 5.5 it is clear that such gauge is indeed admissible). 

This condition can be summarized as follows:

/ —2rorir2„ / —2rorir2
— 9 =------- -------- V — 0. (5.37)

2 2

We know that there are jnst 4 massless fermions, so the SU{3) rnultiplets
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are too big for that, and the 9 fermions are destined to be m.asswe. Thus, 

we’re left with the 8 n-ferinions. The residual kappa-symmetry should allow 

to eliminate 4 of them, and the remaining 4 ones should be massless. We 

have checked by a direct calculation of the quadratic part of the action that 

this is indeed true.

5.7 The worldsheet low-energy limit

In the previous section it was explained that, before the kappa symmetry 

gauge is imposed, the 6- and v-fermions decouple in the quadratic action. In 

fact, one can check that in the leading (linear) order the kappa symmetry 

transformations do not mix 9's and v’s. This is the reason, why it is possible 

to choose the kappa-gauge in sueh a way, that 0’s and v’s remain decoupled 

in the gauge-fixed quadratic action. By now we know that the 9 fermions 

(meaning the ones that remain after the kappa gauge is imposed) are all 

massive, so we can safely set them to zero. Then we are left with an action 

depending solely on the bosonic fields and the v-fermions, and there will be a 

residual kappa symmetry of rank 4 acting on these fields. One could certainly 

gauge-fix this residual symmetry as well from the beginning, however it is 

useful to check that the resulting low-energy action which we will obtain is 

independent of the kappa-symmetry gauge choice. For this reason we will 

prefer not to fix the gauge for the v-part of the kappa-symmetry.

First of all, let us find out, how exactly this v-part of the kappa-symmetry 

looks like in the leading order. For this purpose we write out the piece, which 

depends on v’s, of the quadratic part of the string actioiF:

= Kx - 0^+(x - 0 - - v) (5.38)

®The notations for the fermions are explained in Appendix A, V-fermions’.
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It follows that the kappa-transformations have a very simple form:

= ei, # = 6Tj = 62, (5.39)

6^2 being two VVeyl spinors. Suppose we now want to determine the low- 

energy limit of the worldsheet theory. What terms should be left from the 

full Green-Schwarz action in order to achieve this? Clearly, one should get 

rid of the massive fields. Besides, one should also drop certain interaction 

vertices of the massless fields (the ones that are suppressed by powers of some 

mass), since they, too, may be regarded as effectively reflecting the presence of 

massive modes. In other words, all terms in the low-energy Lagrangian should 

have dimension not greater than two. In 2D the bosons w have canonical 

dimension 0, the fermions have dimension 1/2 and the derivative, clearly, has 

dimension 1. In this way, for instance, terms of the form 'ipi ^^2X1 ^+Xi ^nd 

'ipi'ip2d+w d-W have dimension 3, terms 'ilJid-'ip2Xi 9+X2 have dimension 4, 

so such terms should be dropped in the low-energy limit. Most of tlie terms 

which should be preserved, have dimension two: these are, for instance, 

d+wd-w^ Xd+X^ 'wd-W'ipip, 'tp'ipxX However, a very important fact 

which should not be overlooked, is that there are terms of dimensions 1 and 

0 in the Lagrangian as well: the terms of dimension 1 are zv‘̂, z being 

the massive AdS fields, and the terms of dimension 0 are the mass terms 

z"^. Hence, there’s a very important qualification to dropping the massive 

fields: they can be dropped everywhere, except for these terms. What is 

the meaning of these terms or, in other words, what is the reason for their 

being present in the final Lagrangian? It turns out that these terms are 

precisely what is needed to maintain the kappa-syrnmetry of the low-energy 

Lagrangian, that is to say they provide the independence of the low-energy 

Lagrangian of the chosen kappa-gauge. One can see this in the following way. 

In the lowest order the kappa-symmetry transformations look similar to the
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case of the flat target space:

6v = e, 5z ev (5.40)

We will not bother writing any indices or projectors here, since this schematic 

exposition is sufficient to convey the general idea. From (5.40) it follows that

(5(1/) oc e.v^, ^ ("-vz, 5{ztP) oc ev^ + evz. (5.41)

Our claim is that the three terms z^, zv^ and v'^ enter the Lagrangian in a 

kappa-invariant combination, which is allowed by the rules (5.41). There’s 

another way to make the same point, namely, let us integrate out the massive 

fields 2. What we obtain as a result are terms of the form {v here can 

mean any of the 8 different u-fields, so there are many ways to build 

terms). Then, our statement can be reformulated by saying that all the v'^ 

terms should combine into one term

ix - Oix - OW - ’))(’/’ -'/) (5.42)

which is the only quartic combination of the u-ffelds, invariant under the 

transformations (5.39.) We have checked that this is indeed the case, and 

the reader can ffnd the details of the calculation in the Appendix 5.5.

Once we have checked the independence of the resulting Lagrangian of 

the choice of the kappa-symmetry gauge, we may impose the one which we 

find most convenient (5.37) to obtain the following Lagrangian (see Appendix 

A for fermion field notations):

i Gab{z, z) {d+Zad-ZbPd-Zad+Zb)+i{xD+x-'^T^-i^)T‘̂ XX'fp'tp, (5-43) 

where X = "01 + Wii "0 = '02 + W2 and the "covariant" derivatives are:

Zid^Zi x^id^Zi
+ (5.44)
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Besides, Gab is the Hermitian {Gab = Gj ) Fubiiii-Study metric on CP^:ba'

^ab ^b
Gab — .

Upon the introduction of a Dirac field 4^ = Ip

(5.45)

the Lagrangian we have

obtained may be cast into the form announced in the Introduction 

£ = rf^ Vaz3 Vpz^ + (5.46)

where index j runs from 1 to 4, 22^^ = da — iAa^ = da + ‘̂ .lAa and Aa 

is a U{1) gauge field without a kinetic term — it can be integrated out to 

provide the conventional Fubini-Study form of the action. Besides, in (5.46) 

the z-'> fields are restricted to lie on the S’^ C C"^;
4
^ k-'P = 1 (5.47)

Note that the Lagrangian in (5.46) is invariant under global U{1) x U{1) 

transformations of the fermions, that is 4^ —> and 4/ -A 'F.

As it had been expected, we have obtained a fermionic extension of the 

nonlinear sigma-model with target space CP^.

5.8 Open problems

We have obtained the Lagrangian (5.46) for a model describing the infrared 

limit of the worldsheet theory of the AdSi x CP^ superstring, quantized 

in a certain background. This Lagrangian can be used to calculate certain 

quantitative characteristics of the model, as discussed in Section 5.4. The 

latter could be compared with the Bethe ansatz predictions (as it has been 

done in [62] for the AdS^ x case).
®The 7-raatrices here are the 2D gamina-rnatrices, for instance, in our notations 7'^ = =

<7’i,7® = 0-3 and (D± = 7?o±7?i. They should not be confused with the 7D 7 matrices from the Appendix 

and other parts of the text. The conjugation is defined as 4' ='1' A*-
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Apart from the string theory applications, the model we have obtained 

might be interesting in its own right. In the past a great deal of effort 

was devoted to the understanding of various models, with and without 

supersymmetry [104,109,114], since it was hoped they could give some insight 

into the infrared dynamics of QCD. These models are asymptotically free, 

however it is only the bosonic model that exhibits confinement, whereas 

models with fermions usually describe liberated U{N) solitons. In most, 

if not all, cases the quantum S-matrix of such solitons can be computed 

exactly. It is an interesting question, whether the model we have obtained is 

integrable as well. One could also w'onder, whether there is any fundamental 

explanation for the 6 : 2 ratio of the bosonic vs. fermionic degrees of freedom. 

There are many questions which remain to be answered. We plan to address 

them in a subsequent publication.
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Appendix A

Matrices and notations

1.1 Matrices and notations

Here we explicitly present the matrices, which appeared in the main text.

AdS F-matrices
The representation of the four F matrices (which come from the AdS 

space) used throughout the thesis is as follows:

(i 0 0 0 ^ ^ 0 0 0 A ^ 0 0 0 -A ^ 0 0 1 0 ^
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 -1ro = 0 0 -1 0

, Ti =
0 -1 0 0

, r2 =
0 i 0 0 ,r3 = -1 0 0 0

0 0 -V 1-1 0 0 V \-i 0 0 1 0 0/
One can observe that for k = 1,2,3 we have = icr2 <0 (Jk- Besides, we 

introduce F5 = zFoFiF2F3. Another matrix encountered in the text is

C4 = fFoF2

'^ 0 0 0 1^

0 0-10 

0 10 0

-10 0 0V /
CP 7-matrices

The seven 7 matrices (which come from the S'^ space) are as follows:

7l = /2 (g) F3, 72 = 0-3 (g) Fi, 73 = 1(72 (g) ^FoFiF2
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74 = io-2C>iT2T3, 75 = ^ ToFs, 70 = -ai (g) Fi, 77 = 73 0

The following matrices were also encountered in the text:

U = diag(-l, -1, -1, 3) 0 20-2,

Kq = diag(l, 1,1, 0) 0 20-2, 

e = diag(0, 0, 0,1) 0 ia2

IID F-matrices

The IID r matrices were used in formula (5.23) to construct the 

Wess-Zumino term of the M2 brane action. These matrices (which have 

dimensionality 32) can be built in the following way, as tensor products of 

the AdS and CP gamma-matrices defined above:

= {2rT-^0/8, a = 0...3; F''^0 7^ b= 1...7}

The IID charge-conjugation matrix looks as follows:

C„=C4r5®/8 (A.l)

and has the property

(r-^)T = -Cur'^Cfi' (A.2)

The "v-fermions"

The vxQ^ matrix of v-fermions explicitly looks as follows:

where

V = VxQ'

0 0 0 0 0 0 Ui7 Vl8

0 0 0 0 0 0 V27 V28

0 0 0 0 0 0 ~'^h ~'^28

0 0 0 0 0 0 vh ^18

Vi7 = *4 (^^ +14^2), ^18 = *4 (;^j + 2 X2),

V27 =, ^ ^2) V28 = (^1 + ^ 6) •

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.5)
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On several occasions we used the complex fermion notation x = =

■02 + ‘iX2i ^ = Cl “ '^015 ^ = C2 ■“ Besides, in Chapter 5 we made use of 

the gauge (5.37), which stands for 0i = 02 = Ci = C2 = 0.

1.1.1 The vector representation of 5*0(6)

One of the low-dimensional Lie group isomorphisms is as follows: 
SU{T)/Z2 — SO{C). It is described by the diagram 1 —)■ Z2 —> SU{4) -U 

50(6) —>• 1, where the kernel is Ker{f) — {±1}. In the representation 

theory it manifests itself in the following way; denote by Vf? the fundamental 

representation of 5t/(4), then decomposes into 2 copies of the vector 

representation 6 of the group 50(6). In other words, if the action of 5f7(4) 

on a vector v E Vp has the form v uv, then the action of SU{T)/Z2 on the 

skew-symmetric 4x4 matrix m G looks as follows: m —> ujmu^. It is 

clear that the action of the transformations ±0; on m is the same, so indeed 

there is a Z2-identification. Let us clarify, where the two copies come from. 

As a matter of fact, even though the matrix m is skew-symmetric and has 

dimension 4x4, its matrix elements are complex numbers, so the dimension 

of the representation over the field IR is equal to 12. Notice that Cijki 

is an invariant tensor of the group 57/(4), since under the transformation 

Vi —> iJVi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) the «volume element» v\ A V2 A U3 A iq is multiplied 

by det(a;) = 1 (a unimodular transformation preserves the volume). Hence 

we can decompose the obtained twelve-dimensional representation into two 

irreducible ones in the following way: m — + rri-, where m± is self-dual

or anti-self-dual: (m±)* — -E^eijkim^
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The magnon

2.1 The motion on 7-deformed S^.

The metric of AdS^ x reduced to the M x 5^ takes the following form

dodds = —dr + + (1 - x)d4\ + X#2- (B.l)
4x(l - X)

We will be looking for a solution of the equations of motion in the following 

form:

P01 (cr, t) = UJT + —{a — vt) + 0(cr - nr); 
2r

02(o^) t) — UT + —(o’ — vt) + a{a — vt)] 
2r

= x(o' -"t).

(B.2)

(B,3)

(B.4)

where 5 = 27r(n2—7J1) and 0(cr —nr), Q;(cr — nr), x(o’— nr) satisfy periodic 

boundary conditions.

Substituting the ansatz into the equations of motion, integrating the 

equations for 0 and a once, and using the Virasoro constraints (2.15) , we 

get the following equations:

nAi 1
1 — lA 2r 1 — n^ 1 — X 

129
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a -(
vu S vA2 1

1 — 2t 1 — v‘^ X
(1 - = Ko + «iX + «'2X^ +

U)A\ p A2 “hi — 0.

The constants /s:,- are as follows:

Ko

ACl

1^2

«3

2 a2= -v^A

= l-Apv^(lpAl-Af)

= -1-i/^ + 2A-v^
2 212 — LO ,

Thus, in the notation of section 3 one may write

/o = -(t^ + f); /. =
1 — 2r 1 —

7J12 6 VA2
^ “V':,----- 2 + “t----- 2’1 — 2r 1 —

1 —

We also have the following expressions for the charges^:
r

^ ^ + a; J da {I - x))
—r 

r

J2 = ^ ^ ^2{2rv^A2 + J dax) = 0.
~r

Our equations can be written in the following form: 

Periodicity of 0 :
rvuj p 

a: + - =
V A] dx

1-v'^ 2 l-v'^ J (1 - x)|x'|
y ■^min

^From these expressions one can derive a linear relation between

C \UJ IX J \ U) u

130

(B.6)

(B.7)

(B.8)

{B.9)

(BJO)

(B.ll)

(B.12)

(BJ3)

(BJ4)

(B.15)
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Periodicity of a

Charge J' =

Charge J2 =

Ji
9

J2

9

rvu

J =

+ tt5
V Ar

A-ma:

I dx
xIxT

(B.16)

( \
rAiv^-pjJ

\
Ix'l

(B.17)

0 : 0 = rv^A2 + v / dx
Ariia:

/ X
1x1

(B.18)

and the periodicity condition for x which in this case takes the form
Xmax

r-0

Length of string: da — r = dx
Ix'l

(B.19)

We have called the real roots of the equation y , Y ■ , Y with the following1 /Vncg’ /Xmni* /vmax o

ordering y < 0 < y ■ < X • Moreover, for the consistency of our

approach we have to require that XminWmax ^ I); which will be justified
by the solution. The fact that in the large J expansion one of the roots is 

negative can be easily proven. Indeed, in the strict J —>■ 00 limit it follows 

from the work [19] that w = 1, u — 0, therefore the leading coefficient K3 

of the polynomial in the r.h.s. of (B.7) is negative, and this should remain 

true for large J. The value of the r.h.s. of (B.7) at y = 0 is kq < 0. These 

two facts together imply that there’s a negative root Yneg- Note also that 

the value of the r.h.s. of (B.7) at y = 1 is < 0. This, together with

the previous observation, implies that the two other roots of the polynomial 

either are both < 0 or both G [0,1) or both > 1. We’re interested in the case 

when they both lie in [0,1). We consider (Yneg> Xmm Wmax) ^ independent 
variables that, together with all the previous variables (z/, cj, u, M2), satisfy

the rollowing conditions which simply mean that (y 

solutions of the cubic equation:
, X ■ 1 X ) are actuallyncg ^ /Vmm’ /vmax/ a

”V —f- "V —j— V
/Vncg /Vmin /Vn (B.20)
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- hXncgX min ^min^max 3” ~X.nQgX. max ^

hiQ

(B.21)

(B.22)XnegX min ^max

We now switch to more convenient variables (v.e) instead of

(leaving unaltered). These two sets are connected in the following way
max

2.

'^min ^neg

~2V

Xneg

X„.ax - X

^ Xmax .

1 - Xnog ’

rieg

X:neg

(B.23)

(B.24)

(B.25)

Next we write the expressions for all integrals entering our equations:
Xmax

/
^inin

Xmax

/

2k n 1 - Xn<^X ^ _________________________
XlX'l (1 - - Xncg)^^^(l + XneglS^) ^ X„og

dx 2k „ /'v^ — I

1^(1 - e);l - e ;

(1 -x)lx'l 572 (1-X„eg)^/^V^ TV n dl - e);l - e ; (B.2G)

Xinaj

/ 2k;^(1 - e)

1x1 “Xneg)(l

Xinfi

/
(

c^x(l - X)

dXX _ Xneg NA - ^) + (1 - Xneg)(l "

1x1 x/(l-X„.g)(l-T^)

(X..„g - 1) I<{1 - e) + (1 - X..g)(l - E{1 - e)
= —2k

J Ix'l V(1 - - 5")
^min

Thus, we have chosen the parameter e rather than J as our expansion 

parameter. This means that we have to make an expansion of the system 

of equations (B.15)-(B.19) in e and determine the corresponding coefficients 

in the expansion of various parameters, comparing powers of e and/or loge

^The purpose of introducing the variable e should be clear — then the moduli of all tori in our 

expressions become 1 — e. The purpose of introducing v is the following: the first parameter of the H- 

function in (B.26) becomes q —e), so that it is in direct correspondence with an analogous parameter 

in the work |19].
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which arise in this expansion. First of all, before solving the equations, we 

get rid of the variable r by plugging the expression for r from (B.19) into all 

other equations.

We make the following ansatz for our parameters:

u(e) = uo(e) + ui(e)e + O(e^); 

v{e) = uo(e)+U](e)€ + 0(e^); 

uj{e) = uj{){e) + uJi{€)e + 

iy{e) = t^i(e)e + O(e^);

Ai[e) = + Ai^i(e)e + O(e^);

A2{e) = yl2,] (e)e + O(e^);

Xnog(e) = Xi(e)e + 0(e2);

v7(e) = J7()(e) + J7i(e)e + O(e^),

(B.27)

where we assume that all "coefficient" functions like uo(e),ui(e),uo(e), etc. 

are terminating series in loge (this is the reason why expansions (B.27) are 

justified). This assumption will be proved aposteriori by the solution that 

we will find.

We substitute (B.27) into our equations and expand these equations

in ignoring terms with logarithms (that is, treating any combination

( Yl just e”^). Then we obtain a system of equations for
\fc=o /

our "coefficient" functions, which, when solved, exhibits the property of these 

functions mentioned above — that is, they’re terminating series in powers of 

loge.

In the course of expanding the above written eciuations we need an 

expansion for 11(1 — ae, 1 — e) as e —> 0 (o; fixed and 0 < o; < 1). To 

find such an expansion we make use of the following textbook identity for
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elliptic functions;

n(l—ae, 1—e) = —---------------------— a{l - e)K{l - e) - {1 - ae)Il{----------------’D-e)
a[a — ije [ a

(B.28)
The meaning of using this identity is that it explicitly singles out the ^ factor 
in the expansion. Once we have written 11(1 — ae, 1 — e) in this form, we 
may use Mathematica to generate the expansions of functions in the r.h.s. 
of (B.28);

+

+

n(l — ae,l — A
arctan J-i)

+
1 ae

1 arctan

'/G

{\fTA+(“ ~')(- iog{£/i6)+1))
4(a - 1)

(B.29)

+

arctan - 1^ - (a - l)(2a + 2(2a + 1) log(e/16) + 3)j e
+ O (e'^)64(a- 1)

However, in our case a is not constant in e but rather depends on e in the 

following way;

a(e) =
^ + (1 - X,..(e))(l - 5"(£))

(B.30)
l-'^^(e)(l-X„eg(e))

According to our ansatz (B.27) a(e) has a finite positive limit smaller than 

1 as e —)■ 0 ~ this is the only thing, which is important for our expansions to 

be justified. That is, we plug the expansion of a in (powers and logarithms

of) e into the expansion for n(l — ae, 1 — e) obtained at fixed a.
We also need to know the expansion of H ^^^(1 — e); 1 — e^ as e —)• 0.

It was constructed in the appendix of [19]. One has to use the identity 

- 1
n dl-e);l-e = (B.31)

1 -TT^x/(1 — vA (1 — (1 — v'^) e)F ^arcsin ^\/l — +
2VC

(1 - (1 - v2)e) A"(e)
+ /f(l ^ £) ((1 - (1 - v‘) £) K{,) - (1 - «=) (1 - e)n 

In the r.h.s. there’s only one function, which has an expansion that cannot
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be directly obtained by Mathematica, and its expansion looks as follows:

n v'^e
1 — (1 — e

; e ] = ^ ^ (2itv^ + tt) e + (-Sf'* + 44v'^ + 9) +
J 2 o 12o

1
+ —TT (I6td - 72t-^ + 206?d + 25) + O (e^)

0
(B.32)

Inverting the expansion

J(e) — Jo(e) + ^i(e)e + o(e), (B.33)

we obtain e as a function of J, that is we return to our original expansion in 
the limit J —> oo:

2-3 siid E
e(,7) = “ 1-V l-J — cos ($) — cot^ ^ cos <l> 1 + ...

(B.34)

We now write out explicitly the expansions of the parameters entering tlie 
equations of motion:

X„og(^)

Xr..AJ)

v{J)

u{J)

GJ)

MJ)

MJ)

a\{J)

where

16 . 9 w . 9 $ J, , 
=----sill - sin — e + ... , (B.35)

• J) 8 l) >7) 7) ^= sin'"^ t; + ^ (3 sin ^ + J) + ... ,
2 2 2 2

16 . 9 p 0 ‘t’ - = — sin - cos e “‘"(p/^) + ...,
2 2

P 4 . p p ^ . P - ^
= cos 2 — 2 2 2 2 “'"(p/^) + ...,

8 . 9 p ^ _ J= 1+ 9 sm cos4>e '‘■"(p/^) + ..., 
ev 2

4 D 59 _
= cos ‘i sin <1> (2 sin J) + ...,

6“^ 2 2
p cos cos <1> sin p (2^7 cos p + GJ — sin ^ + 3 sin ) _
£ sin^ E

+ 2e^ sin'‘ 2
g s'P(p/2) + ... J

cos 9 cos <t> sin p (sin 'If — 2j7(cos p + 3) — 11 sin f) j
^4- ^ \ 2 Vi- / e sin(p/2)

sin^ 2 26^ sin'^ 2

— ^ — 9 ( 7 + 2 sm ^ ) sm <h cot^ ^ e s"‘<p/2) + ... ^
£ eJ \ 2 / 2

8 . p . T -sm sm <i> e '‘‘"(p/^) + ...,

$ =
23/2 C0S3(P’

and the solution exists for all p € [—vr; tt] (if and) only if

(B.36)

|(5| = |27r(n2 — yJ)] < tt.
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This means that for the undeformed AdS^ x 5'^, that is 7 = 0, the only 

possible choice is 77,2 = 0, or d = 0. In this case all formulas reduce to what 

was found in [19].

To obtain the dispersion relation one should expand (B.19) with respect to e 

and then substitute the expansion (B.34) of e in terms of J. The dispersion 

relation with the first correction has the following form:

X VA P f 4 9 27 ^ JE — J =----sm - 1---- r sm - cos <4>eTT 2 V e2 2 (B.38)

23/2cos3 2’
\S\ = |27r(n2 - 7./)! < TT.
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Symmetry algebra

The ./-matrices — generators of 50(3) — used in section 2, are defined as 

follows:
/ n 1 o\

J,

V

0 1 0

-10 0 

0 0 0

0 0

, 52

/ V
0 0 0 

-10 0

'^O 0 0^

, 53 =

/ V
0 0 1

0-10

(C.l)

/
They satisfy the usual condition [Jfc, J/] = —ekimJm- 

The matrix W defined in (3.5) looks as follows:

fo
0

vr =

WJ.
20

0 -

n2 2^
2 ^ 0 2 ^

ioa n 2 2^
V IOJ2

2
UJ2
2 0

_ ^^1 
2

2

0

0

0

0

(jJ2
2

_i.^2 ^

_tUJ2 _
2 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(C.2)

In the main text we have used a separate notation for the first row of this 

matrix:

0 =

^ i(jJ\ UJ2 i^2
~ ^~2 ' T’ ”2”’ T ) = (^2) <8)

hi.-)- (C.3)

The fermionic matrix 9 looks as follows:
—i (k/ +''^2 ) 1 (xifi ~ Xi,2) -T (x/i + xr,2) 1 (xt2+xr,i) -h'(x/'.2-xr,i) \

^ 4- ^2^ i (kj ^ — K.P) J (xl,i “ ^2,2) -¥ (xl,i +X^2) k (xi,2 + xi;i) -5'(xl2-x^,i)

^ 1 ^2
i (kj — ^2 ) 1 (x2,2 ~ xji) -1* (xji +X2,2) 5 (■“Xl,2 “ X2,l) (xT “ ■X2,l)

i (k4 + ^2 ^) 5 (xf.i “ Xi,2) T (xf,l + Xl,2) 2 (xf,2 + Xi,i)
T(xf,2-xr,i) /
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At this point we would like to remind the reader that the kappa-gauge 

corresponds to setting = X the matrix written above.

We can equally express the fields hi terms of the riij^ i.e.

elements of the matrix 6. Namely,

Ainu), = h{n2\ A i 7122) (C.4)

Xq° = nnAinu, X^°
+0
21

ni5 +1 ni6

^23 + 7 7224, XW = ^^25 + 7 ^26

12

+0
^22

The ’conjugate’ combinations are

Ki ^ = k{n2i

X 11

r/222), ^2^ 

-0

X2i° = ^25

-4(nil -ini2) 

7 7116, Xi4 = -(^13 - ^^14) 

-(n23 - 2n24)

(C.5)

-12

7 7126, X2°

First of all, we describe explicitly the matrix generators of the sti{2) © 

572(2) ©n(l) algebra. We introduce the following matrices;

^ Q 1
tk = -^A{ak), u =

V'
■1 0

7(72,

Si = l(Tl <S> 7(72, 52 = -^20-2 © h, 53 = ^(73 (g) 2(72, (C.6)

I2 being the 2x2 identity matrix and A the diagonal embedding: A(a) = 72© 

a. In these notations 4 describe the sn(2)|4^4, ii is the 72(1)[2x2 U(l)-charge 

from CP^ and Sk describe the 572(2)14^4. These matrices (after corresponding 

embeddings into 10 x 10 matrices) satisfy the necessary reality conditions (for 

example, the Sj are real) and the following commutation relations:

[fj, 4] (ijkAk, [5i, 5j] (ijk T^k, [I'i, 5j] [4, 7i\ [s-j, Tt] 0. (C.7)
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3.1 The charges

139

In this appendix we explain the notations for the worldsheet fields which enter 

the expressions for the charges appearing in the symmetry algebra (3.26).

More precisely, we need to explain how indices of various fields are lowered 

and raised, since without this understanding it is impossible to check the 

covariance of the expressions that we obtain, even if lower indices are always 

contracted with upper ones. First of all, Z = ziUi and Pz = PzNi- For matrix 

elements of these matrices we use the notation and [PzYiy respectively. 

We need to use this shifted notation for the indices, since otherwise it would 

not be clear, what Z\ and Z\ stand for. The indices in our notation should 

be (as usual) read from left to right, that is, for instance Z^^ is the element 

in the first row and second column, etc. As for the fermions, we use notation 

. The have different positions of the index, since they’re 

in conjugate representationsh Obviously, the conjugate of a field transforms 

in a representation, conjugate to the one of this field. Thus, conjugation 

changes the position of the index. For example, Xa = iXa)*^ = («'“’’^^)*, 

{Z*)Y = Starting from this point, one can raise or lower indices,

using and e"^. For instance, and Va = —CabV^. Once the minus

sign in the previous formula has been written out explicitly, = Cah-

We remind the reader that Cab is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for 

coupling two spins ^ to obtain spin 0, whereas {eai)ab are the Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients for coupling two spins ^ to obtain spin 1. This means, for instance, 

that eabVaWb is a scalar, whereas {eai)abV^w^ is a vector.

'These representations are equivalent, as we discussed in the text. However, we prefer to define the 

fermions precisely this way to get rid of some extra e-symbols. We should just bear in mind that the 

indices in this ca.se should be contracted as or etc.
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3.2 Geodesics

140

As is well-known,the Penrose limit is an expansion in the vicinity of a 

geodesic. We call geodesics 71 and 72 equivalent, if 72 can be obtained from 71 

by action of the isometry group. Since a geodesic is determined as a solution 

of a second order differential equation, it is determined by the initial point 

7(0) and velocity 7(0). Obviously, velocities 57(0) define the same geodesic 

for any nonzero s (the only difference comes from the dilation of an affine 

parameter on the geodesic). Thus, if G acts transitively on A4 and H acts 

transitively on P(V(l) (P denoting projectivization), then all geodesics are 

equivalent. In our case P(VT) = l^P'^- A stronger condition is that, instead 

of the action on RP^, H should act transitively on S^, which might be more 

convenient and is probably satisfied in many cases. Another wording is that 

the representation of H on V should be irreducible over R. For instance, 

this is the case for the manifold under consideration, since V decomposes as 

VT = 3 0 3 over C, but is irreducible over R under the action of H = U{3). 

From the former viewpoint, U{3) also acts transitively on which, among 

other things, gives rise to a coset U{3)/U{2) = (and even, cancelling the 

P(l) factors, SU{3)/SU{2) =

There’s an important exception, however, which we have omitted in the 

argumentation presented above. It is the case, when two geodesics ’touch’ at 

some point p E A4. Definition of touching is obvious and means that they 

both pass through the point p and have the same velocity direction (once 

again, up to ±, that is ’backward’ and ’forward’ are not distinguished), i.e. 

7i(p) oc 72(p)- In this case, the solution of the differential equation is not 

specified by the point p and the velocity at this point. This may well happen, 

since for the uniqueness of a solution a differential equation should have a 

regular r.h.s. (we assume that we are dealing with a system of first-order
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ODEs, written in the form yi =

For the moment we consider the question with geodesics as not totally 

settled, at least for us it is unclear at the moment whether any of the geodesics 

can touch in CP^. Of course, it should be possible to check this by a direct 

calculation, namely, solution of the geodesic equation.

^For instance, consider a very simple example of ecjuation (reminiscent of the equation of the classical 

giant magnon) z' = -y/i with initial data 2:(0) = 0. It has two solutions: z = 0 and z = ^. This is due to 

the fact that -^{r.h.s.) = is not bounded in the vicinity of 2 = 0.
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Appendix D

The rotating string

4.1 The coset space AdS4 x CP^

To make the thesis self-contained, in this appendix we recapitulate the 

basic facts about the description of the coset space AdS4 x =

OSP(2,2|6)/SO(3,l) X U(3).

Consider 10 x 10 supermatrices

\
(D.l)A =

X Q

V y j
where X and Y are even (bosonic) 4x4 and 6x6 matrices, respectively. 

The 4x6 matrix 9 and the 6x4 matrix r/ are odd, i.e. linear in fermionic 

variables. As the matrix super algebra, the Lie superalgebra osp(6|4), is 

spanned by supermatrices A satisfying two conditions

= -CAC~^, A^ = -TAT-^, (D.2)

where C = diag(C'4,l6) and T = diag(ro, —He)- Here A*'- stands for the 

supertranspose of A:

A"^ = (D.3)
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The bosonic subalgebra of osp(6l4) is U5p(2, 2) 0 50(6). Explicitly, the 

fermionie matrices obey

r; = -e*Ci e* = , (0.4)

i.e. fermions are symplectic Majorana with the total number of real fermionic 

components equal to 24.

VVe further introduce a 6 x 6 matrix Kq and a 10 x 10 matrix K = 

diag(A"4, Kq):

Ka = E.
0 1

-1 0
K =

0 1

-1 0
(D.5)

This matrices can be used to define an automorphism Q of order four of the 

complexified algebra 05p(4|6)

. K4X^K.i K^rfKQ , , 1 ,D{A) = ^M = -EKA^^K-^E- .̂
-K^6H<4 KqYNU

(D.6)

Here S = diag(Il4, —le) is the grading matrix. The orthosyrnplectic condition 

for A implies

0(y4) = (EKC)A(EKC)-^ = TAT‘‘ (D.7)

T = (D.8)

i.e. Q is an inner automorphism. Explicitly,

Ts 0 ^

0 —Ke j

As the vector space, A = osp(6|4) can be decomposed under Q into 

the direct sum of homogeneous components: A = where the

projection A^^'> of a generic element A G 05p(6|4) on the subspace A^^^ is 

define as

i (^ + i^^Tt{A) + + i^n\A)^ .
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In particular, = so(3,1) 0 u(3).

Throughout Chapter 4 we use the generators Tij of so (6) defined as = 

Eij — Eji, where Eij are the standard matrix unities. We also introduce the 

following six matrices Tq which are Lie algebra generators of so(6) along the 

CP^ directions:

Ti = Eys — E'si — E24 + £^42 , 

T3 = Eis — E^i — ^26 + Eg2 , 

^5 = E-35 — E53 — Ki6 + Eei,

T2 = £'14 — £'41 + Exi — E‘y2 ,

T4 = £'i6 — £^61 + ^25 ~ -^52 5 (D.IO)

^6 = — Eq'S + £'45 — £54 .

These generators are normalized as tr(7iTj) = —45jp

According to [11], a generic SO(6) element parametrizing the coset space 

CP^ = SO(6)/U(3) can be written as

yTi (D.ll)

We parametrize CP'^ by means of

the spherical coordinates (7’, q;i, 0:2, 0:3), or, alternatively, by means of 

three complex inhomogeneous coordinate Wj,

y\ + m 

y-i + m 

y5 + iye

^ «5(»2+a3)+ir sin 61 cos —e2 
2

rsin^sin —e 2("2 a3)+'<^ 
2

\w

\w\
:'W2

r cos 9 =
7'

\w\

(D.12)

where ItuP = WkW^ and sinr \W\

\Aw
= . The geodesic circle described by the

angle ^p corresponds to taking 6 — 0 and 7’ = or, equivalently, 103 = 

and W\ — D = W2- If we further extract a geodesic angle (/? by introduce one 

real field x and two complex fields vi and V2'-

7773 = (1 — .x)e*‘^ , 7771
1

v/2
77ieiipl2 1

7772 U2e;W2 (D.13)
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then the corresponding quadratic action for the CP^ fluctuation modes 

around the (5, J)-string solution coincides with the plane-wave action 

obtained in [11].

4.2 Kappa-symmetry

Here we present an independent analysis of K-symmetry transformations in 

the background of the (S', ./)-string. As was explained in [11], ^-symmetry 

acts on the coset element by multiplication from the right:

g -> ge‘ = g'g^ , (D.14)

where Qc is a compensating group element from the denominator of the coset. 

We see that at linear order in y and e we get

9 9o9^9s(^" = 90^^^^^'^^'9b ~ 9b (D.15)

Thus, at the linearized level the fermion matrix x changes under the k- 

symmetry variation as

-1X X + 9b^9,, (0.16)

Note also that the compensation matrix Qc which depends on the even number 

of fermions does not arise for the linearized transformations. The parameter 

e = -b in the above formula is the one found in [11], e.g..

fli) _ a(2) a(2) ,^a,—'
ap A2) A2)

(D.17)
, ap , A2) aP A2) _ - .
' '^++^a-^P- + ^a,-'^++^p- g ^ ^a,-^p-)^++ >

1 '2 A (2) A (2) \ aP

where is the K-symrnetry parameterb It is easy to And

= -\gP{9o^Srgo + G(gPdrgJ'G , (D.18)

(D.19)
1

•4?’ = —^g:\d,GGAgs-
^We present the complete analysis for only, the computation of goes along the same lines.
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Hence, in the conformal gauge

- A?) ^ s-’iffe . (D.20)

wliere

A = pargo + G(g-‘d^gjG~' - d^GG'') . (D.21)

An element G entering the last formula is determined from eq.(4.5) to be

G =
0

0
■n

■ip^2K^

0

0
(D.22)

We also note that since we pulled out the factor out of A^‘̂ \ the matrix 

A is not element of the space

Thus, under K-symmetry transformation the fermionic matrix y is shifted

by
— AAk. + k,aA + AkA — -str(T^AA)/c,.

8
In order hnd out implementation of this formula for y, we have to understand 

the structure of the matrix A. Calculations reveal the following remarkably 

simple formula

4
Ul2

e ^xcoshpTo — CU] sinlipTi + pT2)e2^^2

0

0

^34 + T56

The non-trivial Virasoro constraint written in terms of A implies

0 = 4 str(AA) = p'^ + uj‘i sinh^ p — >c^ cosh^ p + , (D.23)

which is an equation for the function p. An important about the matrix A 

is that it is not constant on the world-sheet, quite in opposite to the point- 

particle case. On the other hand, since an expression

xcosh pTo — cui sinh pTi -f p'r2
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multiplied with i takes values in one can always find a similarity

transformation with an element V from SO(3,1), which brings A to a 

constant matrix, e.g, to Fq, namely,

xcoshpFo — cji sinlipFi + p'r2 = ijj2VVQV ^ , (D.25)

V = V ,(D.26)

where we have taken into account that on solutions of the Virasoro constraint 

(D.23), the eigenvalues of matrix (D.24) are ±t02- For instance, one can take

/ LUi sinh p —ip' 0 0 uj2 — KCQshp ^

0 uj\ sinh p + ip' LO2 — K cosh p 0

0 UJ2 — K cosh p wi sinh p — ip' 0

^ u)2 — K cosh p 0 0 W] sinh p + ip' y

where the unessential normalization constant is fixed by requiring detV = 1. 

Indeed, one can check that on solutions of the Virasoro constraint the relation

(D.25) is satisfied. Thus, the matrix A exhibits the following factorizable

structure

A =
4

(D.27)

(D.28)

where we have introduced two matrices:

-iCo 0 \ 0

0 T34 + T56 j y 0 11

where, in particular, matrix ^ does not depend on the world-sheet 

variables. We thus see that under a linearized K-symmetry transformation 

the combination y^^x^ undergoes a shift by an element

CP2 .
16

^2(y-i^y) ^ + {y-^Ky)sy^ - istr(TV2)(r-i/s:r)
8

An easy calculation shows that the matrix above has a structure

^2

16
(D.29)
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where e the matrix e depends on 8 fermions only, i.e. the rank of the on- 

shell K-symmetry transformations is equal to eight, confirming thereby the 

conclusions of [11]. Thus, our analysis shows that transformation (D.29) 

suffices to gauge away from the general element

0 V- m 2 pT2Q

0
(D.30)

precisely eight fermions.

Finally, we note that in section (4.4.2) we made an additional rotation 

of X with the matrix W given by eq.(4.25). To find how the new fermionic 

matrix transforms under /^-symmetry, we have to rotaite the parameter k. in 

the same way k. WkW~^. In the CP^ sector this rotation effectively leads 

to modifying the matrix in the following way

sT =

which is the consequence of e7^®(T34 + T56)e~7^® = Tq. This new matrix szT 

coincides with the one used in the paper [11], where it was concluded that 

the corresponding ^-symmetry transformations allow one to make the gauge 

choice

= 0,

which puts to zero the fifth and the sixth column of 9.
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Appendix E

Low-energy dynamics

5.1 The particle spectrum in different gauges: 

an example

The problem we described in Section 5.3 is related to a singular gauge choice 

for a part of the kappa-symmetry.

To clarify the situation we present an example from the hard core of 

gauge theory, where a similar phenomenon occurs. Namely, we will consider 

the Abelian U{1) Higgs model with the standard Lagrangian;

1
£Hig6, = - jC + D,4> - !(</>> - v‘)2\2 (E.l)

In the above clearly (p is the Higgs field, the covariant derivative is D^,,(f) — 

{d^ + ig (j) and the gauge transformations are

(j) —> 6*^°^ 0, ^ — d^a

It is possible to choose the so-called "unitary" gauge, which corresponds to 

setting 0 to be real. In this gauge the Lagrangian (E.l) obtains the following 

form;

+ ff" AV (E-2)
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Now, as long as ?; 7^ 0 in order to stabilize the potential V = one

usually makes a shift 0 = u + (/?, which, among other things, produces the 

following quadratic form:

(E.3)

In particular, for n 7^ 0 the quadratic form above is nondegenerate, its zeros 

describing the spectrum of the theory: 3 particles of mass rni — gv (which 

come from the gauge field A^) and 1 particle of mass m2 — (which

comes from the scalar (/?). One should thus expect that in the limit v —> 

0 we would obtain 4 massless particles. However, in practice this limit is 

rather subtle, and this is due to the fact that the quadratic Lagrangian (E.3) 

becomes gauge-invariant in the limit u —)■ 0, despite the fact that a gauge has 

already been chosen. This is of course an artifact of the combination of gauge 

choice and the perturbation expansion, since the gauge invariance is broken, 

as it should be, by the interaction terms that we have dropped in (E.3). The 

same statement can be reformulated, if one looks at the propagator Df^^ of 

the gauge field
1

kS — g'^v'^
^ _ k,.k,
f'"" gV, (E.4)

which clearly is singular of order ~ when v —>■ 0. Thus, the situation 

is similar to the case we are considering in this thesis, since, as explained in 

Section ??, the propagators of some of the fermions behave as l/v? in the 

—)■ 0 limit (equivalently, their quadratic Lagrangian is proportional to iR).

What is the solution to this problem? According to the general logic 

explained above, we need to find a more suitable gauge, so that the quadratic 

part of the Lagrangian is nondegenerate even in the v ^ 0 limit. There are 

many gauges at our disposal, for instance the Feynman gauge, in which the 

quadratic Lagrangian looks as follows (when v — 0):
.(2) 1

4iiggs =-0(^/4 +14^1 TcDc, (E.5)
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c, c being the Faddecv-Popov ghosts. In particular the cohomology of the 

BRST Q operator in the A^ sector consists of two states, which describe the 

two polarizations of the massless vector field. Apart from them, we also have 

the two massless scalar fields 0, 0, thus the spectrum of the model indeed 

consists of 4 massless particles. Notice, however, that in this case two of these 

particles come from A^^ and two from 0, whereas in the case of the unitary 

gauge we had three particles from A|^^ and one from 0. The different ways of 

splitting the sectrum is of course a natural consequence of gauge invariance 

of the model. The important point is that both approaches give the same 

spectrum in the limit u —>• 0, however only one of them is applicable for 

perturbative calculations.

In using the quite involved construction described in Chapter 5 we have 

in mind the simple idea of choosing a proper gauge for our model.

5.2 The osp(8|4) superalgebra

This section of the Appendix provides a matrix realization of the osp(8|4) 

superalgebra. The discussion here is in many ways parallel to the one of [11], 

since the osp(6|4) algebra described there is very similar to the one of our 

interest.

Generators of the osp(8|4) can be thought of as 4|8 x 4|8 superrnatrices:

A (E.6)
X

7] Y

where X and Y are bosonic matrices of dimensions 4x4 and 8x8 respectively. 

The matrix Y belongs to so(8) and, as such, is real and antisymmetric:

= y, yT = -y (E.7)

The matrix X belongs to sp{4) and can be characterized by the following
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properties:

x* = iViX(2r2)-‘, = -C4XCi'

As for the fermions, r; is related to "d via

r; = -d^a

and the reality property reads

{^* = iT2^

152

(E.8)

(E.9)

(E.IO)

5.3 Embeddings SO{6) ^ 50(8)

The purpose of this seetion of the Appendix is to prove that the standard 

diagonal embedding of OS'P(6|4) C OS'P(8|4) is the one relevant for our 

purposes.

A Lie superalgebra ean be decomposed into its bosonic and fermionic 

components in a standard way: £ = £0 + £1. Then, £0 is represented 

on £1, since [£o,£i] C £1. Thus, a natural question arises which 

representations arise in this way. The answer to tins question (among 

others) was given by Kac [77]. For the case of the osp(8|4) superalgebra 

the corresponding fermionic module is sp4 (g) sos, where sp^ and sog are the 

standard (defining) representations of the corresponding algebras. In other 

words, for practical purposes one can consider the representation in terms of 

8|4 X 8|4 supermatrices:
^ A B 

C D

where A is a standard representation of sp(4) and D is the standard 

representation of so(8) \ whereas B and C are the fermionic algebra

M (E.ll)

’it is well-known that Spin{8) has 3 different irreps of dimension 8, related by the so-called triality, 

so in this case the theorem of Kac rules out two of them, which are the chiral and anti-chiral spinorial
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elements, subject to natural reality properties (besides, C is conjugate 

to B, in the sense that it is uniquely determined by the latter). In 

fact, representations of both of these bosonic algebras can be conveniently 

described in terms of gamma-matrices. Let us denote by = 0,1,2,3 

the D = 4 garnma-matrices, and by 7q,cv = 1...6 (and also 77 on slightly 

separate grounds) the D = 6 (respectively D = 1) gamma-matrices. They 

satisfy the following defining conditions:

r^} = 7^'^) = diag(+, -, -, -)lf.W '

= 2j;)2, 77 = diag(' -)

(E.12)

(E.13)

In these signatures the F matrices may be chosen to be imaginary, and the 

7 matrices may be chosen to be real (this is the choice of Majorana bases 

for both Clifford algebras^). The sj;(4) algebra is then generated by [11| 

^[Fq,, F/j], zFq, so all the generators are real. The so(8) algebra is generated 

by standard Eij matrices (with 1 on the ij-place and —1 on the ji place), so 

(not surprisingly) it is real too. In this setup the fermions should be chosen 

real as well.

There are different ways to represent 50(6) on the 8-diniensional vector 

space of the 50(8) vector representation. One of them is the standard 

diagonal embedding, which can be continued to the embedding 05P(6|4) C 

05P(8|4) in a simple way:

\( A B

GoSP{Q\4) — C D

\ I2

(E.14)

/
The other representation is a faithful^ Spin{6) representation (and, as such,

^Note however that throughotit the thesis w'e u.sed a clifFerent repre.sentation of the F matrices, see 
Appendix A.

'*We remind the reader tiiat a representation r of a group G on a vector space V, tiiat is a 

homomorphism r : Q ^ GL(V), is called faithful, if r is injective.
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not a representation of 50(6)). It may be constructed in the following way. 

Let X]...X8 be the 8 coordinates in the vector space, on which 50(8) is 

represented. We can form complex combinations = xi ih ix2, etc. Then, 

those 50(8) transformations which correspond to analytic (linear) maps 

of form an 5/7(4). In this way 5/7(4) = Spin{6) is represented

irreducibly on the 8-dimensional real vector space (if one considered the 

vector space over C, the representation of 5/7(4) would split as 4 -f 4). The 

above definition is equivalent to the following: one needs to choose those 

matrices from 50(8) which commute with a given complex structure in 

For definitiveness we choose the simplest complex structure, which in our 

conventions is given by 77. Clearly, such matrices are |[7a,7/3], cr,/3 = 1...6 

(as well as 77 itself, which thus extends 5/7(4) to /7(4)). The latter can be 

split in two groups: the ones, which lie in 5/7(3) C 5/7(4) (we call them 

Li's), and the ones which lie in the compliment (we call them Tj and U). 

These are the following:

^1 = 726 + 715, ^2 = 735 + 746 7/3 = 714 - 723 (E.I5)

7/4 = 716 — 7255 7/5 = 736 — 745 , 7/6 = 713 + 724 (E.I6)

Lj — 7i2 — 734, 7/8 = 7i2 + 734 — 2756, /7 = 712 + 734 + 756- (E.I7) 

Tl = 1/2(726 — 715), T2 = 1/2(735 — 746), T3 = 1/2(714 -f 723XE.I8) 

14=1/2(716+725), 15 = 1/2(736 + 745), l6 = 1/2(713 -724XE.I9)

In the above U is an element of 5/7(4) which commutes with SU{3).

In fact, the 5/7(3) group, generated by L’s is the same, as the 5/7(3) 

subgroup of the diagonal 50(6) embedding. In the notations of the paper 

[57], the projector Pq = diag(l, 1,1,1,1,1, 0, 0) leaves L^ invariant PqLiPq — 

Li, and annihilates Ip PqTiPq = 0.

In order to get the diagonal embedding in this way, one needs to project 

the 7-niatrices (exactly as described in the appendix to paper |57|): Tj =
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PQliPQi i We have chosen the Majorana gamma-matrices 7 in

such a way, that these projections give precisely the T-matrices, defined in 

the paper [11] (this is a confirmation that the embedding has been chosen 

correctly).

Once we know what the correct embedding is, we can proceed to define 

the Hopf fiber bundle. As described in [57], in order to do this we need to 

represent the sphere S’^ as a coset SU{4) x U{1)/SU{3) x U'{1), where the 

’gauge group’ U'{1) is generated by the element U, whereas translation along 

the fiber is generated by 77. Note that one may write

7? — A'g -t- e. (E.20)

where e is defined in Appendix A and

U = Kg - 3e, (E.21)

so the new space is indeed produced by a twisting of the original U{1) gauge 

group generated by Kg with the new direction 0, that appears as the angle 

of 50(2) (generated by e) in 50(6) x 50(2) C 50(8), both subgroups 

embedded diagonally.

As explained in Appendix 5.4, dimensional reduction corresponds to 

dropping the einbein = d(j) — A, which describes the fiber. In terms 

of the coset, it implies an additional gauging of a U{1) subgroup, generated 

by the fiber translations, that is by 77. On the other hand, as it follows 

from the formulas (E.20, E.21) above, gauging both U and 77 is the same as 

gauging Kg and e, and thus we return to the CP^ space, as we should. [> 

Thus, the 05F(8|4)/50(7) x 50(1,3) coset element can be chosen as 

follows;

9 = 9osp{6\a)^'^^ • (E.22)

Here 9osp{G\'i) is the 05P(6|4) coset element, which can be taken, for 

instance, from [11], and schematically it looks as follows; 9osp{6\4) =
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9bosonsh24jermioTis- are the additional 8 fermions absent in the OSP{6\4) 

coset. The matrix vxQ^ can be found in the Appendix A.

5.4 Dimensional reduction in detail

This section of the Appendix is dedicated to the explanation of how the 

Kaluza-Klein reduction is performed in our setup. In part 5.4.3 we prove that 

the reduction preserves the OSP{6\4) subgroup of the OS'P(8|4) isometry 

group of the AdSi x background.

5.4.1 Metric term

In this section we will follow the line of reasoning adopted in [45].

Suppose we have an IID metric which can depend on the fermions as 

well as on the bosons. This metric is subject to an important qualification 

— it has a linearly realized U(l) isometry, which we will take to be the shift 

z ^ z a, a being an arbitrary constant. Then the metric can be written 

in the following way;

= QabdxPdx^ + Badx^dz + Cdz^ (E.23)

Assume that the three membrane coordinates are cr, r, Let us set z — 

then the pullback of the metric written above to the membrane worldvolume 

can be written as follows:

Gapdx'^dx^ — [gabdaX^^dpx’^ + BadaX'^dyZ + CdaZdpz) dx'^dx^ (E.24)

In the above formula the indices a, 13 run from 1 to 3. Now, when a, /3 = 1,2 

we have

Gap = Oabdax'^dpx^ (E.25)
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When P = 3,
Ga3 = ^BadaX^- (E.26)

Finally, if cv — /? — 3, we get

633 = C (E,27)

If we calculate the determinant of Gap, it will of course be some function of 

Qab, Ba, G. Since det(G) ^ det(5r), g cannot be regarded as the pullback of the 

correct lOD string metric. However, the following Kaluza-Klein construction 

cures this drawback. Indeed, the correct pullback hab is intoduced by the 

following decomposition of G (here 2 = 1,2):

G = (E.28)

The point of this decomposition is that now for any Ai the following holds 

true:

det(G) = det(/0 (E.29)

Thus, the Nambu-Goto actions of the membrane and the string coincide up 

to a factor of the radius of the fiber, which we denote by r:

= r y dadrVdeth.

One can read off the following from (E.28):

(|)-2/3$2 ^ ^4/3 ^

^-2/3^2A^ ^ <1)4/3^, ^

+ ^^A,Aj) = G,,

(E.30)

(E.31)

(E.32)

(E.33)

We need to express Ai and, ultimately, hij from these expressions:

= G33 (E.34)

(E.35)

(E.36)

A • — ^3;
033

h,3 = \/G33(5.3-^)
G33
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The last line of this equation gives us the sought for pullback (to the 

2D string worldsheet) of the lOD metric. Its determinant is equal to the 

determinant of G, as explained above. It is a general answer, independent of 

the representation of the vielbeins (in this argumentation the vielbeins are 

irrelevant, since from the very beginning we’re dealing with the metric, and 

of course one can always choose the vielbeins in a pretty form to satisfy the 

given metric).

The procedure we have just explained is equivalent to writing the original 

metric (E.23) in the form

a\2ds^ = Qabdx^'dx^ -|- C{dz — Badx°') (E.37)

then dropping the last term and multiplying the first one by an appropriate 

factor of (7, such that the determinant is unchanged.

5.4.2 Wess-Zumino term

Here we explain the technical side of the Wess-Zumino term construction. It 

was announced in (5.23) that the Wess-Zumino term for the M2 brane action 

looks as follows:

^ = LikdE" aE'’AE‘AE^ + \E°A [r^, To];; EftAE'' A (E.38)
o

The bosonic vielbeins in the above formula are normalized in a canonical way, 

namely so that the AdS/^ x 5^ metric is written in the form ds^ = 7]^^EaEb- 

The fermionic vielbeins which enter this formula are the fermionic 

components of the supercurrent

= -9-‘ dg = E^Ta + E°Qa + (E.39)

We will not write out the matrix form of the supergenerators Qa, since this 

is to a large extent irrelevant for our problem, but will rather deal with
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components of the matrix Q = E°Qa- It is a siipermatrix with zero bosonic 

components, so it has "off-diagonal" form. We will call its top right block 

0 (its bottom left block 0 is related to it via 0 = —0 ^ C4) and write its 

matrix components as 0aa, where a = 0...3 is the row number and a = 1...8 

is the column number.

After this preparational work we may write the term E°‘ A [TA,PB]a^i3 

as follows;

A [r^, Ffilf Ef, = 9“ A [r^, rsi" ej,, =bb n)\aa,bb Air.,r 1CC0
Bill)

The double-index notation is very convenient for our choice of the r-rnatrices 

(see Appendix A), since all of them have the form A4 ^ Bg, and clearly 

{A4<S>Bg)^^ = (^4)! {Bg)l^. The C\i matrix raises/lowers the indices, but the 

interpretation of its own indices is still the same: = —{Cii)a^ ii) =

(C'4r5)®^d“^ (the minus sign is due to the fact that Cfi — —1).

The requirement of the closedness of the four-form in (E.38) fixes the 

value of A:

A = - 
4

(E.40)

5.4.3 OSP{6 I 4) invariance of the lOD theory

We mentioned above that the form (E.22) of the coset provides for the 

OSP{Q\4) invariance of the ten-dimensional theory. That is what we’re 

going to prove here. Eor simplicity we will consider just the CP^ part of 

the problem, or the SO(6) symmetry group. Let Q G 50(6) C 50(8) act 

on g{w,9,v) {w and 9,v are the bosonic and fermionic fields of the coset 

respectively) from the left, that is g' = Dg{w,9). From the properties of
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90SP{6\i) follows that we can write

160

g' = <;osP(6|4)(w''> S') S) e** (E^41)

where co is the compensating element from the stabilizer U{3) of the 

SO{6)/U{3) coset. Let us write ui = ojsu{^)^u{i)^ where ujsu{3) belongs 

to SU{3) C U{3) and therefore also to SO{7), and a;t/(i) = G t/(l) C

gW ^u{i) =U{3) does not belong to SO{7). Then

^ ^ before, U = KQ-3ee 50(7) belongs

to the stabilizer of the 50(8)/50(7) coset. We denote

— ip3zz,

v'.QA _  „—3iye vxQ e

(E.42)

(E.43)

then we may write

9 ' — 9osp{q\‘\) {'w', O') ^ ^ ^su{3) ■ (E.44)

The key property to observe is that, since zz is a function of ?n, -zh, 0, the 

variations of all fields involve only the fields w, w and 9, v (we have included 

V here, since the variation of n is ~ zzu), but not y?. In order to see why 

this is important we write down the IID metric in the Kaluza-Klein form (in 

the presence of fermions):

ds^ = ds^Qj) + V {dp> — (E.45)

where V is the dilaton. Since the variations of all the fields do not depend 

on (p, the only way for (E.45) to be invariant is for both dp — and V to 

be invariant.
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5.5 Low-energy limit: integrating out the 

massive fields

Usually the low-energy limit implies that we need to get rid in one or another 

way of all the massive fields in the theory. As explained in Section 5.7, in the 

present model finding the low-energy limit is a rather subtle endeavour. This 

is due to the fact, that the Lagrangian contains terms of various dimensions. 

Here by dimension we always mean the simple canonical dimension, which 

in turn is determined by the behaviour of the propagator of a given field: all 

scalar fields have dimension 0 and fermions have dimension 1/2, the derivative 

being clearly of dimension one. Let us make it clear that so far we have only 

fixed the conformal gauge 7+_ = 7_+ = 1 and set to zero the massive 6 

fermions. Thus, we should keep in mind that we have the v-fermions, some 

of which are redundant and are subject to the additional kappa-symmetry 

transformations and, last but not least, some of the bosonic fields in the 

Lagrangian (there are 10 bosonic fields) are unphysical and are subject to the 

Virasoro constraints. Ultimately we want to express the two gauge artifacts 

in terms of the physical fields. Of course, this is best done using the light- 

cone gauge [103], but for our purposes it will be enough to use a shortcut 

which we will now describe. The Virasoro constraints look as follows:

0 = Ui = d+z+ - 21 + ^(66 + M2 - X1X2 - M2) + ••• (E.46)

0 = U2 = 9_2_ + 21-1- ^(66 + M2 - X1X2 - M2) + (E.47)

The part of the Lagrangian, which contains the 2 fields, is:

Cz = 22! -|- 42i5+2+ — 42i5_2_-I- (E.48)

+45_2_5+2+ + 2z((9_2_ + d+Z+){^i^2 + M2 - M2 - XlX2) +

+4221(^1^/2 + Ml - M2 - Ml) + 2222(X2'!/i + Xl^2 - 602 “ 60l)
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We remind the reader that the physical fields Zi, Z2 are massive, so we may 

set them to zero everywhere, except for the terms written above (since some 

of these terms have a ’subcritical’ dimension, that is dimension smaller than 

2). For this reason we did not write out the kinetic terms of the Zi, z^ fields 

above (we’re going to integrate out the 21,^2 fields, in the same fashion as 

the W and Z bosons can be integrated out in the low-energy limit of the 

Standard Model).

Next we plug d^Zj^^d-Z- from (E.46, E.47) into (E.48) to obtain:

£2 = 4zf + 2z^-j- (E.49)

+4izi(^l'lp2 + 6^1 - 0lX2 - 02Xl) + 2222(X2'01 + Xl^2 “ 602 “ 60l) + 

+2(660102 - 66X1X2 - 660102 - 0102X1X2 - 01020102 + XlX20102)

As an intermediate result, we get the correct masses (2 and 4) for the AdS 

physical fields (this should be compared with the spectrum obtained for the 

first time in |55|). We can now easily integrate out the fields zi and Z2:

= 3660102 - 266X1X2 - 2601X202 - 36 02X102 “ (E.50)

-602X201 - 601X102 - 3601X201 - 2602X101 “

-201020102 + 3XiX20102

Recall that (E.50) is only the part of the Lagrangiari which initially depended 

on the 2 fields. There’s another part, which we would have obtained, had 

we simply set all the 2 fields to zero and dropped the vertices with higher 

derivatives. This part looks as follows:

^0 = 2 (u|i;]2 - (i+7J,|2)2) {d+uHdWu^ + d-UHd+Wj)+ (E.51)

+66 - 0i)^+(6 - 0i) + 601 + Xi)^+(0i + Xi) +
-66 - 02)5_(6 - 02) - 602 + X2)5-(02 + X2) +

+2 ■Wid+Wj-Wid+Wj

i+|wfck (6 -0i)(0i + Xi) -2 
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— Cl'^202Xl “ 60102^^2 “ 6X1X202 +
+6010201 + 6XiX201 + 01X20102 “ 02Xl0102) + 

+5(66X1X2 + 01020102) + 6(602X102 + 60lX20l)- 

-601X202 + 602X201 + 601X102 - 0202X101

The indices A: in this formula run over the values 1,2,3. As explained 

in Chapter 5, the second and third lines of (E.51) determine the kappa- 

symmetry transformations, and it is clear, that the qiiartic terms in this 

formula are not invariant under this transformation (indeed, the only 

invariant combination is (6 — 0i)(6 — 02) (0i + Xi)(02 + X2))- However, 

according to the general logic that we have explained, the complete low- 

energy Lagrangian is the sum of (E.50) and (E.51):

^ = 2 (iq|^ - (TtSf) {d+Wid-iUj + d-Wid+Wj)+ (E.52)

+*(6 - 0i)^+(6 - 0i) + «(0i + Xi)<9+(0i + Xi) +
-^(6 - 02)5-(6 - 02) - ?(02 + X2)5-(02 + X2) +

+2^T0g"^'^66. - 0l)(01 + Xi) - - 02)(02 + X2)+

+3(6 - 0l)(6 - 02)(01 + Xl)(02 + X2)

Thus, the result is invariant under the residual kappa transformations, as it 

should be. Now we can safely set to zero 4 of the 8 fermions to obtain the 

Lagrangian announced in Chapter 5. Note that in order to obtain (5.43) or 

(5.46), one needs to rescale the fermions by a factor of 2 (n —> 2 n) and divide 

the Lagrangian by 4.
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